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7 hope that in studying this 

question of the slat* you uiII 
acquaint yaursaka,t uith Engels' 

took ‘Till Origin of ihr Family, 

Prhate Property and the Slate'. 

Jhii ii on* of the fundamental 

works of modern rochlirm, ex+ry 

sentence of which can b, accept 

ed icith confidence, in the anur 

once Ihol it not been raid Ml 
random but is based on immense 

historical and political material.'» 

INTRODUCTION 

The Origin of ihc Family, Pmole Properly anti the 
Stair l«> trederick Engels occupies a special plate in 

Marxist literature on ihc theory of the historical pro¬ 

cess. 
Marx ami Engels analysed one of the most urgent 

i^ues of their day-that of the essence of the carrital- 

jHt socio-cconomir formation. They defined the basic 

strategy and tactics to be u*rd by the pndetariat in 

tin- struggle for socialist revolution, and indicated the 

main principles of the future communist society. Ma¬ 

terial on the ancient history of mankind was used in 

their works up to the 187Us mainly to describe indi- 

vidua! processes or phenomena in the pre-history of 

their con tern pnrary society. We .dsn know, however, 

that for many years Marx was preparing to write u 

major work devoted to the disintegration of tribal 

society and the rise of antagonistic class society. 

By the end of the 1870*, anthropology had gather¬ 

ed a wealth of new information concerning both pen 

pies who were still living at one or other stage of priori- 

1 V.l. Lenin, The Slate*, CotUctad Woiks, VcJ. 29. 
ProfTr* Publish? r*. Moscow, 1977, p. 173. 



five-communal society, and primitive institutions still 

surviving in countries where capitalism had already 

appeared (Germany, Russia, etc.), but had not yet 

attained the highest level to he found at that time. 

This may explain why, in the lost yean of his life. 

Marx devoted considerable time to making notes on 
such works ns Communal Agriculture, me Cauttt, 

Course on/l Consequences of Its Decline by the Russian 

sociologist M. M. Kovalevsky, ,-lncienr Society bv 

Lewis Morgan, and many others. Simultaneously Engrfs 

wrote some sections for a book on the history of t»rr- 

many, which dealt with the ancient and early medie¬ 

val periods.1 

Shortly after the death of Marx, Engels used the de¬ 

tailed notes which Marx had made on Morgan as the 

basis for his work Thr. Origin of the Family, Priiote 

Property ami the. State, which lie wrote between March 

and May, 1884, and whose publication he saw as the 

fulfilment of a bequest by his friend. In this work, En¬ 

gels systematically sets forth the stages in the develop¬ 

ment of ancient human Society from a dialectical-ma¬ 

terialist position. 

The Origin of the Family. /ViVofe Property and the 

State revealed not only Engels* concern to complete 

certain theoretical works which Marx had left un¬ 

finished (above all, Capital), but also his desire to do 

aII in his power to carry through the work Marx had 
!-tanned. Judging by the detailed extract* Marx made 

rnm ,-lnrfcni Society, lie had intended to present his 

society, with n dia- 

of the scientific 

results of Morgan’s work. 

This work by Engels waa of enormous significance 

for the further development and theoretical substan¬ 

tiation of Marxism. His summation and critical inter- 

1 See l-'rwdrifh Engel*. ‘Zur Umsduchtc drr l)eul*chen’, 
in: Marx, EncrU. H>r*e, Rtl. 19, IHetx V'crfse, Berlin, 1962, 
S. 425-520. 

ret deni with a hixtury of primitive 

lectical-materialist interpretation 

pretation of new anthropological data on primitive 

society, and above all of the works of Morgan, enabled 

Engels to draw major theoretical and political con- 

rjiisiona. In this book, he elucidated, on the basis of 

concrete material, the concept of world history 

developed by himadf and Marx. He also refuted more 

convincingly than ever many dogmas of bourgeois 

uience, particularly those concerning the primeval 

nature of thr patriarchal family, of private property, 

state power, social inequality, exploitation, oppres¬ 

sion, etc. 

This hook by Engels contain* a dialectical-material- 

i>«t explanation of the early history of mankind, 

together with a detailed description of the economic 

prerequisites and historical conditions neccs«arv for the 

emergence of private property and the state, and 

of the related evolution of the forms of marriage 

and the family. 

Engels revealed the economic basis and demonstrat¬ 

ed the historically transient nature of private proper¬ 

ty, classes and the state. These propositions played, 

and continue to play, an important role in the struggle 

waged by Marxism against bourgeois, opportunist and 

anarchist ideologic. In his speeches and writings, l.enin 

often referred to this work by Engels. 

In The Origin of the Family, /Vitale Property and 

the Slate. Engels examined in detail theewcnce of the 

gens as discovered by Morgan, and contributed consid¬ 

erably to the elucidation and specification of con¬ 

cepts reluting to Marx’s theory of the historical pro- 

ce?a. This is very important for modern science, in re¬ 

lation, for example, to such concepts ns ‘gens’ and 

’tribe’. Morgan revealed the significance of the grn* as 

the basic unit of |>riinitive-rommunal society, thus 

laying the foundation* for a scientific itudv of the 

history uf primitive society. In its notes to tfie manu¬ 

script Outline$ of Political Economy (Hough Draft 

IR57-IS5R) bv Marx, the Institute of Marxism-l.enin- 
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ism of the CI*SU Lrntral Committee wrote: ‘The 

term "Stamm” hail, in the historical science of the 

nt id-nineteenth century, a much wider meaning then it 

has today. It referred to ail those people w ho shared a 

Common ancestor and covered the modem concepts of 

“VnsM and “tribe”. Lewis Morgan was the first to nearly 
define and distinguish between these two concepts in 

Im hook /incient Society (1877). Summarising the 

results obtained by Morgan, Engels provided a com¬ 

prehensive analysis of the content of these concept*.’I 

The contribution made by Engels to the still young 

branch of science—ethnology—helped scientists to 

perceive the essence and trace the historical develop¬ 

ment of the community, the most widespread form of 

peasant association at that time. Its starting point 

w as the gentile or, as he called it in The Origin of Ike 

Family, Prh'ote Property and the State, the ‘communist 

household'community. It was precisely tills community 

which functioned as the economic unit that arose natu¬ 

rally on the basis of kinship. Ihe gradual transforma¬ 

tion of these Mood relations turned the community 

into a federation of small-scale farmers individual 

owners of land and other means of production. The 

Community developed in the direction of parcel- 

communal relations. On the basis of the community 

it is possible to observe the intensive process of property 

differentiation among dirert producers, and the division 

of society into clauses. 

In the overwhelming majority of newly independent 

countries, tribal and patriarchal-communal relations 

still constitute the core of social relations for a consid¬ 

erable section of the population. Thin is particularly 

true of the peasantry whose numbers, despite the 

accelerating process of industrialisation and urbani¬ 

sation, are still increasing and will, according to I N 

estimates, rrach almost three thousand million people 

1 Karl Marx and Frederick Engels. PWft*. Second Ru*Un 
Edit ion. Vol 46. Part I. p. 537. 

h) the turn of the century. I here fore, if progressive 

socio-economic changes in socialist-orientated coun¬ 

tries are to be successful, they must take into account 

the patterns of development of pre-capitalist forms of 

economy and social relations, 

In Africa, for example, marital-family relations arc 

..till often based on pre-monogamian traditions of the 

pairing or the large, patriarchal (sometimes inatriar- 

i hid) family, on polygamy, etc. In many regions of the 

continent private ownership of the mean* of produc¬ 

tion. and, in particular, of land, has still not emerged. 

Political institution#, modem in form, have sometimes 

not managed to go beyond concepts of tribal solidarity 
or ethno-trihal community (a confederation of related 

lril*e»). In pursuing their neo-colonialiat policy, impe¬ 

rialist forces working through conservative circles 

frequently make use of this fact in order to create 

‘pocket’ tribal 'political' parties with a view to foment¬ 

ing separatism and tribalism ami thereby undermining 

the social and territorial integrity of the young states. 

tribal relations also play a vital and varied role in 

other continents. In Asia, for example, in modem Af¬ 

ghanistan, tribes often wne nut only as a traditional 

inrun* of uniting the local population, but also n* the 

subject of direct political action. The traditional 

Council of elders—the jirga- dreide* upon important 

social issue#. 

All of this shows that The Origin of the Family by 
Knurls is still relevant today both from a methodo¬ 

logical point of view, and also in terms of its content. 

|U basic proposition! and conclusions relate to major 

loci*apolitical issues affecting the lives of hundreds of 

millions nf people. For this reason The Origin of the 

Family, /Viiufr Properly and the Stale should be 

studied by ideological workers and activista of the 

revolutionary democratic parties in socialist-orientated 

countries, and by all revolutionaries in ncwly-indcpcnd- 

eiit countries. I hr ta#k is not an easy one, as this 



book by Engels fairly complex and contains a 

wealtli of scientific material, the- same task once 

faced the revolutionary vanguard of the workers 

and peasants of Russia, as Lenin once pointed out. 

Delivering a lecture on the state at the Svcrdlov Com¬ 

munist l niveisity in 1919, Lenin said: 'Undoubtedly, 

not all tlie parts of this work hove been expounded in 

an equally popular and comprehensible way; some of 

them presume a reader who already powers a certain 

knowledge of history and economics. But 1 again repeat 

that you should not be perturbed if on re ailing tins work 

you do not understand it at once. Very few' people do. 

but reluming to it later, when your interest has be*n 

aroused, you will succeed in understanding the greater 

part, if not the whole of it.’1 

1 V. 1. lenin, op. til., p 473. 

L MARX. ENGELS AM) MORGAN 
ON ANCIENT SOCIETY 

The founders of scientific communism, like the 

'father of ethnography', Ixwia Morgan, accorded prime 

importance to a study of the primitive forms of social 

life. Moreover, they began their investigations into the 

problems of the development of primitive society 

almost simiiltaneoualy: Marx and Engels first raised the fue*tion of ancient society in their joint manuscript 

he German Ideology, written in 1845-1846, and in 

1817 Morgan began to publish articles which were to 

compos# his first monograph, The League of fhr Iro¬ 

quois, published in 1851. 

How ever, in their investigation of questions relating 

to primitive society, Morgan and the founders of Marx¬ 

ism differed aa to their mcthodolopcal approach, 

studying that society as it were from different angles. 

Much of the material which Morgan used in lib. 

book was collected as a result of direct contacts with 

the Iroquois Indians living in his native state of New 

York. It was only later that he undertook special 

journeys to visit other Indian tribes. In 181(1 the 

22-year-old Morgan founded a society whose purpose 

was to attract attention to the aad fate and uniuue 

culture of the Indians. Subsequently he exposed a 

company nf land speculators w ho, with the support of 

the Senate, had appropriated land by trickery from the 

Seneca tribe. Having collected petitions in defence of 

the Indian*, Morgan and his friends from the Grand 

II 



Order of the Iroquois appealed to Confess and secured 

the return of the land. In recognition of lib kivicei, 

Morgan was made a blood-brother of the Seneca tribe 

of Iroquois in a solemn ceremony in 1846. 

Summing uu the dose links which Morgan had 

established witn thr Indians, the. well-known French 

ethnographer Kaoul Makarius wrote in the intro¬ 

duction to the fir»t French edition of Ancient Society: 

‘In a student society whose member* imitated the 

customs and rites of the Redskins, he became the 

moving spirit behind research aimed at deepening 

knowledge of Indian mores and institutions. Iater, a»a 

lawyer, Morgan resolutely defended against white 

depredations the interest* of tlioae whom he consid¬ 

ered to be the first Americana. Thus he was naturalls 

led to ethnography: the Indiana were part of his world, 

and their existence rawed problems of every kind.'1 

The underlying concept of Morgan's chief w ork—the 

book /Incienr Society can be clearly perceived in its 

structure. 

In 1’art I—1'Growth of Intellect Through Invention 

and Discovery* Morgan identifies the so-cailed 'eth¬ 

nic periods’, the three stages of savagery’, the three 

stages of barbarism, and civilisation, which serve &- 

universal criteria of social development from tribal to 

political organisation. Following this, Moran devotes a 

special chanter to the expansion of and qualitative 

change in Inc means of subsistence available to men. In 

the conclusion to Part I. he examines the 'proportions 
of human progress’, and formulates the idea of its 

acceleration in a geometric progression. 

Part II of /Incienf Society is entitled ‘Growth of 
the Idea of Government*. This is the main section, and 

the longest, consisting of 15 chapters. Here Morgan be- 

1 Kaoul Makarius. Guide crin>we d la /eclur.- de (a JOcMlrf 
arcfcalfluc d* L. II. Morgan, Editions Anlhrojws. Paris, 1971. 

v- XI. 

gins with an attempt to reconstruct the genesis of tribal 

organisation on the basis of material gathered bv mis¬ 

sionaries in Australia (and. as it later turned out, 

incorrectly interpreted). Then comes hi- (laaaic de¬ 

scription of the structure and modut oparandi of the 
Iroquois gens, phratry. tribe and confederacy, together 

with descriptions of other Indian tribes and an analysis 

of the structure of Artec society at the time of Mon- 

tcruma. This is the most valuable section of the hook, 

taken as authoritative up to this day. On the ba.«is of 

data on the Hcd Indians, primarily the Iroquois, 

Morgan develops his theory of the gens, the phratry, 

the tribe and the nation (people), of the political 

system in Greece and Rome, and also of the various 

forms of social evolution among the peoples of Europe 

(Scotland, Ireland, and Germans), Asm (the Draw, 

China, Palestine), Africa. Australia and Oceania. 

Part III, entitled ‘Growth of the Idea of the Family', 

contains an analysis of the five successive forms of the 

family: the consanguine (the theoretical model for this 

structure was constructed bv Morgan on the basis of 

material from Hawaii, which he received from unre¬ 

liable sources); the punaiuan: the syndvasmian (pair¬ 

ing); the patriarchal and, finally, the modem mo¬ 

nogamous family. 

Part IV—‘Growth of the Idea of Property* is the 

shortest and least developed section of the work. It 

comprise.- two chapter* (about one-twentieth of the 

volume of the whole work), and is. in effect, -imply a 

comparison of ‘three rules of inheritance*: inheritance 

within the framework of the gens; within the family 

and. finally, inheritance exclusively by children, in¬ 

cluding the introduction of wills which, in Morgan’s 

opinion, marked the beginning of the pursuit of 

property, with all the negative consequences that were 
to follow. 

In contrast to Morgan. Marx and Engels investigated 

primitive society on the busi* of the dinlrcticnl-mnteri- 
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aliat concept of history which they had already rla- 

horatrd. Marx metaphorically defined that method by 

which lower forma nrr investigated via higher fonnsas 

the gno&cological principle: 'the anatomy of man is the 

key to the anatomy of the ape'. Marx and Engels pro¬ 

ceeded from the theory of socio-economic formations, 

which they hn«l formulated primarily on the haswofa 

study of capitalist society. It is also worth noting that, 

in 1870, Engels had inaependenUy of Morgan identi¬ 

fied the gens as the basis of the clan structure in 

Ireland. However, he did not at that time substantiate 

or develop this idea. 

Morgan w as working his wa) to an understanding of 

the 'core' of primitive society via the diversity of actual 

gcnlilr and tribal structures, that is, he began, so to 

•peak, from the ‘other end*. l»y summarising the 

empirical evidence he had scrupulously gathered from 

oil around the world and his personal observations of 

the life of the Iroquois 'from within’ the gen tile-tribal 

organisation. In this particular case, the general and the 

particular solutions of the problem of primitive society 

were achieved completely independently. 

I he Origin of the family, Private Property and the 

Stair, by Engels is a unique synthesis of both above- 

mentioned methods of investigating the procreative 

movement of mankind at the early stages of its de¬ 

velopment. In addition, hy writing this hook. Engels 

brought Marx's interest in ami attitude to Morgan's 

theory to the attention of a new generation of Marx¬ 

ists. live overwhelming majority of those who learned 

of the existence of this work by Morgan did so pre¬ 

cisely thanks to the book hy Engels. In 1893, for 

example (after translating the Manifesto of the Com¬ 

munist Party into Ruwsan in 1888 and studying 

Capitol), the 23-year-old Lenin, who had arrived in St 

Petersburg, read The Origin of the' Family, Private 

Property and the Stale dunng the lifetime of its 

author. 

14 

It was just at this time that, in Kua&ia,N. K. Mikhai¬ 

lovsky, a representative of subjective idealism, started 

his criticism of Marxism. His criticism of the theoreti¬ 

cal legacy of the founders of scientific socialism began 

with the assertion that Marx had studied 'only* West- 

European capitalism, ami had created a theory of de¬ 

velopment relating ‘only’ to bourgeois society, ami 

therefore not valid for countries and peoples who had 

retained pre-capitalist forms of socio-economic rela¬ 

tions. As for the early Mage* of world history, he 

claimed, it was Morgan who had opened the eyes of 

Marx and Engels to their essence and laws, and Morgan 

was not among their follower*, did not sham their 

ideas, nor yet support them. Engels, declares Mikhai¬ 

lovsky, enthusiastically seized upon /Incienf Society by 

Morgan in order, by means of o commentary upon it in 
The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the 

Slate, to fill up a theoretical '^ap' concerning ancient 

society in Marx's theory on socio-economic formations 

and the historically transient nature of social 

antagonisms. 

In 1891 Lenin, who by this time had not only made 

a profound study of The Origin of the Family. Private 

Property and the Stale but also translated into Killian 

Uie sections which most interested him. wrote hia first 

b(K>k, 8hat the 'Friends of the People' Are and flow 

They Fight the Social-Democrats, in which he set forth 

a fundamental critique of Mikhailovsky's position and 

declurni the works of EngeU and Morgan to be of ^reat 

methodological and theoretical significance for the 

development of historical materialism. He convincingly 

argued that the Marxist theory of society is of universal 

historical validity, and revealed the erroneous and un- 

historical nature of beliefs in the primeval nature of the 

patriarchal family and the emergence of tribal, and 

even national, relations out of family relation*. The 

rich empirical material in Morgan*book confirmed the 

Marxist conclusion concerning the objective differen¬ 

ts 



tiation of social relations into material (prime) and 

id.-al (secondary)- According to Lenin, 7/ie Origin of 

the Family, PHiale Properly and the Slate successfully 

completed the Marxist tl»«x>r> of thehMorical proceea, 

particularly in regard to pre-capitalist epochs, thereby 

further substantiating the objective logic of the rise and 

development of socio-economic formations preceding 

capitalism. 

Prior to the appearance of Morgan's book, Unin 

explained, the lack of factual material made it impos¬ 

sible to apply the dialectical-materialist concept of his¬ 

tory elaborated by Marx ‘to an analysis of certain 

very1 important phenomena in ancient European his¬ 

tory-for instance, that of gentile organisation-which 

in consequence remained a riddle. But then, the wealth 

of material collected by Morgan in America enabled 

him to analyse the nature of gentile organisation; ami 

he came to the conclusion that its explanation must be 

sought not in ideological (r.g. legal or religious), hut in 

material relations. Obviously, this fact is a brilliant Con¬ 

firmation of the materialist method, and nothing 

more.’1 This book by Morgan, Lenin wrote, helped to 

resolve not only the question of gentile organisation, 

which was ‘one of the most difficult, and has evoked a 

host of throne* in exjdanation of it', but also con¬ 

firmed, on the basis of Material pertaining to ancient 

history, Marx's and Engels' idea that ‘social relations 

are divided into material and ideological, The latter 

merely constitute a superstructure on the former, 

which take shape independent of the w ill and consci¬ 

ousness of man as (the remit) the form of man's 

activity to maintain his r\i*triicc .2 

In hi* later works, Lenin frequently referred to The 

Origin nf the Family, Priiale Properly and the Slate. Ill 

1 V. I. I .ruin. What the "f riend* of the People*’ \r* and 
Mow They l ight the Socul DcuioCnh', ( ‘ ted »<**«. 
Vol. 1, Proxies* Publishers, Moscow. 1977. p. 150. 

2 Ibid., p, 151. 
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his work The Stale and Revolution (1017). he quoted 

Urge extracts from it which defined the characteristic 

features and historically transient nature of the state, 

while in his lecture ‘The State’, delivered in 1919 at the 

Sverdlov Communist University, he called on his audi¬ 

ence to make a detailed *tndv of this hook by Engels a« 

'one of the fundamental works of modem socialism'.1 

In research literature one often comes ncrow the 
question as to why Engels, in The Origin of the Family, 

Priiote Properly and the State, did not examine the 

historical development of the peoples of the East, who 

are mentioned only occasionally in connection with 

llie emergence of stock-breeding and in other cases. Nor 

does Engels examine die ‘Asiatic mode of production' 

and the Eastern despotic state. Certain Western authors 
wonder w hether the absence of such an investigation of 

Eastern society in The Origin of the Family, Private 
Properly and the Stale doe* not signify Engels’ un¬ 

spoken renunciation of any attempts at a theoretical 

reconstruction of the process whereby the economic 

and political prerequisites for cla» antagonisms arise, a 

reconstruction in his Anti-Dilhring, written before he 

became acquainted with the ideas of Lewis Morgan S878). It is, however, perfectly dear that in both 

car books Engels is proceeding from the dialec- 

tioal-material!.'I concept of history which Marx and hr 

elaborated together. Morgan's identification of the gens 

as the original unit of society made it possible to apply 

this methodology in a new direction, without altering 

its universally valid essence. 

It is a well-known fact that in the period of middle, 

and even more so upper barbarism, the epicentre of hu¬ 

man history moved from Asia and the Middle East to 

southern and western Europe. Vestiges of the preced¬ 

ing stages of the development of andent society werr 

to be found, in Morgan's lifetime, mainly in the conti- 

1 V. L I.ruin. ‘The State’, p. 173. 
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ncnt of America and the South Seal Islands. I his fact 

must lie burnt in mind, for both Engels and Morgan 

considered the most important thing to be not a 

history' of culture, but the logic and scientific clas¬ 

sification of the natural stages in the socio-economic 

development of ancient man. 

The emphasis in The Origin of the FamUyt Pfitale 

froperty amt /he State on the ’purest' forms and 

variants of the genesis of various phenomena and 

processes in ancient society ii reminiscent of Marx's 

selection of K.ngland as the most appropriate, indeed, 

classic model on which to study the origin and de¬ 

velopment of capitalism. As for the juxtaposition of 

analogous subjects in Anti-DUhrmg (mainly eastern) 

and The Origin of the Family, /Viiole Property and thr 

State (almost exclusively western), in the first Engels 
emphasised the economic laws determining the disin¬ 

tegration of the primitive communal formation (criti- 

cinng Diihring’s 'theory of forcr’), while in the second 

he emphasised the dialectic of the rise of private 

properly and the state as the foundation of anta¬ 

gonistic class society. Furthermore, in the cumbersome 

states of (lie ancient F.nst, overburdened with u vast 

number of ancient rite*, the emergence of private 

property was blocked. Thu* they could not serve for 

the working masses of bourgeois Europe as a sufficient¬ 

ly clear and comprehensible illustration of the theo¬ 

retical and political conclusions drawn bv Engels on 

the basis of the material gathered by Morgan and 

himself. 

As is indicated in the subtitle and the preface, The 

Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State 

was written in connection with Morgan's monograph 

A/tcienf Society, or Researches in thr Lines of Human 

Progress from Savagery Through Barbarism to Civi¬ 

lisation % which had been published seven year* pre¬ 

viously. In the preface to the fourth German edition of 

his work (1891), Engels once more repeats that Mor¬ 

gan’s Ancient Society is ‘the book upon which the 

present work is hosed A 

Explaining the interest shown in the investigation 

conducted by this great American ethnographer, Engels 

writes: ‘...Morgan rediscovered in America, in his own 

way, the materialist conception of history that had 

been discovered by Marx forty years ago, and in bis 

comparison of barbarism and civilisation was led by 

this conception to the same conclusions, in the main 

points, a? Marx had arrived at.'2 

Basing himself on the scrupulously detailed notes 

made by Marx on .-IrtcTenf Society, Engels in writing 

The Origin of the Family, Private Property and /he 

5/o/e considered problems similar to thooe indicated 

by Morgan. Ibis explains, among other things, why, 

even in researches into the historical past of the Eu¬ 

ropean peoplea-the Greeks, the Komau* and the 

German*-‘thc savage (for exuinnlc, the Iroquois) is- 

discerned’, peeping out from behind their haeks, as 

Marx vividly expressed it in a metaphore taken up by 

Engels. 

High in Ins praise of the scientific integrity nf Mor¬ 

gan, and describing bis book 88 one of the few epoch- 

making works of liii. age. Engels underlined the similarity 

between the reaction on the part of bourgeois science to 

Morgun's work and to the main work by lMorx:'And just 

as Capital was for years both zealously plagiarised and 

persistently bushed up on the part of the official 

economists in Germany, so was Morgan's Ancieaf 
Society treated by the spokesmen of "prehistoric" 

science in England’.3 Engel*’ book broke through the 

'wall of silence' raised by bourgeois science around the 

* Frederick Engels, ‘Hie Onrin of the Family. Prkite 
Property and the State', in: Karl Marx and Frederick KmrrU, 

SekcSed Works in three volumes. Vol, 3.I'rogu-** Publisher*. 
Mosco w. 1983,ji. 201. 



name and work of thr thrn deceased Morgan. 
Ancient Society, like The Origin of \he Species by 

Darwin became a subject of general debate: it evoked 

genuine enthusiasm in aoine, and libellous criticism 

from others. This reaction had its social causes. ‘The 

fact that Marxist theory bad adopted certain of Mor¬ 

gan's thrum, hail had a derisive influence upon thr. fntr 

of his work, as it had also upon the fate of anthropolo¬ 

gical thought ui general.* wrote Raoul Makarius in the 

prrface to the first French edition of Ancient Society. 

'Assimilated to Marxism, Morgan became the pole in 

relation to which western anthropology attempted to 

define itself by formulating more precisely what it did 

not wish to he...’ Further on he adds: 'Conservative 

forces which violently resisted Darwinism and even suc¬ 

ceeded in prohibiting its teaching in the United States 

concentrated their resistance, following their defeat in 

the biological Field, against sociological evolutionism, 

their battle being waged all the more energetically 

since, combined with Marxism, it had assumed a 

persuasive and eminently revolutionary form*.1 

The ideologists of the bourgeoisie hail reason to he 

concerned, and even fright. 1M d by the benevolent in 

terest which Marx and Kngels showed in Morgan's theo¬ 

ry. I his last had two consequences. Firstly, the silence 

that bad surrounded Morgan’s work whs replaced by 

malicious attacks upon it, and, secondly, bourgeois 

authors, by identifying Morgan's theory with Marxism, 

•ought to discredit the latter by attributing to it the 

inconastency and j number of erroneous propositions 

contained in Ancient Society. Doth these forms of 

attack an n frrrrd tobv Makarius. 'His (MorganV] work 

had been grafted onto tin- Marxist doctrine, and 

reflected its disturbing light. Behind the evolution of 

the family, whose outlines he traced, one could discern 

a social evolution which could not but be that sug- 

1 It. Miktriu*. op, <it., p. XIV. 
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gested by the theory of Marx’. Further on the French 

ethnographer state* that ‘the deficiencies and incon¬ 

sistencies In his [Morgan’s- FV/.j concent of evolu¬ 

tionism turned it into Marxisms Achilles’ heel. To 

attack it here was to attack the notion of social evo¬ 

lution in general, striking at n vital point of Marxism, 

and that without naming its founders .* 

The link between the attitude to Morgan and the al¬ 

titude to KiigrB was expressed r>en more clearly by Elea¬ 

nor I .e acock, who issued a new edition of Morgan''s.-lnci- 

ent Society in 1904. 'Since Morgan's work was used as 

the basis for Engels' Origin of the Family, Private Pro 

prrty tvul the State, arguments about Morgan are often 

veiled arguments about Marx’, noted Leacock.* 

Engels describes Morgan as a researcher who indc- Iiendcntlv formulated the materialist conception of 

iritoiy. However, this docs not mean that Morgan is to 

be seen aa a consistent materialist, Engels emphasised 
tliut a talented and honest scientist, even though bis start¬ 

ing point was the idealist postulates of the bourgeois 

science of his day, could arrive at essentially materialist 

conclusions. I he theory of the historical process as ela¬ 

borated by Marx und Engel» was convincingly confirmed 

in a number of points by a scientist who might have 

seemed far removed in hi* scientific interests and the 

object of his research from scientific socialism, 

However, EngeU provided no grounds for equating 

the views of Morgan with Marxism, even as regards the 

interpretation of ancient history. In thr preface to his 

work he made a point of stating that Marx's detailed 

notes on Ancient Society contained critical comments 

which he reproduced in /hr Origin of the Family, /Vi- 

i ate hoperty and the State. Morgan wrote a number of 

sections in his book on the Laris of erroneous informa¬ 

tion. ‘T he economic arguments, sufficient for Morgan's 

1 Ibid.. |>p. XXI. XV. I2 hlrsnor Learnck, ‘Morgan and Materialism*, in: Current 
\nthropotogy . Olk«o. April 1%-t. p. 110. 
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urposc but wholly inadequate (or my own, have all 

cen elaborated afresh by myself,1 writes Kneels. In 

effect, this meant that Kneels wrote thesecondhalf of 

his book with very* little reference to the material 

collected by Morgan. He oj it were logically correlat¬ 

ed Morgan's discovery of the laws governing the evolu¬ 

tion of primitive society with the social anatomy 

of the revolutionary process of the replacement of the 

primitive communal socio-economic formation by 

antagonistic-class society. Ibis social anatomy lying 

outside the sphere of observation of the Nmcrican 

ethnographer. Engels also added substantially to the 

content of almost all thr periods into which Morgan 

had divided ancient history. 
The thematic link between The Oripn of the 

Family, /Virnfe /Voperfv and the State and Ancient 

Society makrs the comparison of the views of Engels 

and Morgan on the transition from primitive-com¬ 

munal to antagonistic-class society of particular inte¬ 

rest from the point of view of philosophy of history. 

Such a comparison is all the more important as bour¬ 

geois literature on this subject reveals a persistent 

tendency to treat them aa similar, if not identical. 

Frequently Engels U described by Western authors a*, 
merely an adherent of Morgan who used Morgan’s 

theory of the evolution of ancient society in order to 

substantiate his own socialist views. 

Such a biased approach is fundamentally erroneous. 

In the first place, Engel* had been researching into the 

problem of the emrrgenee and development of claw so¬ 

ciety long before Morgan’s book was published, a fact 

which i* eloquently revealed, for example, by his works 
The Dialectics of Mature ami Anti-Diihring. Secondly, 

Morgan and Kneels pursued their analysis of ancient 

society from different points of view, rxploring diffe¬ 

rent aspects. Morgan approached this subject as an eth* 

l 1. Engds, op. cit., p. 192. 

nographer, carry ingout a debuted comparative-historical 

analysis of what was. at that time, a last amount of 

empirical data on the social structure of American In¬ 

dian tribes. Engels based himself primarily on the ge¬ 

neral principles of dialectic ■(•materialist world outlook, 

applying it creatively to his analysis of ancient history. 

Engels nut only supplemented Morgan's work with the 

results obtained from other research, including his own 

(on the history of the ancient Germans and Oils), hut 

was also able to construct logical bridges across many 

of the ‘gaps’ in the historiography of his day, of whose 

fragmentary and unreliable nature he frequently comp¬ 

lained. Thirdly, Morgan was an intuitive materialist 

mainly in hb manner of thinking, hut not in his basic 

methodological premises. I’he very titles lie gives to the 

various section.' uf hi* book Ancient Society, not to 

mention hb various references to Divine providence, to 

the intent nf the Great Intellect to create the barbarian 

out of the sai age, and civilised man out uf the hnrbarian, 

reveal the idealist view s of the author (‘Growth of Intel¬ 

lect Through Invention and Discovery, 'Growth of 

the Idea of Government', ‘Growth of the Idea of the 

Family' and 'Growth of the Idea of Property'). Proc¬ 

laiming progress to be an attribute of human libtory, 

Morgan was at the same time inclined to attribute thb 

progress mainly to thr sphere of invention and dis¬ 

covery, visualising the development of social institu¬ 

tions and forms as a unidimensjonal evolutionary 
process. However, as an analysis of hb diaries and 

correspondence show*. Morgan was neither a deeply 

religious man. nor an ideologist uf the bourgeoisie. 

The sphere* of economics, government, family and 

property Morgan saw as developing autonomously and 

in parallel, ratlin than a* inter-related and mutually 

conditioning.^ 

1 Lewis II. Morgan, ^tnrienr Society, I lie lirlknap Press. 
( irnbridaf (Man.), 1064, p. 133. 
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Morgan wan unable, and did no! see k, to link together 
hU study of ancient history and the social problem* of 

his own bine. In contrast to Engels. Morgan did not 

go beyond puiclv academic research. Me limited himself 

to identifying the origin and succession of social phe¬ 

nomena in various historical epochs, their gradual 
transformation and the length of time involved. How¬ 

ever. Morgan linked this process too firmly to the 

development of intellect and ideas. Only occasionally 

and very faintly does he refer to social 'movement' and 

to 'a growing element of discontent' in the ancient 

world1 as a harbinger of social change. 

Engels explored from a class nos lion that aspect of 

historical development which Morgan had left in the 

shade, lie showed that the subject of social change long 

before bourgeois revolutions was not the Great Intellect, 

but die popular masses, the working population of the 

ancient world. As a result, Engels was able In give a nia- 

U-rialisi explanation of the link between the history of 

the ancient world and that of the modern world, and 

to .<hnw them a* a single process—a tact which does 

not exclude hut, on the contrary, presupposes profound Jualitative differences in its naturally progressing stages, 

t was characteristic of Morgan that he identified the 

trail ution from barbarism to eiviliution in the forms of 

the economy, die family, government and property, 

hut did not make any particular analysis of the emer¬ 

gence and development of exploitation, oppression, or 

any other specific features of the antagonistic-class 

ittage of world history. Nonetheless, the result* of his 

research ultimately refuted those views which were the 

theoretical basis of bourgeois sociology and which, to a 

large degree, had been thr initial mcthodologiral 

premises of Morgan himself. 

KngeU' dialectical-materialist interpretation of Mor¬ 

gan!* scheme of the histoneal process follows from 

1 Lewis H. Morgan, op. cit.. p. 221. 

the very nature of the Marxist theory of the development 

of socio-economic formations. In that scheme. Engels 
discerned the outline of the primitive-communal society 

(thr period of savagery), the ontagonistic-clas* society 

(civilisation based on exploitation and oppression), and 

thr transitional period from thr first to the second, for 
which 1 ngcli retained Morgan's term of barbarism. 

Whereas Morgan produced a vivid evolutionary gene¬ 

tic picture of ancient history, Engels enriched the sche¬ 

matic periodbation of ancient history systematised by 

Morgan, with the ideas of class struggle and social revolu¬ 

tion. Thus Engels did not merely interpret Morgan* 

hypothesis from a materialist point of view, lie gave a 

comprehensive analysis nf the major laws governing the 

historical development of the ancient society, thr laws 

not found in Morgan's work, but without which it i« 

impossible to form an adequate picture of social Coceases in human pre-hUtory, namely, the deve- 

pment of the productive forces and relations of (production as the basis of the development of human 

Society, which led to the emergence of private proper¬ 

ty, of classes and class antagonisms and of the state. 

Following Morgan. Engels viewed the mother-right 

gens as the l*a*ic form of self-organisation among primi¬ 

tive men, as the initial 'cell' of society. Out of the 

mother-right gens with the development of production, 

came all the diversity of social institution*. 

Sometimes Western author* unju*tifiahl\ identify I matriarchy with gynaecocracy-the absolute dominion 

of women over men. in the spirit of myths about 

warlike Ama/ons, thr forerunner* of feminism. Both 

I- nr els and Morgan understood matriarchy to mean 

nothing Ollier than the early stage of the tribal oiga- 

ubation, with blood descent reckoned on the female 

line. Such an understanding of matriarchy does not 

presuppose an> total dominion of women over men. 

I ngcls and Morgan recognise the equality of men and 

women in the matriarchal society w ith greater economic 



significance at that time of female domestic and gather¬ 

ing labour, and also of inheritance via the female line. 

Thus, die contradiction* between the systems of 

kinship and real marital-family relations were identified. 

Morgan showed that, as a result of economic progress, 

the tribal system was moving towards monogamy, 

private property and the state. All of this was new in the 

rcirnr** of the day. and provoked a veritable commo¬ 

tion nrnong bourgeois scholars. Moreover, the sixm- 

taneoudy materialistic conerptsand conclusions of Mor¬ 

gan concerning tribal society coincided in l.ianv ways 

with the ideas which Marx and Engels developed in their 

works on herd consciousness and on simple forms of 

labour, on tribal ownership and cbm democracy, on the 

primitiv e uniformity and social homogeneity of individu¬ 

al* who were still bound to the umbilical cord of Ihr 

primitive community, on the self-containment and self, 

sufficiency of primitive communities, on the economic 

causes of the emergence of private property and the 

state,and on exploitation and oppression of man by man. 

The scientific results obtained by Morgan fell upon 

fertile soil, They were freed by Marx and Engels from 

their idealist layers and indusioni, examined in the light 

of a dialectical-materialist view of history, and supple¬ 

mented with new. generalised scientific data. Seen in 

this way. the laws governing the life of tribal society, 

discovered by this American ethnographer, made it 

portable to explain many of the moat Complex and in¬ 

comprehensible problems of the primitive stage of man¬ 

kind. Kngels' crelative interpretation of .-Incient Society 

(with due account taken of notes made hv Marx) gave 

new life to Morgan's scientifically substantiated con¬ 
clusions. increased their cognitive capacity, removed 

them from the debating halls of the bourceois science 

of the day and-thanks to 7he Origin of the Family, 

Private Property ami the State made them available 

to llie leading worker* and intellectuals and then to (he 

w hole of progressive mankind. 

II. TIIE EMERGENCE AND DEVELOPMENT 
OF PRIMITIVE-COMMUNAL SOCIETY 

(SAVAGERY) 

Engels, while reproducing in his work thr structure 

of the' age of savagery as elaborated bv Morgan, reveals 

and emphasises its unconsciously materialist essence. 

He draw* attention to die formation of speech, to the 

permanent use of fire, and the invention of thr bow 

nnd arrow which opened up a new stage in hunting. 

Moreover, Engels Consider* these processes not merely 

us the result of intellectual effort, but as the fir»t and 

fundamental steps in the progressive development of 

productive force*. In Engels' interpretation, the very 

need for discoveries und inventions was conditioned 

not only by the struggle to survive, hut also by the 

degree of interaction men had already achieved with 

nature and amongst themselves, by the development of 

labour as a social phenomenon. 

The early stage of savagery is the borderline be¬ 

tween the Idologicnl world and social life. The lower 

stage of savagery U, in effect, analogoo* to that of the 

primitive herd of 'transitional beings’. Engels had 

already written of this in his essay ‘The Part Played bv 

Labour in the Transition from Ape to Man’ (1876). 

and even earlier in one of hi* letter* lo Pyotr Lavrov 

(1875).* This i* revealed by a passage which concludes 

the description of the lower stage of savagery in Ihe 

Origin of the Family, Private 1‘roperty and the State', 

1 Karl Mar v and Frederick Engels, Sri* 1*1 Works in three 
volume*, V«l 3, p, 479. 
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‘None of the people# that became known during the 

historical period were any longer in thia primeval a tale. 

Although dii* period may have lasted for many thou¬ 

sands of years, we have no direct evidence of its 

existence: "but once we admit the descent of man from 

the animal kingdom, the acceptance of thi* transitional 

stage is inevitable'.! 

In writing these words, Engel* u, as it were, return¬ 

ing to wirnc of the topics touched upon in his ‘The 

Part Played by Labour in the Transition from Ape 

to Man*, lie once a^ain rightly emphasises the role 

of speech as the basic means of communication in 

primitive communities. F.ngcls believes speech to he a 

means of accumulating, preserving, processing and 

transmitting information on the surrounding world, 

a tool of cognition and control which is, by it* nature, 

inaccessible to the animal. Modem researcher# are in¬ 

creasingly of the opinion that the word w*« used as a 

means of co-ordinating the labour proce**, of bringing 

collective influence to bear on the surrounding world 

and on the animal kingdom.1 2 The role of language in 

the concluding stage# of the formation of man and the 

early stage# of the primitive-communal society may 

have been no less important and effective than the 

primitive axe and other tools of the period which were, 

almost literally, an extension of man's natural organs 

of labour. It was speech which, a# an unfailing con¬ 

dition of social labour, became the first means of unit¬ 

ing the emergent primitive community ami of separat¬ 

ing it from surrounding primitive hordes. 

I he middle stagr of savagrry begin# with the inven¬ 

tion of an ‘energy tool" fin* and heralds the emer¬ 

gence of die classical primitive-communal society. Fire i# 

not only a radically new hunting tool, a mean? of pre¬ 

paring food and of protection against predator# and 

1 F, Fngrla, op. tit, p. 201. 

2 Of. B. F. Poretmev. On the Be*inniruii of Human //iilorv, 
Mokok, 1974, pp. 352-hO (in Ituwun). 
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cold. I-ire radically alters the energy potential, the 

demographic structure and customs of primitive men. 

Unable to use fire, emergent man consumed less than 

2,OIK) kilocalories a day (mainly through food: half 

vegetable, half animal). Fire instantly increased the 

daily use of energy to 5,000 kilocalories, of which 
3,000 were oUamcd from food, and 2,000 from ‘com¬ 

fortable' warmth. 

Fire enabled the old to live out their lives as ‘pro 

lector# of the fire'. This helped to prolong the period 

of contact between nuicklv passing generations and 

furthered llie acrumutation, generalisation and trans- 

misrion of production and social experience, etc. Fire 

also made it possible to niovr into new natural /ones 

and place* previously unsuitable for human habitation 

(o.g. cavea), dial is, it stimulated both migration and 

settlement. Finally, the ta>k of protecting (preicrving) 

die fire wa> probably the first visible bund, and 

therefore die easily recognisable symbol of the unity of 

and relationship In-tween all the living members oft hr 

community. 

However, even leaving aside the fact-surprising to 

Marx that Morgan underestimated the role of fire 

in die life of primitive man (Morgan quite unjustifi¬ 

ably clawed the discovery of means of producing fire 

by friction alongside the discovery of moccasins ami 

skis), one can point to a number of important details 

in this mental picture’ of the middle stagr of savage¬ 

ry where Kngela goes considerably further than the 

author of /l/icimf Society. For exurn|Je, Engels did 

not content himself with simply noting the increasing 

number of suurc*’ of the mean* of subsistence, in par¬ 

ticular food. He emphasised die transition from the 

crudely fashioned, unpolished Btono implements of 

the Palaeolithic period to the creation of the first 

weapons the dull and the spear and also the transi¬ 

tion from the use of 'natural’ fire to the production 

of fire by friction. At the same time, Fngrl# also 
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expanded MorganV concept of fish fond, including 

within it crabs, mollusc* ami other aquatic animals. 

Mr underscored the importance not so much of the 

consumption of roots and tubers halted »n hot ashes or 

earthen oven* and containing starch as of the devel¬ 

opment of hunting. 

Engels saw the material basis of primitive human life 

as consisting above all in the production of fire and 

in hunting. Long before he knew of the views of Mor¬ 

gan. in ‘The Part Played by l abour in the Tranntion 

from Ape to Man’ and other writings included in Dia¬ 

lectics of Nature, Engel* had defined the discovery of 

means of obtaining firr by friction as a major advance 

which finally divided emergent man from the animal 

world. The produced and harnessed fire has all the 

feature a of an energy implement of labour. At the same 

time, while in no way undervaluing the importance of 

fishing in the economy, and fish food in the diet of 

primitive man, Engels showed the incomparably greater 

role of hunting in achieving the psychobiologiral 

formation of homo sapiens, He pointed to the first 

forms of labour co-operation during the hunt (partic¬ 

ularly the battue and driving) for large animal* and 

predators. Moreover, unlike Morgan, Engels did not 

consider the bow and arrow to be a prerequisite of 

hunting. 

I lie upper stage of savagery U tlir period nf clawi- 

cal. mature primitive-communal society. This is the 

society that appears before us in the pages of diaries 

kept by explorers of past centuries and in the field 

notes of modern anthropologists Hunting as the most 

productive form of acquiring food has poshed the 

gathering of vegetable food into the background. Most 

importantly, not only the use, but also the production 

of implements of labour is becoming more complex. 

There is a wider range of means of transport, of meth¬ 

ods of constructing shelter and making clothes, etc. 

All of this together provided primitive men, as Engels 

rightly commented, with ‘a certain mastery of the 

production of mean* of subsidence'.One of the natural 

consequences was an increase of the demographic po. 

tential of the assimilated territories, and of the density 

of population leading to ‘beginnings of settlement in 

villages'.1 The nomad camp* are gradually replaced 

by dwellings which arc either permanent or intended 

to serve for a long period and which are constructed 

out of logs and plank* shaped by polished done axm. 

Hence, Engel* does not we the upper stage of aav- 

lagerv a* marked primarily by the use of the bow and 

arrow, and docs not restrict it to the discovery of how 

to make pottery. As regards the latter, he limits himself 

to quoting Morgan's point of view on this subject, (without defining bin own attitude. All that is clear is 

that, for Engels, this is not one of the important 

facton. On the other hand, the polished stone axe and 

fire are, in Engels’ opinion, important precisely as 

means of producing the means of production. I he how Iand arrow is merely one of the mean* of obtaining 

food and of self-defence. Furthermore, the bow and 

arrow is not found even where among primitive men, 

vet this did not prevent those tribe* which did not 

know of the bow and arrow from moving on to the 

upper stage of savagery. The how and arrow i*. a 

long-range weapon. It brings the individual clow’ to 

h» prey, making the latter more accessible, while at the 

same time ‘removing’ him from direct contact with it 

as a source of particular danger. Therefore, in those 

place* where there was no large game-in the forest* 

and Ihe hills, on the South Seas Island*, in \ustralia 

and in a number of place* in Africa, tin- use. and 

moreover the invention, of the bow and arrow were of 

no purpose. In Mich instance* Mich equivalents J6 the 

boomerang, the blowpipe, the bolaa, the laiao, the dart 

and the spear were used. 

1 F. Engels, op. dt. p. 205. 
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Engels b, in foci, refuting to absolutist thr hot* 

ami arrow as. the material base of the upper Mane of 

savagery, and all thr more so, therefore, as the driving 

force behind thr development of primitive society to- 

wards barbarism. He sees the reason of Morgan's view of 

the bow and arrow as lying in the fact that the bow i* 

the fust man-made system based on the accumulation 

and transformation of mechanical energy . It is the con¬ 

centrated expression of the basic achievements of pre¬ 

ceding human experience m adapting to the environ¬ 

ment and peeking to change it. For Kneels, the bow and 

arrow was a symbol of social progress 'Bow. string 

and arrow,’ hr wrote, 'constitute a very composite 

instrument, the invention of which presupposes long 

accumulated experience and sharpened mental powers, 

and, consequently, a simultaneous acquaintance with 

a host of other inventions'.1 2 

The diversity of the ecological and demographic 

conditions in which various tribal groups existed, the 

shortage of certain natural resources, im)4ementt of 

labour and means of subsistence, and the vicissitudes nf 

a still unstable social mode of life led objectively to a 

situation in which the bow and arrow carne to play a 

specific historical role. It was the first means of defend¬ 

ing tribal territory against claims by other groups, and 

the means of enforcing one’s own will on other*. The 
how and arrow- bccamr a powerful material means of 

regulating the ever more complex social relation*, 

first between various tribal groups, and then within 

them. In this sense, as Engels, who had refrained from 

commenting on Morgan’s exaggeration of the import¬ 

ance of pottery, remarked: ‘The bow and arrow was 

for savagery what thr iron sword was for barharUm 

and firearms for civilisation, namely, the decisive weap¬ 

on/* 

1 P. Kneels, op. dt.. p. 205, 

2 Ibid. 

It should be pointed out that Morgan unconsciously 

introduced into Ins classification of thestage* of ancient 

society a trace of Darwin's bioevolulionism. For him 

the key lay in (he progression of ways of directly sa¬ 

tisfying individual biological requirement* by expand¬ 

ing the natural sources of Consumption, by which he 

meant the transition from ‘Natural .'ubrisience upon 

Fruits and Hoots in a Krftricted Habitat' to ‘Fish Sub¬ 

sistence',1 etc. This became poteiblc thank.* tu the im¬ 

proved co-ordination of joint actions, and also thanks 

to the use of fire and weapons. The most sophisticat¬ 

ed of the latter was the how and arrow. Both Marx, 

in lib notes on Ancient Society, and Engels in 7he 

Origin of the Family. Private Properly ami the State 

examine the causes of the development of primitive- 

rommuna) society. As the driving force of this society 

they single out not so much the ‘visible’, direct produc¬ 

tion of the means of subsistence and of man himself 

as die far lew* striking production of primitive means 

of production (primarily implements of lahour) and 
thr reproduction of the forms and stereotypes of 

human i«tercoui>r that had naturally taken shape— 

roduction relations and other social relations that 

ad not yet budded off from the former. Thr inven¬ 

tion of the bow and arrow at the stage of savagery- 

wax not merely « milestone in the development of pro¬ 

ductive forces, but also the 'seed' of future ra dical 

changes in production relations among primitive 
people. 

In speaking of the appearance of the bow and 

arrow, the emphasis is usually placed either on the p*y- 

etiological-gnoseological aspret, or on the revolution 

in economic activity which this invention made possi¬ 

ble. J. L>. Bernal saw the how and arrow a* the first 

machine in human history, basing hi* view on the con¬ 

version of the potential energy in the drawn bowstring 

1 Cf. L II. Mown, op. at., pp. 24-25. 
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into the kinetic energy of the flying ".row.1 Shalom 
the rase may be, the how and arrow Jittered radically 

from previous implement* (stone cutters, axes, scra¬ 

pers, etc.) in that the principle underlying it* invention 

and operation is based neither on the imitation of the 

natural human organs of labour, nor on the modifica¬ 

tion of natural material* or ‘ready-made’ product*. 

Of no lea* importance was the fart that the use of 

the bow and arrow marked the beginning of a change 

in the structure of the productive forcca. I'his, in its 

turn, created the prerequisites for break-up of the for¬ 

mer production relations in primitive society. Previous¬ 

ly. the subjective component in the productive force* 

the solidarity of the group, the meanB of accumulat¬ 

ing and transmitting information, skill* ami abilities, 

customs and traditions, physical endurance and perso¬ 
nal courage-had dominated over the relatively scanty 

selection of poorly differentiated material (basically 

stone) toob. With the extenaon of the range of imple¬ 

ment* of labour and weapons and their further improve¬ 

ment, the material Component in the productive forces. Erew increasingly in importance. This, in its turn. 

nought about a fundamental shift in personal rela¬ 

tion*. The appearance of the bow and arrow heralded 

the emergence of a new means of hunting, separable’ 

from the particular individual and, at the same time, 

strengthening hh position within the natural environ¬ 

ment. As a result, new kinds of implement* of labour 

and of weapons (at fust adapted to the special abili¬ 

ties of a given individual) were created which made 

individual ownership nf them p«»»ible for the fir*t time 

due to the fact that they Cuuld be made by one man 

and used by another. 
While praising Morgan’s prriodisation of ancient 

history , and noting that it corresponded to the histor¬ 

ical data available at that time. Fngels simultaneously 

1 See J. D. Bernal.Science m/frirory. Walls. London, 1954. 

laid the basis for its revision and correction from the 

potation of the dialectical-materialist conception of 

history. 1 bus Morgan's lower stage of aavagerv became, 

in Engels’ eyes, the age of the primitive herd of ‘tran¬ 

sitional bring*', familiar to the Trader from bis e**av 

‘The Part Played by Labour in the Transition from Ape 

to Man’. Consequently, the middle stage of savagery 

was the stage of emergent men. 

In his analysis of ancient history, Engcb reveals 

the fundamental link between man’s relation to nature 

and the relations of men to each other, lie investi¬ 

gate* the petition of the individual within the com¬ 

munity , and the specific psychological traits of primitive 

man. It is precisely here that he goes considerably furth¬ 

er than Morgan, The autlior of Ancient Society places 

the emphosi* on the direct link between economic 

forms and psychological factors, and only through 

the latter thr link with social relation*. Kngrls reverses 

this second link, placing the social relations between 

economic and psychological phenomena as the link 

between them Fie also underscore* the primacy of the 

material prerequisites of the development of ancient 

society over the ideal, the spiritual, 

The local restriction of primitive production meant 

that eocial relations were 'broken off' at the borders 

of the tribal group, and weakly differentiated within 

the gruup itself. I Ilia contradiction, a* hngel* pointed 

out, also revealed itself in the social consciousness of 

the period. Marxist psychology here, found an explana¬ 

tion of the extraordinarily conservative psyche of pri¬ 

mitive man, for w hom memory often took the place of 

logic. As a result, tradition long remained the most im¬ 

portant factor, and was sometime* the only form of 

regulating social relation.*. It follow*, therefore, that 

changes in these social relations were not based on psy¬ 

chological change. On the contrary, changes in s«*cial 

relation*, which were ultimately determined by econ¬ 

omic development, led to changes in social conscious- 



ness. In short, feelings of brothtthowl arid mutual 

aid (just as the desire to accumulate and social hatred) 

are not determined directly by production and do not 

determine it. The connecting link between production 

and consciousness is social relations. 
Thanks to this approach, classical primitive-*'ornrnli¬ 

ne! society, as presented by Engel*, appears not as 
some idyllic paradise, the 'Golden Arc’ of Rouseau, 

nor as a primitive hell, a ‘war of all against all', a« in 

Hohhrs, DUhring and the social-Darwinists. Engels saw 

the essence of social relations in this period as deriv¬ 

ing from the extreme dependence of man on nature. 

This determined both the cohesion within the commu¬ 

nity (the aspect alnolutised by Rousseau), and the 

rivalry among communities. 
In The Origin of the Family, Private Property and 

the Store, Engels defined the primitive-communal 

formation from a materialist point of view as that stage 

of social development which saw the consolidation 

of social relations among people and the beginning of 

the process of creating those material and spiritual pre¬ 

requisites necessary for further social development. 

However, the communal relations in the primitive so¬ 

ciety did not contain within themselves the possi¬ 

bility of progressing to an antagonistic social order. 

This social order was built on the ruins of primitive 

society, developed on die products of its disintegra¬ 

tion. "This point must be emphasised, for even today 

there still exists the mistaken belief that class antago¬ 

nisms developed within classical primitive-communal 

society itself. 

Ill, THE TRANSITION FROM TRIBAL TO CLASS 
SOCIETY (BARBARISM) 

Morgan's concept of 'Barbarism' appears in The 

Origin of thr Family, Private Property and the Stale 

a* analogous with the transition from primitive-com¬ 

munal to antagonistic-class society. This transition was 

brought about by the development of productive 

force*. F.ngel* convincingly demonstrates that, within 

the sphere of production relations, the basis for this Iran, 

sition was the social division of labour. This, it.vlf the 

product of economic development, also presupposed 

the production of a superfluity of the means of subsis¬ 

tence and the co-cxbtcnce of various branches of the 

rconoim the objective basis of regular exchange. 

Engels’ more precise definition of Morgan's period- 

isntion of the development of ancient society in¬ 

volved the stage of barbarism. For Morgan, the lower 

stage of barbarism, determined on the ban* of such a 

formal criterion as pottery-making, in fact merged with 

savagery as a period of gathering, hunting and fishing. 

In contrast, the middle and upper stages of barbarism 

were viewed from essentially the same point of view— 

that of the dominance of stock-breeding and tilling 

the soil (agricultural production). While preserving the 

sequence of the form*, of social labour as given by 

Morgan. Engels provides a fundamentally different 

interpretation of their logical-historical order. In Thr 

Origin of the Family, Private 1‘roperty ond thr Slatr, 

the* dividing line between savagery and barbarism is 

seen as the transition from an appropriation economy 
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to a production economy. The upper stage of barbar¬ 

ism to identified by Engels s* constituting a prelude 

not only to the emergence of civilisation, but aUo to 

the emergence of the exploitation and oppression of 

man by man. It t* evidently for this reason that Engels 

devoted to this period a special chapter-th« conclu¬ 

ding one-of his work, entitled Barbarism and Gvi- 

liution'. 

As the dividing line between savagery and barbar¬ 

ism, Engels took the transition from the period 'in 

which the appropriation of natural products, ready for 

use, predominated’ to the period in which 'methods 

of increasing the productivity of nature through 

human activity were learnt'.1 Insofar as the period 

begins, archarologically speaking, within the frame¬ 

work of the neolithic period and appears as an in¬ 

terruption of the irradual process of the development 

of man's relations to nature, the term ‘neolithic revo¬ 

lution', now accepted in modem science, would appear 

to be justified. The main content of this period is 

‘that revolution whereby man ceased to be purely 

parasitic and, with the adoption of agriculture and 

stock-raising, became a creature emancipated from the 

whims of hu environment*.3 

Engels also goes considerably further than Morgan 

in his interpretation of the stage of barbarism. Morgan 

defines the age of barbarism primarily in terms of 

man's capacity to satisfy’ his requirement* for food. To 

begin with, this was farinaceous food, obtained by 

tilling the land (the lower stage of barbarism, which 

continued for a long time in the Western hemisphere). 

Then came meat and milk (the middle stage of barbar¬ 

ism, which is most typical of the Eastern hemisphere), 

and, finally, the attainment of ‘unlimited subsistence 

through field agriculture* (the upper slagr of harha- 

1 F. Engels, op. cit., p. 20V. 
2 V. Gordon (Jolde. AVat light on the Moil Ancvnl Etui, 

Grove Press, Inc , New York. pp. 1-2. 

rism).1 Ennis, using the concept developed by Marx 

and himself according to which the mode of the 

production of material goods is the basis of the exis¬ 

tence and development of society, placed the main 

emphasis on the extension of the range and improve¬ 

ment bv men of the means of production. 

At the early stages of history’, living labour clearly 

predominated over labour materialised in implements, 

while man's dependence on food-obtaining activity 

no doubt impeded the invention of implements of la¬ 

bour, and particularly those which were designed for 

the production of other implements and mrana of pro¬ 

duction. Nonetheless, modem science is able to trace 

fairly clearly the development of the material-techni¬ 

cal base of primitive society, thereby confirming the 

ideas which Engels expressed in 7hr Origin of the 

Family, Private Property ami the Slate, 

Engels believed that without weapons and imple¬ 

ment* of labour (even made of stone) neither stock- 

breeding nor agriculture would have been possible.2 
Approaching this question on the basis of Engels' 

concept, one may rightly consoler the neolithic revolu¬ 

tion as constituting a leap in the development of men's E'uctivc forces (in the period named by Morgan bar- 

in). This produced the objective material and the 
subjective prerequisite* for the disintegration of the 

primitive-communal formation and it* inevitable re- 

placement by an antagonistic-class society. The inten¬ 

sive production of numerous implements of labour, 

designed to carry out effectively a growing number of 

increasingly complex economic operations, a process 

which Iwgan in the neolithic period, gradually led to 

the creation of implement manufacture. The imple¬ 

ment* concerned arr narrowly specialised and am op- 

crated primarily by muscle power, but they nonetheless 

1 L. II. Morgan, op. til. pit. 26-30. 
2 F. Engel*, op. elf., p. 207. 
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sharply increase the productivity of social labour. I he 

emergence of implement manufacture was essential to 

ensure die more productive use of natural resources. 

Alongside stone, hone, wood and metal, land U becom¬ 

ing increasingly an object of labour as a means of pro¬ 

ducing food, studying nature and a source of raw 

materials, together with objects of flora and fauna 

during food, studying nature and a source of raw 

materials, together with objects of flora arid fuuria 

connected with land. Already the first primitive arti¬ 

ficial implements of labour made it possible to notice- 
a 1)1 m: " i ITT T- r77. A * * 

useful to man. The subsequent historical development 

of agriculture (initially in the form of horticulture) 

and stock-breeding (nomadic) not only assisted pro- 

gross in the production of implements, but also in- 

creased the number of materials used. This created the 

conditions necessary for the achievements of imple¬ 

ment production to be linked up with the muscle- 

power of domesticated animals, and with such natural 

phenomena as wind, water, heat, etc. (Diagram \). 

As KngeU showed in Thr Origin of f/ie Family 

and, even eurlier, in lib An til hi bring, the factors 

described above naturally gave rise to the economic 

conditions which led to the disintegration of thr 

primitive-communal order. These conditions are the 

division of social labour both between communities 

and within the community, and the subsequent social, 

proprietary and political differentiation of the popu¬ 

lation. This period saw the beginning of irrigation 

farming and nomadic stuck-brrcding, of handicrafts 

and a regular land and sea caravan trade. Furthermore, 

there i» yet another factor which takea us back to the 

dawn and the zenith of barbarism. As the domestica¬ 

tion of animals and the development of new kinds of I-lants come to play an increasing role in the economic 

ife of early man, the variations in natural conditions 

also lead to differences and inequality in the level of 

socio-economic development. 'I p to this point,’ writes 

FngeU, ‘we could regard the course of evolution as 
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brintf generally valid for a definite period among all 

peoples, irrespective of locality. With the advent of 

barbarism, however, we reach a stage where the dif¬ 

ference in natural endowment of the two great conti¬ 

nent* begins to assert itself. The characteristic feature 

of the period of barbarism is the domestication and 

breeding of animal* and the cultivation of plants. Now 

the Ka>ttern Continent, the so-called Old World, con¬ 

tained almost all the animals suitable for domestication 

and all the cultivable cereals with one exception; while 

the Western, America, contained only one domestica¬ 

ble mammal, the llama, and this only in a part of the 

south; and only one cereal fit for cultivation, but that 

the heat, maize. The effect of these different natural 

conditions was that from now on the population of 

each hemisphere went it* own special way, and the 

landmarks on the border line* between the various 

stages arc different in rack of the two cats/1 

Engels agree* with Morgans view that barbarism, 

as one of the necessary ‘tapes in the world-lmtorical 

process, included three sucre*uve stages. However, he 

supplemented them with certain essential fa* lore which 

were musing in Morgan's /tncienl Society. 

The lower stage of barbarism, during the neolithic 

period, is, according to the logic of Engels' reasoning, 

marked by the emergence of economic differentiation 

amonp communities and tribe* as a result of tire 

natural conditions within which production is devel¬ 

oping- This stagr represents the period of disintegration 

of the primitive-communal formation. 

The midtile sta-re of barbarism constitutes in effect 

the ‘turning point* in tlic process whereby the primi¬ 

tive-communal formation is replaced by antagonist* 

rlaM society. In archaeological terms, this |ieri»d rough- 

Is corresponds to tire bronze (in a number of regions 

the copper-stone) age. In economic term*, this period is 

> Y. Ingcls, op. clt., p. 206. 

marked by the first major social division of labour-the 

separation of pastoral tribes from among the barbari¬ 

an*. Specific local form* of the division of labour at 

this stage could in particular contain certain ele¬ 

ment* of the subsequent trend* in the social division 

of labour a* noted by Engels. Certain tribe*, the Maya 

and the Artec* for example, knew nothing of stock- 

' reeding as a distinct type of economic activity. 

While one group of people* passed through the 

iddlc stage of barbarism, another remained at this 

tuge. A* a result of tqieeific natural and social condi¬ 

tion*, historical development in many barbarian so¬ 

cieties slowed down at the point when primitive- 

eornmonal society was disintegrating to give rise 

to clo&a society. During the early stages of class society, 

there were contradictory trends in the formation of 

clip antagonisms: the exploitation of one's own peo¬ 

ple (the ordinary members of the tribe) and of out¬ 

sider/ (captive slaves). Three processes had not yet 

eparatfd out and each impeded to some extent the 

evclopment of the oilier, l.at.-r these social structures 
ithcr collapsed, and society moved forward (the 

sto-Myccan ami Etruscan civilisations), or were con¬ 

ned, Treating n situation of stagnation, of histori- 

u! ‘marking time’ (the Ancient East). To quote the 

word* of Marx, <«»e might say that this period ex¬ 

pressed in concentrated form llie 'With pangs' of the 

elomenU and social relations of the new formation on 

the ruins of its pre decessor. 

At the upper stagr of barbarism the process of iron 

smelting i» invented, iron implement* and weapons are 

madc, and arti-an production becomes lire leading 

trend in production activity. As a result there i» a sharp 

fncrease in the exchange links both between various 

tribes ami communities and within them. The principal 

socio-economic content of this stage i* tire emergence 

of antagonistic classes, private properly and thr state. 

At tire same time, the institutional and spiritual legacy 



of primitive-coimmmul society was sillier discarded or 

modified in accord with the new social condition*, a* 

\lorpan and Kneels showed by means of examples from 

die history of the Creek*, the Italian tribe* on thr eve 

of the founding of Home, thr ancient Germans a* de- 

Kribed by Tacitus, and tlir Normans during the ape of 

thr Vikings. . 
I hr upper stage of barbarism passes directlv into 

civilisation antagonistic-da** society. However, in the 

opinion of Engels, this genetic 'bond* should, in no 

way, obscure 'thr striking contrast between thr two’,1 

as different socio-economic systems. 

Such a detailed definition of the period of transition 

from primitive-communal society to daw society made 

it posable to undertake it* comprehensive investiga¬ 

tion. Engdi wa* able not only to explain why the tran¬ 

sition from tribal society to classes and from the lower 

stage of barbarism (the disintegration of the. primitive- 

communal society) to thr upper stage (the in tensive 

formation of chuwea) occurred, hut to illustrate the ac¬ 
tual process, and this made it possible to discover 

the logic of it- internal self-propulsion and iU interac¬ 

tion with other historical processes. Engel* revealed the 

fundamental laws and inter-relation*, the multi-faceted 

diversity of the forms of transition from primitive so¬ 

ciety to claw society, and took n hu special object of 

study the complex transitional period linking the primi¬ 

tive-communal and anta«o«iistic-claaB socioeconomic 

formations-the first social revolution in the history of 

mankind. . 
Engels' more detailed definition of the tripartite 

division of barbarism into the low er, middle and upper 

stages is important not only for thr general periodisa- 

lion of (lie procrw of transition from primitive todaas 

society, but also for an analysis of the laws of de¬ 

velopment of various aspect® of social life, of thr Iran* 

» F. Engeh, op- rit., p. 209. 
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formation of former social institution*. Thus, in terms 

of the determining form of economic activity, the fol¬ 

lowing structures correspond to the three stages of 

barbarism: 1) archaic economy; 2) agriculture and 

Hock-breeding; 3) artisan production.1 

The archaic economy of the lower stage of barbar¬ 

ism consists of an undifferentiated whole comprising 

specialised gathering, a 'proto-agriculture' and the first 

attempts to domesticate aiumaU-'proto-stock-breed- 

ing'_together with hunting, fishing, etc. Within this 

orchrac economy, within the framework of this undif¬ 

ferentiated multiple economic activity’, there gradually 

emerged those forms of economic activity which most 

reliahlv secured the survival of a given social commun¬ 

ity In concrete natural and demographic condition*. 

I nder tin- archaic economic system, certain tribes 

already hud a surplus of products. Thi* creutcd the 

need to co-ordinate economic activity-the objective 

basis for a specific type of labour intended to regulate 

and organise production. Here lies the origin of the 

division between physical and intellectual labour, 

who**1 significance in the disintegration of primitive 

society and the emergence of cla-a society waa noted 

bv Marx and Engels in their German Ideology, Such a 

situation area thr beginning of u specific ‘production of 

Ideas’, which Morgan w an unable to understand from a 

materialist point of view. 
The first major social division ot labour, the dif¬ 

ferentiation "f pastoral tribes from the general matt of 

barbarian*, led to the auhre«|uent development of farm¬ 

ing and stock-breeding into independent forms of eco¬ 

nomic activity. Krigeu was of the opinion that, at the 

middle stage of barbarism, there exist* a surplus 

over and above one’s needs and two differing levels 

1 See V. M. MattOH. 'The Emergence of Early Claw Soci¬ 
ety in the Ancient Kul'. in: I'oproir -So. 5. 1 >67, 
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of production existing side by side arni together 

creating the 'conditions for regular exchange'.1 
The first major social division of labourerrated the 

conditions necewary for the regular exchange of a 

crowing surplu* of product*. The separation of stock- 

breeding and agriculture as relatively independent 

forms of economic activity made it possible, to a 

greater degree than had previously been the case, to 

take into account the ecological conditions in different 

geographical areas. This separation of stock-breeding 

ana agriculture occurred, as Engel* presupposed, at 

the borderline between the lower and middle stages of 

barbarism, when there already existed a regular super¬ 

fluity of product*. A number of tribes raised themselves 

above not only those ethnic groups which were still 

living in die w of savagery, hut also above those 

tribe* which had lived through the neolithic revolution 

and had attained the early stage of a production 

economy. 

fhe comments by Engels with regard to stock- 

breeding and agriculture, many of which were advanced 

in the form o (suppositions.* wan, of course, based on 

the then dominant belief that the classical civilisation 

of South-West ,\sia and the Mediterranean were the 

result of the adoption of agriculture by former pastoral 

tribes of Semites and \ryans. It was still not known 

that these nomadic tribes had, in fact, settled on the 

sites of ancient land-tilling culture# which had been 

destroyed and which they had partly taken over. Tliev 

experienced a crisis due to a dramatic change in clima¬ 

tic conditions. It also became clear that the distant 

ancestors of the#c nomadic tribes had been familiar 

with the baric rlrmeiits of hoc-ha-ed agrirtillilrr. 

F.ngels naturally put the emphasis on the rob- of the 

stock-breeding tribes in the first major social division 

1 I r.ngii«, op.cii .p. 322. 
2 Ibid., pp. 206-207. 
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of labour, leaving the role of agriculture in the period 

of middle barbarism somewhat in the shade. 

However, this cannot serve as grounds for Conclud¬ 

ing that Engel* believed stock-breeding to have arisen 

before agriculture. Out of the whole history of agri¬ 

culture and stock-breeding, Engels examined in detail 
only the transition from nomadk stock-breeding to 

plou^i farming in the middle forest and steppe belt. 

This transition coincides in the main with the transi¬ 

tion from the middle to the upper stage of barbarism, 

indeed, the period of stock-breeding was an objectively 

nccfftMry condition for the subsequent emergence and 

development of intensive land cultivation, that is, 

tillage, as Engels calls it, with the use of draught ani¬ 

mals. It is quite another matter that the pastoral mode 

of life itself presupposes the existence of primitive 

hoc*based agriculture at a certain level of develop 

inenL In tiiusc regions where either hoC-hat*d farming SYucatan, the Mrxiean uplands, the coast of the Gulf of 

luinca and other placea in Tropical Africa) or nomadic 

Btoek-l>rceding (Arabia, Central Asia) existed in relative 
isolation from each other, the middle stage of bar* 

ban*m continued for a long time. Furthermore, the 

above-mentioned form of land cultivation may arise 

independently of stock-breeding and, in Certain specific 

forms, lead to the disintegration of the primitive order 

and the beginning of the emergence of elates and the l Sometimes the view is expressed that Engcb under¬ 

estimated tin! roh- of land cultivation in the process 

of class formation. The text of The Origin of (hr 

t'aniily, Private I'roperty and Ihr .State reveals the 

opposite. Engcb considered plough farming as the 

•reduction b*v of th«* upper stage of barbarism and 

hr potential source of considerable surplus production 

Opening up the way to the emergence of classes. 

'Above all, he wrote, ‘we hire encounter for the first 

time the iron ploughshare drawn by cattle, making 
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pos-iblr land cultivation on a wide scale-tillage-and, 
in the conditions then prevailing, a practically unlimit¬ 
ed increase in the means of subsistence...'1 * As for 
nomadic stork-breeding, F.ngels correctly saw it as 
flourishing at an earlier period and described it in 
different terms: ’In the middle stage of barbarism we 
find that the pastoral peoples had ui their cattle a form 
of property which, with sufficiently large herds and 
flocks, regularly provided a surplus over and above 
their needs... ** Is there not a qualitative difference 
between 'a practically unlimited increase in the means 
of subjistcncc’ and 'a surplus over and above their 
needs’? In a number of reponB at the middle stage of 

barbarism, 'pastoral tribe* not only produced more 
articles of food, but also a greater variety than the rest 
of the barbarians'.3 however, Ungel* also writes in 
clear terms about the development of gardening or 
hoe-based agriculture alongside stock-breeding, seeing 
it as the forerunner of plough farming. If not, then 
with whom could the stock-breeding tribes of bar- 
banana exchange the suqilu* of their specific product 
of labour? Under the archaic economy, surplus bad 
only just appeared and kj«, inevitably, small and 
unstable. It was no accident that hoc-based agriculture 
became the economic foundation of the most ancient 
civilisation* of the world. 

I'alaeo-economic investigations, which hose their 
andvns of the extensive rconomy of the ancient worid 
Oil 'biological need for vegetable and meat food, trans¬ 
lated into the harvest potential of the fields',4 have 
ronfirined that the hoe-based land cultivation of the 

1 K. tiireLi, op. rit., p. 20R. 
3 ibid., p. M 
a Ibid.. P. 317. 
4 See S. N Ribikov, 'Thr Economic Complex of ihc De»el- 

uiMutnl of the Ihree-fielJ S>stn:i (the RtaidU of an line*, 
tuilion into I'rimilivr bconomy)’. in: So«*ri*.nii<irAfre<ii<ifi**, 
iNo. I, 1965, p. 56. 

middle stage of barbarism was already producing u con¬ 
siderable (arid, most importantly of all, stable) suqvhi* 
of grain, tile main urtkle of exchange with thcstock- 
ho eding tribes. According to the calculation* of 
V. M. NlaMon, at the eariy stage* of agriculture in tho 
siil>tropical rone it took the farmer a maximum of 
60 days to provide himself with a year* supply of 
grain, while with irrigation farming it took him only 
oO days. 

However, rattle a* an object of exchange, which 
are easily alienated and moveable, played a more 
go ater role in the emergence of trade and private 
property. It is also important to note the significance 
of nomadic stock-breeding in the productive uarimi- 
lation by man uf large areas of steppe and plateau, its 

role as a stable source of meat and as one of the major 
prerequisites of plough farming. However, with the 
emergence of plough farming, the historical perwpec- 
live* of these form* of production activity undergo a 
radical change. Tillage is further stimulated bv the 
achievements of handicraft production. Nomadic 
stock-breeding loses its progressive nature, and nomad* 
are pushed out onto the ‘periphery’ of historv. 

Our u( the aspects of the dialectic of the interac¬ 
tion between society and nature is that the differentia¬ 
tion of various type* of production activity depending 
on the conditions obtaining in a given geographical 
area is also the objective baas for the diversified ami- 
milation by man of the natural resource* of the earth. 
In tbl* rfiice tlie relationship between land cultivation 
and stock-breeding in tin* age of barbarism may be 
viewed as the practical attainment of economic harmo¬ 
ny between two vital branches of the economy. 
At the middle stage of barbarism they appear as co¬ 
existing parallel trends in production, and this served 
a* the basis for regular exchange. During tire transition 
to tire upper stage of barbari.Nin, these two branches 
of the economy interpenetrated in thr majority of re- 
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gione ami they were synthesised within the framework 

of a single agricultural economy, standing over and 

against artisan production. There is a corresponding 

change in the exchange links, and the second gn at 

social division of labour take. place-thc separation of 

artisan production from agriculture. 
A specific type of activity emerges, connected with 

the production of implements of labour ami weaponry, 

of means of transport such as ship* and waggons, and 

of a wide range of consumer and luxury goods. 1 he 

flowering of artisan production led to the translormn- 

tion of spontaneous exchange into regular trade and 

production for the market. This, in turn, meant that, 

as production was converted into commodity produc¬ 

tion, the product was alienated from the producer, 

which led to private property in the means of produc¬ 

tion and the appearance of special means of coercion. 

Tire relationship of people to nature determined 

the riling of production, the tv pcs of population 

distribution and socio-economic relations. 

The development of agriculture and stock-breeding 

conridrrably increased the territory involved in inten¬ 

sive economic advance as compared with archaic econ¬ 

omy. Now agriculture anil stock-breeding spread to 

the whole of the subtropics. The progress of artisan 

production and the invention of iron implements 

brought about a revolution in agricultural technology 

and opened up for the production economy areas rich 

in means of labour—forest and steppe, in Western and 

Eastern Europe, the forest and savannas of Africa 

south of the Sahara. Engels showed that the significance 

of iron, with which, in Morgan's words, nine-tenths of 

the battle for civilisation was gained',1 was not limited 

to the very fact of its production tit rough smelting, far 
more important was the revolution brought about bv 

the production and use of iron implements. 'Iron,’ 

» I. It. Morgan, op. rit, p. 43. 

wrote Engalt, ‘made possible field agriculture on a 
larger scale and the clearing of extensive forest tracts 

for cultivation; it gave the craftsman a tool of such 

hatdncss and sharpness that no stone, no other known 

metal. Could withstand it’.1 

In this way, historical development led to certain 

shifts in Urn relations between different tribes and 

peoples. Savagery was marked by the stereotyping not 

only of individuals within the community, but of the 

communities and tribes themselves. Engels said that, 

in the stone age, historical repetition was the rule. On¬ 

ly in th« ap. of barbarism, as a result of 'different 

natural conditions... the population of each hemi¬ 

sphere went its own special way, and the landmarks on 

live borderlines between the various stages are different 

in each of die two cases".2 The unequal levels of 

economic and social development among different 

groups of men i» to some extent mitigated by the 

exchange of goods, ideas, production skills and social 

institutions, 

The peoples of do* age of savagery and of the age of 

barbarism now exist in direct contact one with the 

other. Metallurgy leads to the separation of weapons 

from in11•lenient* of labour and make* it possible for 

those people who have learned how to produce inetal 

to acquire military supremacy over tnc others. In 

the words of flic famous English archeologist Cordon 

Child.-, 'Stone age barbarians would lie as hclplei* 
■gainst civilised troop* with copper weapons and hel¬ 

mets as were the Astecs against die Spaniards’.3 
However, die copper age was unable to provide an ef¬ 

fective means of guarding large numbers of captives 

captured in war, and therefore some of the civilisations 

of die Ancient East who bad defeated neighbouring 



stone age tribes on the battlefield slaughtered the men 

and eiuuved only the women. 

The transition of first sections of mankind to 

the bronze age aggravated both regional ware and in¬ 

ternal social processes. It is no accident that some au¬ 

thors associate the brente a*r with frequent ware and 

the development of eastern despotism as the firet crude 

form of tile state. The iron age made it possible for the 

tribes wlni possessed iron to predominate over the 

civilisations of the middle stage of barbarism with their 

bronze weapons. 
in thoae regions where iron production developed 

against the background of a local neolithic age (Afri¬ 

ca south of the Sahara, Eastern Europe), 'iron gave a 

new mastery over soil and forest, but nfso-as El Zoubri 

|an Arab historian] remarked in his illuminating 

comment—over stonr and bone and wnod-using neigh- 

hours'.1 The transition to iron appeared somewhat 

different in the regions living in the bronxe age. The 

rivalry between cheap, male-produced iron weapons, 
and the humlflome, but fur less effective bronxe wea¬ 

pons explains the outcome of many event* at tiie 

borderline between the middle and upper stages of 

barbarism. In particular, one can detect here the basic 

cause of the devastating defeat of Egypt by Assyria, 

ami the replacement of the Mvcean by the Doric r-tage 

of Greek history, within which the e.laaucal aluve-nwn- 

ing mode of production was to take shape. 

The development of a production economy led to 

increased settlement and a growth in the population. 

There are now permanent settlement* within which 

the community, in the couree of the development of 

exchange and the social differentiation that follow* 

therefrom, gradually become* a village of small peasant 

landowners. At the middle stage ot barbarism, three 

1 Haul Da.ldaon, Old Afri<* Rvdiimntd, Victor UoUncr 
Ltd . London. L%0, P. 83. 
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settlements are surrounded by defensive walls. Some of 

them, situated on convenient trading routes, become 

centre* of crafta and artisan production and of ad- 

ministration, developing into towns. ‘The town, en¬ 

closing houses of stone or brick within it* turreted 

and crenellated stone walla, became the central seat 
of llie tribe or confederacy of tribes,' notes Engels, 

who believed that this 'was also a symptom of in¬ 

creased danger and need for protection*1-* situation 

particularly characteristic of upper barbarism. 

The emergence of towns led to the concentration 

of artisan* of various crafts in One place (a precondi¬ 

tion of future manufactory), and. moreover, united 

them on a far larger scale than that of tribal organisa¬ 

tion. This led to increased demand, and to a growing 

range of prodm t* for exchange, to the intensification 
of social link*. I hr town was also the location of 

public organa and their officials, of the tribal and 

community lender* who were developing into a ruling 

claw. The agricultural an a around the town became a 

source of agricultural product* and raw malrriaU for 

the town dwellers, who had abandon* d agriculture and 

stock-breeding. The town and the village are separating. 

In hi* conclusion to the chapter 'Pmrntonr Stage* 

of Culture’, Engels once again remarks: 'The picture 

of the evolution of mankind through savagery and bar¬ 

barism to the hr ginning* of civilisation that I have here 

sketched aftrr Morgan i* .dreads rich...’ in features 

which were not to or found in vloreon’s Ancienl So¬ 
ciety, 'in new and, what i« more, incontestable fea¬ 

ture*, incontestable because Urey are taken straight 

from production’.* Having promised the reader that 

hr would, in Uir course of his work, investigate speci¬ 

fically Uiis aspect of the oucstion, Kurds concisely 

sums up Morgan's periodisatmn in the following terms: 

1 F. Engel*, op- clt., |> 320. 
2 Had., p. 208. 
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'Savagery the period in which the appropriation of 

natural product*, ready for usr, predominated; lire 

thing* produced by man were, in the main, instru¬ 

ments that facilitated this appropriation. Barbarism 

tiie period in which knowledge of cattle breeding and 

land cultivation was acquired, in which methods of in¬ 
creasing the productivity of nature through human 

activity were learnt. Civilisation-the period in which 

knowledge of the further working up of natural pro. 

ducts, of industry proper, and of art was acquired.*' 

1 IUd.. p. 209 

1\. TIIE SOCIAI. S1KUCTUHK 

OK PRIMITIVE SOCIETY 

Engel, did not limit himself to merely reworking 

the enormous wealth of empirical data collected by 

Morgan from a materialist point of view. In contrast 

to the author of .-Incient Society, Engel* divided 

(*i he and Marx had once done before, in The Ur man 

IdeoluKY) the process of the life activity ol primitive 

society into two basic types of production: the produc¬ 

tion of the mean* of subsistence, and the prodtK turn 
of man himself. ‘According to the materialistic concep¬ 

tion, the determining factor in history is, in the last 
resort, the production and reproduction of immediate 

life. But this itaelf is of a twofold character. On the one 
hand, the production of the means of subsistence, of 

food, clothing and shelter and the tools requisite there¬ 

fore: on the other, the reproduction of human being* 

themselves, the propagation «.f the specie*. ! 
Engels saw material production of the means of 

subsistence, and above all implements of labour, as 

the social bank* of the historical evolution uf the other 

aspects of human life and the forms of its organisa¬ 

tion. He provided a concise dr- ription of the link be¬ 

tween the development of social production and the 

evolution of forms of marriage ami family relation*, 

thr disintegration of collective Ownership and the 

emergence of new (potentially state-legal) forms and 

means of regulating production. In this book, Engels 

1 n*d.,p. 191. 
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provided a logical explanation of the processes refer¬ 

red to in the title—the genesis of the fnmilv, private 

property and the stale. 

I he first of these Engels describes ns foil oh*: 'The 

social institutions under which men of a definite his¬ 
torical epoch and of a definite country live arc condi¬ 

tioned by both kinds of production: by the stage of 

development of labour, on the on* hand, and of thr 

fainiiy on the other. The less the development of la¬ 

bour. and the more limited its volume of production 

and, therefore, the wraith of society, the more prepon¬ 

derating^- does the social order appear to hr dominat¬ 
ed by ties of sex.’1 2 

I ngcls emphasised that private property appeared 

not by thr will of God, nor by historical uci idrnt, nor 

yet as a rrault of someone's ill-will, but n>- the inevi¬ 

table result of the development of material production 

and the exchange to w hich its differentiation gave rise. 

He pointed out that ‘within this structure of society 

based on ties of sex, the productivity of labour develops 

more and more; with it, private property and exchange, 

differences in wealth, the possibility 'of utilising the 

labour power of others, and thereby the basis of class 

antagonism*: new social elements, which strive in the 

coun»r of generations to adapt the old structure of so¬ 

ciety to the new conditions, until, finally, the incompa¬ 

tibility of thr two leads to a complete revolution’.3 

The Stale, as a historically transient social institu¬ 

tion, takes shape on the ruins of tribal democratic 

self-government. I he w>. ial corrosion of self-govorn- 

merit U examined from the point of view of thr rapid 

development of private property thanks to favourable 

economic conditions. State power, by means of Ic^ii- 

lation and coercion, institutionalists a certain type of 

family, and also class, social antagonisms. The old 

1 Ibid., p*. 191 
2 Ibid.. p. 192. 
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Society, built on groups based on ties of sex, bunts 

asunder in the collision of the newly developed social 

cUa^s: in its place a new society appear*, constituted 

in a state, the lower units of which are no longer 

groups based on ties of sex, but territorial gixiups; 

a society in which the family system is entirely domi¬ 

nated by the property system, and in which the clam 

antagonisms and date struggle#, which make up the 

[content of all hitherto urifnvi history, now freely de- 
vclop.’1 

In dm'ie/t J Society Morgan traced four lines of hu- 

man progress from savagery through barbarism to ci¬ 

vilisation (economies, the family, government, proper¬ 

ty), treating them eventially as parallel phenomena. 

hngeU, basing himself on the principles ot a material- 

1st understanding of history, identified the main line 

of that development a# economics, which objectively 

served *« the foundation for all the remaining aspects 

of progress, even at the primitive stage. Engels eoncen- 

tratra lit attention on the production of instruments 
of labour. 

The baric methodological positions from which 

Morgan and Engels approached the study of ancient 
society had, despite certain similarities, a fundamental 
difference. 

Even earlier, in The German Ideology, Ylarx and 

Kngda had divided production into: 1) the produc¬ 

tion of the means of subsistence, and 2) the pro¬ 

duction of man himself, this division being linked 

lo the difference in the social and natural relation* 

between men, nnd between man and tiir environ¬ 

ment. The finil is dominated by the satisfaction (usu- 

illy mediated) of collective needs, not characteristic 

if animals, while the wi ond is dominated by the 

atiefaction of individual, mainly biological, needs 
diagram II). 

l Ibid. 
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The production of lire means of subsistence in* 

eludes the production of the means of direct consump¬ 
tion. above all food, clothing. shelter, etc., and the so* 

cial production of the means of production, above all 

the instrument* of labour. Literature on this subject 

often divide* the material production of the primitive 

period into food-acquiring and non-food-acquiring, 

that is, mainly the production of implement*. 

The production of food includes the acquisition of 

vegetable and meat product*, which indirectly presup- 

pos. the division nf labour into gathering and hunting. 

Ilotli these basic forms of acquiring food complement 

each other. Vegetable food contains fewer calorie* and 

is more dependent upon seasonal climatic factor*, 

but is more easily preserved and can be obtained with¬ 

out particular risk, etc. Animal food is far more 

nourishing, but can only be obtained by mobility, con¬ 

centrated effort end considerable rUk. In addition, it 

is more difficult to preserve (and will remain so up to 

the discovery of thermal Processing). Depending on 

what was the object of labour-flora or fauna-there 

was a basic difference in the role of natural and artifi¬ 

cial implement* in the production of the means of sub¬ 

sistence (gathering and Hunting). 

The production of man himself presupposes the na¬ 

tural relationship between the sexr* and social rela¬ 

tions between people, resulting from the participation 

of the individual in social activity, which is the basic 

clement in the social system, Relations between the 

sexe* include the birth of children a« the natural sa¬ 

tisfaction of the need to continue the specie*, and also 

sexual intercourse u* the direct, socially regulated sa¬ 

tisfaction of individual natural needs. 

Within the process of socialisation, the individual 

undergoes a socially regulated preparation, hv means 

of upbringing and education, for work and the fulfil¬ 

ment of either social functions. Play, tradition and ri¬ 

tual also fulfil specific functions. Play function* (both 
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in adults and children) as a specific mode of pie porn - 

lion for work. It includes llie mental (.laying through 

of work situations, physical training and emotional pre- 

paralion. Flay is used as a means of educating and 

training the younger generation, of transmitting to 

them the experience gained in social relations and the 

knowledge ot certain natural laws. 

The production of the instruments of labour, and 

the production of the members of society, both 

eascntially social activities, together Compete that 

which Marx and Knxels defined as'the materialist con¬ 

nection of men with one another*, ai 'co-operation of 

several individuals** belonging not merely to one but 

to several generations. As for the natural (superficial¬ 

ly reminiscent of animal activity) forms of production 

of the means of Consumption (food) and sexual rela¬ 

tions. these may be described as the materialist link 

between men and nature. 
Attempts am sometimes made to explain the his¬ 

torical evolution of relations between the sexes in men 

on tire basin of a direct analog) between primitive men 

and anthropoid apes. However, this historical evolu¬ 

tion cannot be explained without taking into account 

the reproduction of individuals possessing those qua¬ 

lities which are essential in order to participate in so¬ 

cial forms of vital activity. Changes in the function of 

the propagation of the specks and in the nature of 

intimate relations between the sexes are increasingly 

determined by socialisation. 
The acquisition by men of meat food, which many 

researchers associate with the reflex-instinctive co¬ 
operation* of group predators, cannot be adequately 

explained if divorced from the production and use of 

implements of labour and from the initial forms of 

1 Karl Marx and Frederick EnwU. 'The German WroloCT*. 
In: Kiri Marx. Frederick Fn*rU. Cotlccird Hoc**, Vo!. 5, Mo*, 
cow, 1976, p. 43, 

production co operation. 

Sern from the point of view, the fundamental 

difference in the theoretical approach of Morgan and 

Kneels to tin- same object of investigation-the genesis 

and development of tribal re|atk>ns-can be understood 

more clearly. Of Morgan's four, essentially autono¬ 
mous-parallel 'lines of progress' from savagery through 

barbarism to civilisation, Kngcl* saw the economic line 

as the fundamental one, the basic, the motivating prin¬ 

ciple. In terms of content, this line is closest to the 

concept of productive force* as developed by Marx 

and Kngels. It was on this base, intuitively perceived 

hv Morgan, that the three other aspects of social life 

identified by him matured, then separating off and en- 

tenng into a process of mutual interaction. 

In the primitive period, the previously undivided, 

multifunctional structure of social relations in the tri¬ 

bal community gradually differentiated out under the 

pressure of the development of productive forces and 

Changes in the relations of men to earh other and to 

nature. 

The three aspects of social life-production, pro¬ 
pagation of the species and social regulation develop 

in a dialectical-contradictory process of mutual condi¬ 

tioning. For Morgan, the driving force of the histori¬ 

cal process was the development of the human intellect 

us embodied in discoveries and inventions. Kneels put 

the question differently. He investigates the objective 

processes leading to the emergence of monogamy, pri¬ 

vate property and the state, and he view* the develop¬ 

ment of the productive forces and the social division 

of labour as their material buy and driving force. 

In the following chapters the above-named aspects 

of social life will be examined from die point of view 

of their genesis and historical evolution. 



V. THE RULE OF KINSHIP IN PRIMITIVE 
SOCIETY: CROUP MARRIAGE AND 

MATRIARCHY 

Systems of Kinship nnd Their Evolution 

Engels placed great value on Morgan's discovery of 

the contradiction that existed between the traditional¬ 

ly inert system of kinship and the far more dynamic 

actual family relations. Each Iroquois Indian was per¬ 

fectly well aware of who were his parents and his 

children, his hlood brothers and sist«-r», for his tribe 

already had the pairing family (that is, easily dissoluUe 

monogamous marriage). However, by tradition lie re¬ 

ferred not only to hi.* own children, but also to the 

children of hb brothers as sons and daughters, and 

they referred to him as their father. The children of 

his sisters, however, werr Iris nephews and nieces, and 

he was to them their uncle. The Iroquois woman, by 

contrast, referred to the children of her sisters as sous 

and daughters, and they called her mother, while ‘he 

w as aunt for the children of her brothers. 

Thii system appeared strange to representatives of 

European culture, and might have seemed a curiosi- S. were it not for the fact that similar systems of kin- 

ip wire found in various parts of the world (Ameri¬ 

ca, Asia, Africa, and Australia), while traces of such sys¬ 

tems were to he found in the not too distant past of 

the Europeans themselves, including the ancient Greeks, 

Homans and Germans. Pondering in this connec¬ 

tion on 'the decisive role which kinship plays in the 

social order of all people* in the stage of savagery and 

barbarism*, Engels pointed out in particular that in the 

primitive period ‘the terms father, child, brother and 

sister are no mere honorific titles, hut carry with them 

absolutely definite and very serious mutual obligation*, 

the totality of which forms an essential part oft he social 

constitution of these peoples'.1 In so say ing, Engels was 

supporting a view held by Morgan, which wasattacked 

be McLennan, who viewed this system of kinship as 

expressing ritual rules of politeness in social in tercours*\ 

In examining the systems of kinship and actual fa¬ 

mily relations in both their form and content. Engels 

quotes that section of Marx's notes on .Incim/ Society 

where the system of kinship as the focal point of the 

worldview of the mernb-m of primitive society is 

ranged ulungside the ‘political, juridical, religious and Chilosophieal systems in general' which belong to 

ter periods. It is precisely on this basis that Marx 

explains the evolution of mythology (which was, in 

effect, the ideal re lire lion of the kinship system, by 

then defunct in actual life) into religion. Religion as 

it were assumes the role of a substitute for the former 

primitive equality, collectivism and democracy. This 

occurs during the inevitable dbplacemcut of tin? rem¬ 

nants of the tribal system by social-proprietary diffe¬ 

rentiation and the emergence of class antagonisms. 

When working on hi* eniy ‘The I'art Hayed by Labour 

in the Iranoition from Ape to Man’in Ib"6. long before 

lie had read Morgan's book, Engrls became interested 

in the origin of kinship systems in primitive society. 

Reconstructing the outline* of the primitive form 

of the family hv means of an analysis of kinship sys¬ 

tem.*, Morgan proved that ‘the bodies of cowan- Kmci within tne American-Indian tribe, designated 

the names of animal.-.', were nothing ollu-r than 

gens, ‘an institution common to all barbarians up 

to their entry into civilisation'-and, Engels added ‘even 

1 E. Engel*. ‘The Origin of the la mil y...', p. 210, 
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afterwards ... (as far as our present sourer* of informa¬ 
tion go)*.1 

Hut how did the gens emerge? W hat mii it* origin, 

and what were the prerequisites of it* lubsequentevo¬ 

lution? 

Morgan was of the opinion, Lngelt writes, that there 

existed *a primitive stage at which promiscuous in¬ 

tercourse prevailed within a tribe, .«o that evrrv woman 

belonged equally to every man and, similarly, every 

man to even- woman',* While citing Morgan's view, 

Engels nonetheless refutes attempt* by SociaJ-Darwin- 

ista (and inch attempt! arc still made today) to trace 

the evolutionary origins of promiscuous sexual rela¬ 
tions to primitive society prior to the emergence of 

marriage and the family. Hr wrote that 'the animal 

family and primitive human society are incompatible 

things'.3 that primitive men, having emerged from the 

animal stage, either knew no family whatsoever, or, at 

most, knew a family which is never found aiming 

animals. Summarising the scientific literature on this 
point which had been published after Morgan's book, 

Engels base* hi* arguments on the theaia put forward 

by the author of Pe$ tor id Ms animate t fParia, 1877), 

the French philosopher and sociologist Alfred Espinas. the French philosopher and sociologist Alfred Eepinaa, 

a proponent of the theory of evolution, who wrote 

that 'among the higher animals the horde and the 

family are not complementary, hut antagonistic to 

each other’, for 'jealousy amongst the males at mating 

time loosens, or temporarily diasolves, every gregarious 
horde’,4 

biological egoism (as regards sex and food), and iso¬ 

lation hindered the formation of a new- type of horde 

capable of evolving into the forerunner of the social 

1 C,P-c'* 
2 IM..PP. 211-12. 
3 Ibid., p 213. 
4 Ibid.. p. 214. 

Clt., pp 255-56. 
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cell. It should also hr noted that Engels, unlike Morgan, 

was firmly of the opinion that thr primitive collective 

in it* initial stages, with relations analogous to promi¬ 

scuity, by outside the framework of human history 

proper, lie believed this stage to correspond to the 

period of tranritiun from animality to humanity1.1 He 
also provided a materialist explanation of the advance 

from animality to humanity: So weaponless an animal 

as the creature that was becoming man could survive in 

small numbers aUo in isolation, with the single pair as 

the highest form of gTrganousness’, but 'for evolution 

out of the animal atage, for the accomplishment of the 

greatest advance known to nature, an additional 

element was needed; the replacement of the indi¬ 

vidual‘a inadequate cower of defence by the united 

strength and joint effort of the horde’.2 
Soviet scholar* have put forward a theory according 

to which primitive human hordes (proto-communities) 

formed a long transitional stage leading from the ani¬ 

mal world to the social world.3 It is suggested that it 

was during this period that the instinctive, animal type 

forms of labour to which Marx referred in Copilot took 

shape.4 At the same time the zoological instincts of 

man’s distant forebears were brought under restraint, 

including those related to food and sex. 'Mutual toler¬ 

ation among the adult males,’ Engels writes, 'freedom 

from jealousy, was, however, the first condition for the 

building of those large and enduring groups in the 

midst of which alone the transition from animal to 

man could he a< hieved.’a 

* Ibid., p. 215. 
? Ib»d..p. 214. 
3 Cf. A. I. PenliiU, A. L Mongalt. V. V. Alexeyc*-. The 

History of Trinuth*e Sonely, Third kditinn, Moscow, I 'HI2, 
pp. 60.61 (in Howun). 

4 kart Marx, Capital, VoJ. I, FroCKM PuhloHcfS, Moeeow, 
1W3j». 175. 

6 F. FaigeU, op. cit., pp. 211-15- 
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Iii order to pinpoint more clearly the fust stage in 

the historical evolution of marital-family* relation*, 

Engels formula tell (ill |tlace of the consanguine ami 

punaluan family) a generalised concept not found in 

Morgan s work-thnt of the group marriage-which hr 

introduced when revising hi» hook in 1890-91. This 

concept referred to a specific, initial form of marriage, 

'the form in which whole groups of men and whole truups of women belong to one another, and which 

cave* but little scope for jealousy’.1 To begin with, 

nil the nuance* of sexual partnership and the fate of 

the children were determined beforehand by custom, 

which functioned as the first form of sorial influence 

on natural relations in thr sphere nf production of men 

and the satisfaction of individual sexual (hormonal) 

needs. Then there emerged 'social driving forres'* 

reflecting a higher stage of production of the means of 

sulisistencc and which first existed alongside custom, 

and then gradually replaced it. Finally, the economic 

development of mankind led to the historical evolu¬ 

tion of the forms of marriage. ‘In the beginning.’ 

wrote Engels, 'one came into the world married, 

married to a whole group of the opposite sex. A sim¬ 

ilar relation probably existed in the later forms of 

group marriage, only with an ever increasing narrowing 

of the group. In thr pairing family it is the rule that 
the mother* arrange their children'*, marriages; and 

here also, considerations of new ties of relationship 

that are to strengthen the young couple’s position in 

the gens and the tribe are the decisive factor. And 

when, with the predominance of private property over 

common property, and with the interest in inheritance, 

father rignt and monogamy gain the ascendancy, mar¬ 

riage becomes more than ever dependent on economic 

con rid era thins. The form of marriage l»\ purchase dis¬ 

appears, the transaction itself is to an ever increasing 

degree carried out in such a way that not only the wom¬ 

an hut the man also i* appraised, not by his personal 

qualities, but by his possessions.’* 

The reproduction of man (the propagation of the 

species in thr biological and intellectual and cultural 

sense of the term), and the provision for this process 

in the sphere of the production of the means ol subsis¬ 

tence is the focal point for the organisation and regula¬ 

tion of every aspect of the newly emerged mankind. 

In tlnir turn, the tics of kinship were based unspecif¬ 

ic relations which determined the behaviour and pres¬ 

tige of the individual in accord with age and text 
1) genealogical (one generation to the next) of the 

type 'mother-child' (birth, feeding, playing, etc.) 

and ‘father-child’ (provision of food, defence against 
enemies, etc.), and also 2) sibling relations of the type 

‘brother-brother’ and ‘sister-sister', formed the basis of 

labour co-operation in the production of the means of 

subsistence. Moreover, initially the actions of the 

adults in the gathering of fruit and root*, and in 

hunting, were very reminiscent of the behaviour of 

animals. 

I he main object and ‘product' of production of 

man was, of course, the child. The elderly integrated 

social memory and functioned above all as teachers and 

educators. The subjects of reproduction ns »uch were 

sexually mature men and women. Intimate relations 
betw ei-ii them were regulated by society. Fngel* ac¬ 

cept* the hypothesis of promiscuity ui early primitive 

society, which, in hit opinion, was then replaced not 

by the consanguine family, where marital groups arc 

divided according to generation, nor by the punaluan 

family, when brothers and ristere were excluded from 

marital relations, but by thr initial social institution 

of group marriage, Here the subject* of »c\ual relations 

1 Ibid., p. 251. 
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(of course, speaking in the social and not the phyrio- 

lugieal sense) were not mutually sympathetic individual 

members of the opposite sex. nut groups of individuals 

who represented the collective 'ego' (I) being linked 

by blood relationship within the group. However, an 

essential condition of such sexual relations wn* that the 

man and woman concerned not be related by blood. 

The problem of exogamy, which excludes marriage 

within one social group (gens, phratry)-requires spe¬ 

cial examination, r’or primitive men, the main crite¬ 

rion of sorial relations and behaviour was based on the 

kinship system of sexual and feeding prohibition* ami 

preferences. In the literature on this Subject it is the 

prohibitions that are emphasised, as they are the moat 

striking. Moreover, these are usually sexual prohibi¬ 

tions-exogamy-which have Ions been known. Recent¬ 

ly, however, Laura and Kaoul Makarius have put for¬ 

ward the idea that a similar social role was played by 

food prohibitions which related to the sphere of the 

production of the means of subsistence. 
(low U this to be explained from a materialist point 

of view? I’owihly by the fact that sexual relations have 

such a visible ‘result* as children, although the link 

between sexual relations and pregnancy was, according 

to a number of scholars, unknown to certain recently 

discovered tribes. I lie scropulous identification of the 

degree and nature of kinship and of sibling brother 

hood, ancestor worship, etc.. Could lead, and indeed 

sometimes do lead, to the impression that in primi¬ 

tive society the production of the means of subsistence 

was secondary, and merely ‘served* production of 

min. If, furthermore, in looking at the structure of 
production, the emphasis ia placed not on the social 

hut merely on the phyriologiral (biological) aspect. 

oik might conclude that primitive men wereaomokind 

of palaeolithic sex maniacs, and even that it was not 

labour, but sex which, contrary to the viswa of Kngda. 

created man. separated him from the animal world 

and be- ume the initial basis of social life. 

Primitive society differed from the three antagonis¬ 

tic clans formations that followed it far more radically 

than the latter did amongst themselves, The idea, 

which Lngcls expressed on this subject in The Origin 
of the Family, Private Property and the State have 

found wide support among scholars of various coun¬ 

tries. As Kaoul Makarius rightly commented, 'as the 

phenomena of primitive societies were specific to 

them, they cannot be interpreted except in terms of 
the Ix'liefs and behaviour proper to those societies'.1 

The main point here is that 'primitive society i» cha¬ 

racterised not by family organisation, but by gentile 

and tribal organisation. Here everything is determined, 

everything experienced and reflected upon with re¬ 

ference unt to the individual, but the group. It ia nut 

the individual (nor even a male with his wife and their 

children), who has to conduct the battle to survive, 

but a more numerous group, whose relations arc not 

strictly biological, and within which the individual is 

seen as a particle of the whole',3 Tribal relations, in¬ 

fluencing as thrv did the entire way of life of primi¬ 

tive society, could not but be reflected in human conci- 

outness and in such ‘pivotal1 institutions as taboo, 
kinship, alliance, exogamy, divisions, toternism and tri¬ 

bal organisation. Seeking to find the objective basis 

on which to explain the millennial stability and also 

the inevitable disintegration of the primitive tribal 

structure, Makarius writea: ‘As economic activity is 

weak and the division of labour insufficient to ensure 

functional interdependence of the members of society, 

social cohesion is maintained by kinship relations, 

which, at this stage, determine the social structure. As 

the productive forces develop, bringing with them n 
greater division of labour, the production relations 

1 R. Makarius, up. rlt., |> \. 
Ibid..XXXI. 
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interweave with the ancient relations of kinship which, 

from that moment on. begin to disintegrate... When 

nr" economic ami political structure*, which took 

shape within the old kinship structures, replace them, 

the old khuhip systems fall into disuse.'1 Wc ran ac¬ 

cept this idea with one reservation: non-traditional pro¬ 

duction relation*, horn of new branches of labour, do 

not interweave with, but burst out of the old ties 

of kinship and separate from them. The new production 

relation* enter first into concealed and then increas¬ 

ingly open opposition with the tribal relations, which 

are hindering their further development. Inasmuch as 

the development of production relations is based on 

progressive changes in the productive force*, while the 

stability of kinship ties depends primarily on the 

superstructure, the historical perspectives of economic 

ties become increasingly significant, while the deval¬ 
uation of the once dominant lies of kinship becomes 

ever more apparent. 

(iroup Marriage: Origin, Evolution. Basie Forms 

Morgan's reconstruction of what Engel* was Inter 

to call griHip marriage, and even more his belief that 

unrepilated sexual relations promiscuity-constituted 

the initial stage of marriage and the family, came as a 

profound shock to the European philistine accustomed 

to his stagnant, narrow comfort. Indignation and a 

storm of hypocritical wrath fell upon the head of Mor- K after the publication in Western Europe of Ancient 

iefy, just a* they had upon Darwin two decades 

earlier for asserting that man was descended from the 

ape. Thirty years alter the publication of The Origin of 

the Family, /Vitofe Property ami the Slate, bourgeois 

public opinion remained the same. I lw biblical view of 
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6exua! morality and marriage was often seen as repre¬ 

senting the original and inherent <pialities of the 

primitive men.1 In his preface to the fust French 

edition of .4ncicnf Society, Makarius explained the 

similar reaction of bourgeois circles in much the same 

terms: 'The idea that human U'inga could have unre- 

strieted sexual relation*, even if this happened several 

thousand years before Christ, aroused scandal because 

it contradicted the sexual ethic and the concept of 

marriage professed and traditionally accepted by the 

(.hrUtian nations of Europe 
In The Origin of the Family, PHwtf Property and 

the State, Engels was bitterly sarcastic about the bour¬ 

geois' inability to see Morgan’s reconstruction of the 

sexual life of a mankind only just emerged from the 

animal kingdom in any way other than ... through 

brothel spectacles'.3 Engels emphasised that promis¬ 

cuity at this transitional stage (i.e. strictly speaking 

at a stage preceding 'completely' human society) 

was. in the first place, purely hypothetical, and second- 

l\, meant onl) the abience of customs regulating 

sexual relations.4 

The first steps leading from promiscuity to mono- 

gainv (that is. a form of marriage in which there i* a 

stabic union between one man and one woman) 

and to selective sexual love were, in More an 8 view, the 

consanguine and punaluan families. In the first, sexual 

relations between parent* and children, i.e. between 

different generations, were excluded, while in the 

second such relation* were prohibited between the 

sons and daughter* of one mother. Engels cited these 

speculative deductions drawn by Morgan with a certain 

amount of circumspection. A* regard* the consanguine 

1 Robert Itr.ffault, Hi*- Molhen, YoL 2. Ciuucr Alien 
& I nwin Ltd., London. 1027, i»p. 1-19, 

l R. Makarius, op. «•., p. XIX. 
3 F. fjipk oil. cat., p. 216. 
* Ibid., pp 215-16. 



family, for example, he wrote that ‘even the rawest 

peoples known to history furnish no verifiable exam¬ 

ples of thi* form of the family'.1 The same can also be 

said of the punaluan family which, according to En¬ 

gels. the author of Ancient Society saw a* being uni¬ 

versal in primitive time#. The discovery' by 18904891 

of hitherto unknown forms of group marriage revealed 

that ‘Morgan went too far in this respect'.* 

In studying these questions it is important to com¬ 

pare the fimt version of The Origin of (he Family, 

Private Property arid the State (1881) with the consid¬ 

erably revised and expanded fourth edition (1891). 

which reveals, amongst other things, Engels’ clear 

Ereference for the concept of group marriage. In 

nael*’ book, the concept of group marriage in effect 

replaces Morgan’s consanguine and punaluan families. 

Modem ethnology ha* confirmed Engels’proposition, 

which wu* then not baaed on sufficient empirical data. 

In particular, Morgan’s hypothesis concerning the Con¬ 

sanguine family has been invalidated. A* for the puna- 

luan family which Morgan recons true ted on the basis of 

material on Hawaii, modern ethnologists (including the 

well-known Soviet ethnologist L». D. Tumarkin) have 

revealed die following. In the first place, by the lime 

Mirgan began Iris research into the systems of kinshipand 

relationship by marriage, the Hawaiian* had long since 

moved out of the stage of group marriage and savagery. 

Indeed, the tribal system itself was already disintegrat¬ 

ing and social-proprietary differentiation had already 

begun. Long lie fore the colonialist* appeared on the 

islands, a class society had begun to emerge. Secondly, 

the custom of punaliia. from which this hypothetical 

form of the family took its name, was found only 

among the Hawaiian elite, and consisted in the right 

of both spouse* to take a second partner. This second 

Ibid.. |». 21 
Ibid., p. 
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partner was referred to as ‘punalua’, that U, close 

triend or, in Engels’ words, intimate companion.1 

Ibis custom, however, was not linked dirr< tly to group 

marriage, hut rather reminded of a restricted form of 

aristocratic endogamy (marriage within a given social 

group). Thirdly, those from whom Morgan received 

hi* information were not only far from competent in 

this area, hut also had a vested interest in justifying 

their brutality and crime in the Hawaiian Islands to a 

Europe indignant at their behaviour. It was therefore 

convenient for them to label the Hawaiian* as ‘inces¬ 

tuous’, describing them as subhuman. Moreover, the 

man who first suggested to Morgan that he include in 

his work on the general evolution of marital and family 

relations an interpretation of the punaluan family 

drawn up by a missionary was none other than Mcll- 

vainc, a minister and friend of his family w ho had tried 

unsuccessfully to overcome Morgan'* indifference to 

religion for many years. Thus Engels' comment that 

the missionaries in Polynesia, like the Spanish monks 

in America before them, were unable to see in such 

custom? a* punaluu anything other than mere ’abomina¬ 

tion’ ha* proved to be correct. 

How and why did group marriage arii*? If we come 

back to Engels' view of the lifestyle of these 'transitio¬ 

nal beings and the division of laUiur between the se¬ 

xes, we can, on the basis of contemporary data, mental¬ 

ly reconstruct the division of the primitive human horde 

at the lower stage of savagery into temporarily isolat¬ 

ed groups of hunter* and gatherer*. J his situation 

radically altered the orientation of the life activity of 

this primitive horde. The emphasis shifts from the ins¬ 

tinct of propagation and satisfaction of sexual need*, 

which is the main aim uniting individual animal* in 

the animal world, to the joint provision of varied food 

fur the offspring and also for individuals of t hr oppori- 

1 F. Engels, op rit., p. 21B. 
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le fc\ with the help of the implement-based activity. 

I hc curious combination of vestiges of sexual (produc¬ 

tion-sexual) exogamy with recently discovered foot! 

exogamy mav be viewed as the genetic "trace* of a 

society which existed at the lower stane of savagery 

and which is lost at the threshold of history . It has 
also been suggested that, as a result of mutation 

provoked by high levels of radiation and oilier Causes, 

those transitional brings frit the need for sexual 

relations continuously, and nut simply when the 

female was on heat, as is the case with animals. None¬ 

theless, groups composed of one sex remained iso¬ 

lated during the |«rtirularly intensive search for 

food by gathering or bunting. The two rlorelv con¬ 

nected asprets of their life activity- the herd-collective 

acquisition of the means of mlwistence and the repro¬ 

duction of other individual* - w ere separated from each 

other in lime and space. Howevrr.it was only together 

that they could ensure the survival and, moreover, 

evolutionary development of these beings towards the 

fullv human beings and the fully human society. 

The situation described above opened up the. way 

for other combination*, not typical of animals, of the 

two sexual ‘halves’ of this hypothetical primitive 

horde. ’Natural curiosity, and a strongly developed 

instinct of investiration combined with a reduced 

sexual interest in tho** individuals who are constantly 
present a feature already noted among primale*- 

could lead to the formation of ‘duets' of female 

gatherers and male hunters who came from different 
primitive horde*. This would lead to the spontaneous 

mutual genetic enrichment of these hordes. The 

division of the horde was compensated for by the 

combination of their two sexual ’halve*' by means of 

regular sexual relations. 

Thus, in a word, from the very beginning of the 

emrrgenrr of the g<-ns, the sphere of the production of 

the mean* of auboistenre (acquisition of food and 

Sroduction of implements), and the sphere of the pro- 

uction of man himself (sexual relations, giving hirth 

to children ami the transmission of social experience) 

were marked by a certain decree of contradiction. The 

production of the mean* ot aibrittenc* presupposed 

the division, while the production of man himself 

presupposed, on the contrary , the unity of the two 

sexual halves of these emergent human collectives. 

Such, in effect, was the opinion cxpre«ed by tngrls 

Concerning the emergence of the gens in the middle 

stage of savagery, it* development in the upper stage of 

savagery, and iu prime in the lower stage ot barbarism. 

The production of the means of subiiitence waa 

shaped tv the biological inertia of the acquisition of 

food, and also by the production uf labour implement* 

as a result of the genesiB of labour. Technical improve¬ 

ments in the production and use of implements 

of labour were of special importance. At the saint- 

time, the very first man-made implements virtually im¬ 

plied the manner in which they were to be used, and in 

that sense they might l*e termed ‘fowdised concepts’. 

The production of man himself was based on the 

biological inertia of the process of propagation (rela¬ 

tions between the sexca), but was radically modified 

by social factors. The cognition of group, collective 

instincts which had taken shape during the period of 

the emergence of man became (by analogy with the 

‘automatic operations’ of the forces of natun-) impe. 

rative, unquestioned, prohibitions, taboo* accepted 

without argument. The time form of the semi-ins- 

tine live cognition of the unity and cohesion of the col¬ 

lective whole wx* the concept of the totem and its 

I elated community. Animals, plant* and other natural 

phenomena were attrilmted human qualities, und the 

ancestor-protector of the gen* was usually an animal 

or, more rarely, a bird, a Gsh or an insect. 

Taboo, and the cuitoms which developed out of it 

and regulated behaviour, played in the sphere of *©- 
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cial intercourse a role.which, in the methodological 

sense, was analogous to that of the implements of 

labour in relation to the surrounding environment. 

Therefore, in the collective consciousness which tank 

shape during the transitional *ta*r one can see not 

only Uie essential condition of Uie joint production 

and use of implement* of labour but also thr moot im¬ 

portant prerequisite of social intercourse. Within the 

collective, social intercourse supposedly centred 

nn custom as the impersonal and imperative regulator 

of behaviour. Custom expressed in concentrated form 

the collective or group interests of the given commu¬ 

nity. refined by natural selection. These interests, in 

their turn, were differentiated primarily in relation to 

possible individual manifestation* and vestiges of zoolo¬ 

gical egoism, aggressiveness and unsocinbility. Fur 

thermo re, the sum total of the taboo* indicating wlut 

was prohibited and restricting individual behaviour also 

represented a dimly perceived ‘ideal of behaviour 

approved by Uie collective. This ideal was ba.*ed on the 

'sacred* experience of ancestors, to whose wisdom and 

courage their descendants were often obliged for their 

very survival. The constiousnes* of primitive man waa 

marked by 1) a tendency to look back into the past, 

2) Uie scrupulous reproduction of the customs of his 

ancestors, 3) the predominance of direct omtact. 

Ancestors, contemporaries and descendants were 

perceived psychologically as constituting one whole, an 

eternally continuing community . Custom was the uni- 

versa! means of social intercourse and of psychological 

interaction among different generations, groups and 

individuals, and thus in the social life of primitive man, 

Custom was as essential a* the making of implements. 

The mediating link between the primary social 

community and tnc natural environment was the joint¬ 

ly produced implements of labour. In relation to in¬ 

dividuals endowed with consciousness and will, this 

role of mediator was played by custom of behaviour, 

which was orally fixed and therefore stood'above the 

individual and outlived him. 
One of Morgan's scientific discoveries, ami one 

whkh Engels assessed very highly, was that group mar¬ 

riage had preceded the family.Over a long period of time, 

sexual relations and Ute whole sphere of production of 

man was regulated not by the family (which had not yet 

taken ahape) but by the gentile institution of exogamy. 

Exogamy involved a strict prohibition of marriage and 

any kind of sexual relations within the gens. Standing in 

opposition toexogamous prohibitions were endngamous 

rules restricting the choice of sexual Partner-Inter 

Hpoui*e to another exogamousgen* with In Uie same tri be. 

Engels enthusiastically supported Morgan's idea of 

the dialectic combination of exogamous gentes within 

the endogamous tribe. Noting that the exogamou* 

'tribes’ predicted by McLennan had -till not been dis¬ 

covered, Engels wrote: 'Rut at the time when group 

marriugc ttill prevailed and in all probability it existed 

everywhere at one time or othcr-the tribe consisted 

of a number of groups rclutcd by blood on the moth¬ 

er's side, gentr-s, within which marriage waB strictly 

prohibited, so that although the men of a gens could, 

and as a rule did, take thrir wives from within their 

tribe, they had, however, to take them from ouUidc 

I heir gen*. I bus, while the gens itwlf was strictly exo¬ 

gamou*, die tribe, embracing all die gentes, was as 

strictly emlogamous. With tliis, the loet remnants of 

Mclennan's artificial structure definitely collapsed.'1 

It was just at this time dial Engels' views mi this 

question was confirmed by die discovery of die so- 

called 'Gilyobkaya nhrutna’ among the Gilyakhi- 

Nivkhi living mi the lower reaches of the river Amur 

and on Sakhalin island by tin- well-known Russian 

cdinologist I.. Yn. Sternberg, who lud lieen exiled 

there by the Tsarist government It is worth noting diat, 

> F. f.ngels. op. eit., p. 201. 
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of all the European scholar* of the day, Kngris van the 

only one to show any interest in the modest e.vuiy pub 

lishrd in Russian on this question.Noting its importance, 

tngels wrotr a short article entitled 'Another Cl** of 
Group Marriage to Discovered'.1 

Among the Gilyakhi, the marriage system linked 

not two l»ut three gen tel. This threc-gcntea structure 

was atoo typical of ancient Horne, Alongside the 'ego' 

gens there also existed among the Gilyakhi the 'father- 

in-law' gens, from which the wives were taken, and 

the ‘son in law' gens, to which tire daughters went in 

marriage. The link among these gen tea was based not 

on the prohibition of marriage within the gens, hut on 

an unequivocal demand that marriage he entered into 

with i*pres*nUilives of a strictly defined gen9, on the 

principle that ‘the men must marry the daughters of 

their mother's brother or, in other words, the daugh¬ 

ters in each family belong from birth to the Mina of 

Unit father's lister'.2 Here, rlrarlv, wc are talking not 
of families hut of whole gentes. The prominent Soviet 

ethnologist, I). A. (Hderogge, a pupil of Sternberg, 

has investigated similar African groups .mil suggested 

that such structures lie termed ‘the closed-ring' gen- 

tes or the three-gente* federation (gen* triplex).3 He 

considered them to lie les.* archaic compared with the 

two-gen tes organisation. At a meeting of the United 
Scientific Council of the Institutes of the USSR 

Academy of Sciences, held in besieged Leningrad in 

May, 1942, Olderoggr read a report entitled ‘Kpigamy 

and Exogamy' in which he suggested that 'exogamy is 

the consequence of a more general principle of eni- 

gatny, if this last is understood to mein that tne 

1 Sec Marx. Engtli. UVrti, Bd. 21, Dietr Verlag, Berlin, 
1%3, S. 351-54. 

2 I, Va. Stem be rp. hair.H, anti Cent anting thr Ptnpler 
in Sotth-milern Im. Leningrad. 1933. p. 100(in Kuuun). 

3 I». A. OkJerogge, EDigamy, Selected -\rtlcl<«. Moscow, 
fMM.pp. 179, 181 fin Ruwan). 

marriage partner must be chosen from among a friend¬ 

ly croup .1 Trying to reconstruct the lope of the 

genesis of exogamy (and therefore atoo endogamy) 

from f pi gamy, Oldcrogge writca: 'Initially, as can be 

seen in the ease of the Gilvatsknya phratry or the 

cloud-ring system of kinship, and also in the Ci-*e of 

Australian systems of marriage classes, r pi gamy re¬ 

quired that the men of one particular group marry the 

women of another particular group. Later, when these- 

systems collapsed, thto obligation disappeared, and 

wlut remained was a prohibition on marriage within 

one s own group and the obligation to many within 

any friemlly group’.2 In the opinion of Olderogge, 

recognition of epigamy 'as the basic law of which 

exogamy wan the conieauence', will remove the need 

for investigators to seek biological explanations of the 

emergence of exogamy.3 

The above reveals that contemporary MarxLt 

ethnography i* developing in accord with the idea* ami 

methodological principle of the study of primitive 

society put fotwurd b\ Engel* in The Origin of Ih•• 

Family, rniotr Property ami the State . 

Group marriage, as modern science haa confirmed, 

was not merely a sexual union. It rrpresrnted one of 

the most important aspects of the life of the unified pri¬ 

mitive collcctivc-narnely the production of man himself 

and the production of the means of subsistence. 

Modem anthropology has identified and investigat¬ 

ed such vestigial forma of group marriage as tommtr 

and leiirate, which are survivals of marriagr with seve¬ 

ral sisters or several brothers. ThU practice whs gradu¬ 

ally replaced by the custom of 'replacement' in which 

the deceased spouse was replaced by his brother or 

hrr rater-namely marriage, to begin with compuLo- 

ry, and then by preference, with one’s brother’s willow 

‘ Ibkl.. p. 20. 
^ Ibid. 
3 ibid, p. 23. 
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or oncs sister'* widower. It would seem that both 

polygamy ami polyandry can hr viewed a* vestigial 

forma of ctuui> marriage, as also can the practice* of 

'sacrificial and 'hospitablr' ketarrltm: the ‘duty’ of 

girls, prior to marrying) to surrender to their potential 

group’ husbands, and the custom by which sexually 

mature women granted their favours to the guest of 

their husband or father. Of all these vestigial forms, the 

moat widespread today is polygamy. In Western Af¬ 

rica, for example, around 20 per cent of all married 

males have two or more wives, and in a number of 

countries (Guinea, the Congo, etc.) this figure reaches 

2*1-25 per cent. Such families usually have a large num¬ 

ber of childrrn-up to 20 as the married African wo¬ 

man has given birth to an average of six children by 

the time she is thirty-five years old. 

The croup marriage was replaced by the pairing fa¬ 

mily, which combined features of both group mar¬ 

riage (the relative nature of the link between the man 

and the woman) and monogumy (the couple). 

The Discovery of the Mother-Right Gens and 

the End of the Belief in the Primeval Nature 

of the Patrivchal Family 

According to tl»«* views which prevailed in the 

mid-19th century, the original form of «orial organi¬ 

sation was the patriarchal family. 

Morgan, the first to conduct a scientific investigation 

into the sy stems and terminology of kinship,discovered 

that the original form of social organisation wa* the moth¬ 

er-right geiw. Moreover, in contrast to gynaecocracy, 

which was first discussed theoretically by the famous 

Swiss historian and lawyer Johann Jakob Bachofen in 
Dos Mutierrecht, Morgan explained the appearance and 

existence of the mother-right gens by the 'earthly'‘econo¬ 

mic-production factors, and not mystic-religious factors. 

Marx, in his notes on Morgans book used by En* 

no 

gels as the haris for The Origin of rhe Family, Pn- 
nite Properly and the State, agree* wholeheartedly 

with Morgan's uncompromising criticism of the view 

that the gem came after monogamy and was to be seen 

as an entity composed of families that had united to¬ 

gether. Such a view was suggested by die English 
lawyer and historian II. S. Maine, who was actively 

involved in drawing up colonial legislation for India. 

Bourgeois scholar* who supported such thcorie» easily 

became apologists of racism and colonialism and pro¬ 

ponents of the unscientific pseudothrory of the mental 

underdevelopment of peoples at the pre-capitalist, and 

particularly the pre-daxs stages of development. 

'I p till now, all learned gentlemen, including Sir 

Henry Maine,' wrote Marx in his not*-* on Morgan, 

‘have recognised the Jewish and the Roman form, (of 

the patriarchal family) a* the primeval organisation 

of society ... and with this is linked the hypothesis on 

the degeneration of mankind, which is supposed to 

explain the existence of Barbariani and Savage*,' 

In The Origin of the Family, Private Property and 

the State, Engels fully accepts and cncrgeticalh sup¬ 

ports Morgan’s view that the gens preceded the family, 

and that matriar. hv preceded patriarchy. The gens, in 

the words of Engels, took shanc as ‘a rigidly limited 

circle of Mood relatives in the female line, w ho are not 

allowed to marry one another; from now on it increas¬ 

ingly consolidates itself by other common institutions 

of n social and religious character, and differentiates 
itself from the other genie* of Uie same tribe'.1 

This quote shows that Kngrl* viewed exogamy as 

mi essential feature of gentile organisation from it* very 

beginning, and therefore, naturally, appearing in it* 

initial form under matriarchy. 

In his Preface to the fourth German edition of 

The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the 

1 F. Fngels. op. clt., p. 221. 
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State, Engels chsracteri*tically put* thr emphasis not 

bo much on Morgan's diBcovery of the pntilo rdtdoni 

among North American Indian* as the key to major 

and, at that time, still unresolved questions concerning 

the hutory of the ancient Greeks. Romans and Ger¬ 

mans,! as on hi* discovery of the original mother-right 

gens. Engels was full of admiration for the author of 

Ancient Society, who by then had already died, and 

clearly saw Morgana greatest achievement as being 

the ‘revolution in outlook' which he had brought 

about. Expressing this idea, Engels wrote: “I be redis¬ 

covery' of the original mother-right gen- as the stage 

preliminary to the father-right gens of the civilised 

peoples has the same significance for thr history of 

primitive society a* Darwin’s theory of evolution has 

for biology ..and Marx's theory of surplus value fur po¬ 

litical economy. It enabled Morgan to outline for the 

first time a history of the family wherein at least the 

cksik-al stages of development are, on the whole, pro¬ 

visionally established, as far as the material at present 

available permits, nearly, this opens a new era in the 
treatment of the history of primitive society. The moth¬ 

er-right gen* has become the pivot around which this 

entire science turns; since it* discovery we know in 

which direction to conduct our researches, what to 

investigate and how to classify' the results of our investi¬ 

gations. As a ronto qucnce, progress in this field is now 

much more rapid than before Morgan’s book appeared.’2 

However, neither Engel* nor modern Marxist scien¬ 

tists ever identified the mother-right gens with un¬ 

restricted female power and the tyranny of mythical 

Amazons. The gins wua egalitarian from the outlet, 

tliat is, based on the principle of social equality, and 

the determination of kinship (following upon sexual 

and age differentiation) was based upon the only genes- 

‘ lbi<i.P 192. 
2 Ibid., p 201. 

logical factor poMible at that tirne-relntionship to the 

mother. Bourgeois anthropology occasionally attempts 

to support the theory of the original matriarchal ay* 

tern by references to the structure of groups of ape*. 

That such attempts to make ‘direct’ companions are 
invalid w as a point made by Engels in hi* book. 

EngcU dearly links the emergence, evolution and 

collapse of the mother-right gens to the development 

of productive forces. In particular, lie explains the 

emergence of patriarchy as a consequence of the tran¬ 

sition from specialised gathering and the gardening that 

had developed out of it and from hoe farming to stock- 

breeding und plough farming. 

Archaeology base* its arguments in support of thr 

original matriarchal order not only on a study of im¬ 

plements of labour and the historical sequence of 

form* of economy, but also on the discovery of so- 

called ‘palaeolithic Venuses’-crude stone figurines with 

hypertrophied sexual characteristics linked to the pro¬ 

pagation of the species. The phallic cult, which symbo¬ 

lised the rise of tin- patriarchal family, date* to a far 

later period. 

The concept of the matriarchal order preceding the 

patriarchal order is supported from the ethnographical 

point of view by Edward Tylor’s 'theorem', which he 

formulated at the end of the last century (1889). 

lylor drew attention to the fact that science knew of 

thousands of indisputable example* of the transition 

from a matriarchal tu a patriarchal society, but there 

wa* not a single reliable example of the opposite. And 

indeed, no example of the transition from a patriarchal 

to-a matriarchal society <*c from the family to the gen* 

has been found to this day! 
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VI. THE ORIGIN OF THE MONOGAMOUS FAMILY 
AND INDIVIDUAL SEX LOVE 

The Huloriral Evolution of Marriage and Family 

Relation* 

The problem of the origin of the family is treated 

in EngCtt' hook as the genesis of monopamv. Tilt 

process, noted Engels, is based not on the abstract 

exdiniveneee of sexual love, which is the product of 

a long and contradictory historical development, but 

on the formation of private property and the state. 

Morgan viewed the ancient history of mankind a? 

the transition from initial sex-based relations among 

individual* at the lower stage of savagery, that is, under 

the primitive gentile system to social organisation 

proper with a political superstructure, which hr iden¬ 

tified with the state. In the very title of hi* book. 

Engels placed the em|d)asis on the study of the origin 

of the family, investigating its objective development 

from group marriage to monogamy. In this connection 

it would rfcm to be justifiable to examine the defini¬ 

tion of ‘marriage’ and 'family ’ as Correlated terms, and 

the actual relations they refer to. 

The um* of the term 'mamage' usually emphasises 

the intimate, sexual aspect of the relationship between 

men nnd women, the satisfaction of their essentially 

biological sexual needs. The highest *tap* of the his¬ 

torical development of marriage L as Engels particu¬ 

larly noted individual, selective and reciprocal sexual 

love inspired by deep feeling. The satisfaction of Ollier 

biological needs-primarily the need for various means 

of subsistence, and also the birth and upbringing of 

children-are seen in tlm case a» something secondary. 

8» 

The concept of ‘family' is usually Connected to that 

of marriage and is derived from it. but cannot br di 

redly restricted to it. bi contrast to marriage the 

term ‘family' presupposes the interaction of individ¬ 

uals in the process of satisfying not only sexuul hut 

also food and other doily needs, including a common 

household, the birth and upbringing of children, tin- 

inheritance of properly, etc. The family is based upon 

marriage, but not limited to it. It may include various 

fragments of the genealogical link of generations, and 

also representative# of collateral lines of kinship and 

relationship through marriage. The specific autonomy 

of the family in relation to marriage, its tendency to 

separate from marriage. " 'lrjrly illustrated in die 
phenomenon of the family without marriage, which 

lias become tin* object of scientific research.* Histo¬ 

rically speaking, thr family 'inherits' the functions of 

the gentile.« oininuiiity a- the basic unit of the produc¬ 

tion of the means of subsistence. 

In this sense, the family is. if one may put it this 

way. mom 'social* than marriage, while tin- latter, in 

its turn, is more biological. The historical dynamic of 

the correlation of marital and family relations within 

the framework of the direct propagation of the spe¬ 

cie# consists in the changes in their relative impor¬ 

tance v is-a-vis each other, in the growing significance of 

thr institution of the family as it increasingly develops 
into u 'superstructure' rising on the foundation of mar- 

r,T actual fact, the counterpoint of the group mar¬ 

riage wu-t die scrupulous ritual regulation of relation# 

between the sexea, a regulation which usually eclipsed 
its economic basis- 'thr original communistic common 

household'.2 

1 Cf. M ian Mo-onac. Thr Ftlra Wan'toJ Family, l'r«w» 
Publisher*. Mowow, 1981 (in Kuwunk 

2 F. Ena*, op. <H.. pp. 218. 227. 



In the pairing family, thr production of man and 

the production of the means of subsistence axe com¬ 

bined in roughly equal proportions. The pairing family 

is characterised bv the relative balance In tween these 

two trend* with a greater historical dynamism in the 

production of the means of subsistence, which is 

cmuting the prerequisites of the transition to monoga¬ 

my. It is at this point, in Engels’ opinion, that the role 

and importance within society ol marital-family and 

power-proprietary relations are reversed. It was pre¬ 

cisely u revolution in the form of the family, consisting 

in the transition to the patriarchal structure based on 

tlie neolithic technological revolution, which caused 

the first social antagonisms to mature and ensured 

the subsequent transition to class society. The prere¬ 

quisites for a fundamental change in the structure of 

marital-family relations (outside the System of the pro¬ 

ductive forces proper) took shape gradually. Natural 

selection a* a natural regulator of sexual relations and 

reproduction was replaced by 'tori'1/ driving forces’, 1 

The emergent monogamous family was also that 

institution in which tlie social contradictions that were 

later to burst asunder the tribal structure first accumu¬ 

lated and manifested themselves. Emergent soda) antag¬ 

onisms also found expression in the inequality of the 

sexes within the family. Also, beginning with the 

monogamous family, that is, from tlie age of civilisa¬ 

tion, a radical change occur. From now on, relation* 

within the family cannot be fundamentally altered 
without Tint eliminating social antagonisms, property 

inequality and the exploitation and oppression of man 

by man. 
Marital-family relations represent the sphere of in¬ 

timate intercourse between individuals of the opposite 

sex, who as a family constitute the basic unit of the 

propagation of the species. As a family they also rep- 

1 Ibvl., p|. 23<l,2SO. 2IB. 
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rerent the primary unit of economic and social ac¬ 

tivity within society , a direct mean* of ensuring e*en- 

tio) life activity via participation in the social processes 

of production and consumption. biv» -ligating the dia¬ 

lectic of the familv and socio-class relations Engels 

traced the historical development of each of the tunc- 

tiling of tin- family and showed that they were deter¬ 

mined by the i orr* -ponding h vd of socio-economic 

development, in particular the social division of labour. 

He showed that the three basic form* of marriage- 

group. pairing and monognmian were determined by 

thr- socio-economic relations operating at that time, 

and linked these three form* of marriage to the stages 

of savagery, barbarism and civilisation. According to 

Engels, the consanguine family and the punaluan fami¬ 

ly are clearly 'ccomlary phenomena. EngeU’ train of 

thought clearly coincides with modem views of the ini¬ 

tial form of regulating sexual relations. I his initial 

form was one in which the. groups of men and women 

who entered into sexual and marital relations with 

each other belonged to different but strictly defined 

inter-marrying gentes, However. thc\ lived apart, each 

on their own territory, and look part primarily in the 

economic activity of their own (and not tin other) 

gens. 
The group marriage determined above all the 

Sphere of sexual relations; the pairing family fixed 

parenthood, ami tiir monogamum family emerged ns 

the bade economic, production-consumption unit ns 

a result of the inheritance, of property and social priv¬ 

ilege. Urn historical path was not u straight Dll'-,how¬ 

ever, but acquired many twist* und turns due to tin 

iiurtia of archaic forms of regulating Sexual relations, 

and the effect of contradictions in the socio-economic 

structures which replaced the gens and the community. 

Thus tiie relations between men and women, parents 

and children in the monogamous family arc shaped by 

socio-liistorical rather than biological factors, r'ngels 
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noted that monogamy not onlv assimilated certain ves¬ 

tige* of like pairing family and group marriage, but al¬ 

so, and far more importantly, insofar a* it exist* v*itliin 

a class society, it absorbs all its antagonisms ami doOlM 

the Human to slavery. In adultery and prostitution, 

it reproduces in an altered form tlm arch air trends of 

the earliest forms of group marriage. 

I luring the age of barbarism, Ihe pairing family 

evolves into the large patriarchal family (among a num¬ 

ber of peoples the matriarchal family), and the patriar¬ 

chal family develop- ton arris monogamy. This pnx*«« 

is based upon the development of the productive 

forces, which gives rise to new branches and forms of 

the division of labour. In particular, the development 

of stock-breeding and the intensification of relations 

of exchange underlay the patriarchal gens and the pa¬ 

triarchal family- The development of crafts and regular 

trade led to the emergence of small, individual, monug- 

amoua families. 

In the patriarchal family wc ran trace the link be¬ 

tween the development of social antagonisms and the 

emergence of monogamy. The slave labour of war 

captives (and, also of debtors) was first exploited 

within the family. Engels point.- out that in ancient 

Horn* tin term jam ilia initially included the sum total 

of all the slave# in the family subject to the bead of 

that family. Subsequently slave labour was increasingly 

transferred to the sphere of production, and thr family 

became the sum total of aoaiMtic tndei th< 
/mter familial. The family reflects,. u» it were, the domi¬ 

nant pattern of state power relations, and therefore the 

Koniun family is, to a certain degree, a miniature copy 

of the Roman empire. 

In antagonistic Mxicty, Engels argue>, the relation* 

between men and women ar^ closely bound up ‘with 

money or with any other means of social power*.1 

1 F. Fuel*, op. tit., p. 25*i. 

Monogamy he described os ‘the fust form of the 

family baaed not on natural but on economic condi¬ 

tions*. and therefore ‘the first class antagonism which 

appear* in liL-ton coincides with the development of 

tne antagonism between man and woman in mono*- 

amiju marriage, and the first da*.* oppression with 

that of the female sex by the male*.1 Ibis explains, 

according to Kngcls, the fact that in bourgeois society 

'monogamy and prostitution ... although opposites, are 

nevertheless inseparable opposites, poles of the same 
social conditio ns'. * Genuine »u love and genuine, 

monogamy require, in Engels' opinion, completely 

different social condition# which bourgeois society 
is fundamental!) incapable of providing. 

The Problem of the Genesis of Individual Sex Love 
and Critique nf the Conceptaof the 'Sexual Revolution* 

In hi* explanation of the forms of the modern fam¬ 

ily* I’-ng'L pay* particular attention tu love us one of 

its most important socio-psychological component*, 

in Ins book hr talks about individual sex love, refut¬ 

ing as unscientific the biblical version of the primitive 

man ns baaed on eternal love (in which the sexual com¬ 

ponent was veiled behind aWtract-ch-vatcd feeling) 

and the patriao lul inono^ m family a- prim 
Engel# -flowed that, at the dawn of history, man knew 

nothing of family noe of love. That is if we understand 

love to mean something more than a simple prefer¬ 

ence of one indiv idual for another in the »|dicre of inti¬ 
mate relations, a preference ba-cd on personal quali¬ 

ties and taste-. 'That personal beauty, intimate ag¬ 

nation, similarity in inclinations, etc., aroused de-ire 
for sexual intercourse among people of opposite sexes, 

that men a* well us women were not totally indiffer¬ 

ent to the question of with whom they entered into 

? Ibid., pp. 239-IP. 
2 Ibid., p. 249. 
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this must intimate relation U obvious. But thin is 

still a fur rn from the sex love of our day.’1 

In primitive society, the dominant form of mar¬ 

riage was group marriage, which left little room for the 

development anil manifestation of reciprocal prefer¬ 

ence between memben of the opposite sex. In the 

tempi's of thr onrient Kant, there were profewional 

'priestesses of love’, who p< munalived the trend towards 

sa> rificial hctacrisut us a relic of the once customary 

pin«up marriage. It is alio typical that the oldest myths 

scrupulously related the genealogy of the heroes, the £rne«Jog*c*I and sexual relations of the characters, 

ut then is almost no reference to feelings of love, 

pining, sadness nt separation. 

In the mythology of antimiity there appears the god 

of lovr—Kros. hut 6ex love is aeceteiMe only to those 

who are outride society—the hetaerae (courtesans) and 

alavc-ehepher<U. However, tlveee feelings were only the 

precursors of what was later to be known as the feel¬ 

ing of love. 
Kirtphaasinp the vast historical distance separating 

the concent of love in ancient Greece and Rome and 

that which arose in the middle of the 19th century 

in bourgeois society, Rngels writes: 'Our sex love 

differs materially from the simple sexual desire, the 

erm, of the ancients, l irst. it prrsupjHv.es reciprocal 

love on the part of the loved one, in this * t, the 

woman stands on a par with tin- man; whereas in the 

ancient erot, the woman was by no means always 

consulted. Secondly, sex love attains a degree of 

intensity und periuancncy where thr two parties regard 

non-pos*cf*ion or acjvaration a* a great, if not the 

great*-'t, misfortune; in ord* r to possess each other 

they take great hazards, even risking life itself-* hat in 

antiquity happened, ut best, only in cases of adultery . 

And finally, a new moral standard arises for judging 

> r. Em*, op. ot.. p. 2i9. 

sexual intercourse. I he question asked is not only 

whether such intercourse was legitimate or illicit, hut 

also whether it arose from mutual love or not*.1 

In the Middle .Ages, love is not marriage, hut adul¬ 

tery, extra-marital sexual relations. The educated 

hetueiae, e.vj>ert in love-making and even advisors on 
jiraclical matters, are replaced, with thr b-riunuip 

of the concept of romantic love, by the rough, poorly 

educated (in comparison with the hrUerac), hut 

strong, courageous, daring medieval knight. ‘And thr 

first form of **•* love that historically emerges as u 

passion, ami a*, a passion in which any jM-rson (at Irast 

of the ruling cla>Ms) has a right to indulge, a*, the 

high nit form of the sexual impulse -which is precisely 

its specific fcature-this. its first form, the chivalrous 

love of the Middle Ages, was by no means conjugal 

love. On the contrary, in it* cla»*iral form, among the 

Provencals, it steers under full sail towards adultery, 

the praises of which arc sung by their poet-.'2 In a 

word, die Middle Age*, in thr wor<L< of Fngds, begin 

where the ancient world left off-with adultery.1 I lie 

tale of romance with a married woman as the beloved 

of the knight was a historically new form of die de¬ 

velopment of *ex love. 

In bourgeois society, die juridical Screen of n inar- 

risge of formally equal partner* barely conceals the 

hypocrisy and openly Commercial nature of actual 

marital and tamuy relations and sexual relations in 

general. The invisible social basis of these relations is 

the form of private ownership of the means of produc¬ 

tion typical of capitalism. The modem individual 

family is based on die open or disguised domestic 

enslavement of th** woman; ami modem society i* a 

mass composed solely of individual families as its 

molecules. Today, in the great majority of cases, the 

1 Odd.. p. 250. 
{lUd .pp. 241-4-1. 
3 Ibid., v. 250 



man Iww ti* be the earner, the breadwinner of the 
family, at least among tin* propertied claws, and this 

gives him u dominating position which require? no riu) legal privilege*.'* The bourgeoisie proclaimed 

‘rules of the game’ of marriage between formally 

equal partner' and the 'respectable family whoee 

purpose was the accumulation of capital, rub* a* 

universal, in principle, *« money, and appropriate to 

the existing prod inti on relations. A> for the moral 

aspect of such niaritdl-fuinih relations, based on pure 

calculation, Fngels described them b\ referring to the 

aphorism of Fourier, who said: 'Just as in g rammer two 

negatives make a positive, so in the morals of marriage, 

two prostitutions make one virtue.'"* 
However, as Marx and Engels showed, within bour¬ 

geois society the prerequisites for its impending over¬ 

throw were taking shape, nml the proletariat-the i las*, 

destined to overthrow it wj. emerging. In proletarian 

families, unlike bourgeois families formal inoiiugainy 

is ac<|iiiniig for the first time the features of genuine 

equality and reciprocity between the *c*es, bawd on 
lov«. Insolar n» sex love, by it? nature, is exclusive, 

‘marriage based on sex love is by iU very nature mo¬ 

nogamy .3 The great theoretician of the proletariat 

was able to deter I the features of this cognised monog¬ 

amy, iimb'rpinned by the emerging new morality, 

in the grimy and over-populated factory hoiieing of 

Manchester, despite the heavy and seemingly c nidi in g 

layer of poverty, drunkenness and vulgarity. the low cul¬ 

tural level of the Working people of the ‘workshop 

of the world’. There, in 1841, the young Engels 

w orked on his first book. The Condition of /Are If ork- 
ing-CUu in Kngiand. 

In I he Origin of th* Family, Prnole Property and 

the 5fnfe. the question of marital-family relations based 

on love among the proletariat is treated with partic¬ 

ular force and optimism. Here we find tlm proto-type 

of a love that elevates man and U elevated by him, a 

love freed from bourgeois cynicism and hypocrisy, 
from the ugly perversions caused hv the distorted 

relations of property which materialise' every thing, 

including even intimate relations. Typically, this themr 

is treated pessimistically today even ny many talented 

Western writer* and journalists. .Such a situation also 

exist* in other areas of life in bourgeois society; I'coplc 

‘use’ one another as if they were disposable consumer 

goods. Moreover, this process is accelerating. What 

await* man, if the liumancnc«s of men's relationl to 

each other is soon to be exhausted? Such is the subject, 

for example, of the book Futnre Shock, a bestseller 

written by the American sociologist Alvin Toffler. 

A hundred year? op, Engel? saw in the abysmal 

cririb of capitalist society and bourgeois culture the 

shoots of a new, future socialist type of social rela¬ 

tions. Tliis applied al-o to marital-family relations, 

whose structure would be totally opposed to philistine 

monogamy imbued with the *piri| of gain. It was the 

proletariat which Engels saw a? the potential source of 

new relations between men and women. ‘Sex love,’hr 

wrote in his book, ‘in the relation of husband and wife 

is und ran become the rule only among the oppressed 

cloNtea, that is. at the present 'lav. among the proleta¬ 

riat, no matter whether this relationship is officially 

sanctioned or not But here all the foundations of 

classical monogamy are removed. Here, there is a 

complete absence of all property, for the safeguard¬ 

ing and inheritance, of which monogamy and male do¬ 

mination were established. Therefore, there is no sti¬ 

mulus whatever here to awed male domination. What 

is more, the mean*, too, are absent; bourgeois law, 

which protect* tliis domination, exists only for the pro- 

pcriiril rlataes and their deaUiijp with the proletarians. 



It c*nU money, ami (lirrrforr, owing In the worker'# 

poverty, Ii*j no validity in hi* attitude toward* hi* 
wife. Personal and social relations of quite n different 

sort are the decisive fa< tors here. Moreover, >incc 

large-wale industry lias transferred the woman from 

the house to the labour market and the factory, and 

makes her, often enough, the bread-winner of the 

family, die last remnant* of mul* domination in the 

proletarian home have lost all foundation--except, 

perhapi, for some of that brutality toward* women 

which became firmly rooted with the establishment of 

monogamy.'1 

It i» worth mentioning here that it is precisely 

among bngiish skilled worker* that modern bourgeois 

sociolopMs have registered the so-called ‘symmetrical 
marriage', which operates outride dir framework of 

traditional bourseoi* marriage. It* social essence con¬ 

sist? in the roughly equal distribution and joint execu¬ 

tion of traditional ‘male' and 'frmalr’ forms of domes¬ 

tic labour.2 It U aUo important to note that the eco¬ 

nomic causes of this psychological trend were described 

in broad outline by f'npl? more than one hundred 

years ago. In particular, he writ's in hi* book about the 

absence in the proletarian family of the economic ami 

juridical foundations of classical ‘patriarchal mono¬ 

gamy. 

‘"the proletarian family,' conclude* Lugel*. *ia no 

longer monogamian in the strict sense, even in case* 

of the most passionate love and strictest faithfulness 

of the two parties, and despite all spiritual and worldly 

benediction* which may have hern received. The two 

eternal adjunct* of monogamy helaerism and adulte¬ 

ry therefore, pla\ an almost negligible role here: tin- 

woman has regained, in fact, the right of separation, 

and when the man and woman cannot get along they 

1 T. Kneel*, op. clt.. p. 245. 
2 Cf. Geoffrey Corer. Stx nnd MnrrW* i« l'nfton</ 7-vJj,. 

Nelson, London, 1971 

prefer to part. In short, proletarian marriage ismonog- 

amiun in the etymological rense of the word, hut by 

n<> means in the historical sense. * 

Such was Kngels' virion of the daw n of a new eru 

in relation* between men and women in the society 

of the future. Radical changes in the sphere of the or¬ 

ganisation of production and ownership naturally led 

to charge* in the nature of human relationships, in¬ 

cluding Uiom between the sexes. I he link between the 

latter and the forms of ownerthip-and in particular 

the economic prerequisites for freedom of divorce- 

were die subject of a special analysis by Engel* in his 

hook. Pondering on the society of the future lie w rote: 

'What will most definitely disappear from monogamy. 

however, arc all the characteristic* stamped on it in 

consequence of its having arisen out of property re¬ 

lationships. I hr ■ are, first, the dominate a <• t tin- man, 

and ai oiidly, the indissolubility of marriage. The pre¬ 

dominance of the man in marriage is simiJy a Conse¬ 

quence of In* economic medominanoa ami will vanish 

with it automatically. The indissolubility of marriage 

is partly the result of the economic conditions uinfer 

which monogamy arose, and partly a tradition from 

the time when the connection between there economic 

conditions and monogamy was not yet correctly under¬ 

stood and was exaggerated by religion. Today it has 

been breached a thousandfold. If only marriages 

that are based on love arc moral, then, also, only thou1 

arc moral in which love continues. Ihe duration of 

the urre of individual rex love differ* very much ar- 

Cording to the individual, particularly among men; and 

a definite cessation of affection, or its displacement 

by a new pasrionatr love, makes separation a blearing 

for both parties a* well a* for Society. People will 

only be spared the experience of wading through the 

uncle*a mire of divorce proceedings.'2 

* F. Liuelt. op. clt.. p. 243. 
2 Ibid., p. 234. 
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The creative tasks of people of the socialist und 

1111:-t future a»regards radical changes in personal 

relationships, and also the prospects for the develop- 

meiit of monogamy and marital-family relations, were 

sketched by Kngrls only in thr most general form, as 
the consequence of radii al chances in the relations of 

production and ownership. 'With the passage of the 

mean* of production into Common property, thp in¬ 

dividual fartiiK ceases to he the economic unit of so¬ 

ciety, Private housekeeping is transformed into a social 

industry. The care and education of the children 

becomes a piblic matter. -Socrty take* care of all rlnldrcn 

equally, irrespective of whether they arc born in wed¬ 

lock or not. I hui, the anxiety about the “consequences" 

which is today thr most important social factor 

both moral and economic-that hinders a girl from 

giving herself freely to the man she loves, «li*appearj.'1 

Three- argument* put forward by Kngcli com- 

pl» merited to a conadirablc degree with arguments in 

the fielrl of rccmomics and humanist and ethical 

Coil-idi ration.- Morgan's idea concerning tin po*ihh 

further development of monogamy towards the equa¬ 

lity of the frxej, and a change in the nature of mono¬ 

gamy in this context. At the same time, En«;el* recog¬ 

nised the inevitable limitedness of a dr tailed view of thi." 

problem 'from within' bourgeois society. Ho was of the 

opinion that the creation of new forms of marital-family 

relations and standards of sexual behaviour was the 

task of the people of the socialist and communist 

future, ' Phils, what we can conjecture at present about 
the regulation of .%ex relationship* aftrr the impending 

effacrim ut of capitalist production is, in the main, of a 

negative character, limited mostly to what will vanish. 
Hut what will be added? That will lie settl'd alter a 

new generation has grown up: a generation of men who 

never in all their lives hove had occasion to purchase a 

1 Ibid., p. 219. 
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womans surrender cither with money or with any 

other means of social power, and of women who have 

never been obliged to surrender to any man out of any 

consideration other than that of real love, or to refrain 

from giving themselves to their beloved for fear of the 

economic consequences. Once such people appear, 

they will not care a rap about what we today think they 

should do. They will establish their own practice ami 

their own public opinion, conformable therewith,on the 

practice of each indmduaJ-and that’s the end of it.’* 

The crisis of capitalism inevitably makes it fashion¬ 

able tu criticise and reject traditional (i.e, bourgeois) 

marital-family relations, and to talk about unrestrict¬ 

ed freedom of sexual relations. In the 60* und 70s 

of the 20th century, these trends exploded in what is 

termed die ‘sexual revolution’. This *ubjcct was taken 

up and artificially stimulated by the bourgeois mm 

media, lramed apologists of capital are always happy 

to find an opportunity to distract the attention of the 

masses from the need of a social revolution with uto- 

pius of sexual revolution. At the same time, it is diffi¬ 

cult to agree with thr overall assessment of the entire 

complex of problem# included in the concept of sexual 

revolution as the expulsion of love and the reduction 

of relations between the sexes to mere physiology. 

I’irst of all it should be noted that the object of 

the spontaneous protest underlying all forms of sexual 

revolution i* precisely the bourgeois standards of mar 

riage, the family and sexual relations. The manifestly 

hypocritical, marriage of convenience which turns man, 

body and soul, into an object of sale and purchase, is 

opposed with ‘pure’, erotic, sensual relations. 

One must also not overlook thr fact that relations 

between the sexea have been changed by tin- cult 

of consumption and the standards of maw* culture in¬ 

culcated by bourgeois society, the tendency to con- 

* F. En*dt. op. at., p. 255. 
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vrrl intimate relations into a spwific form of escape 
from tfie stresses of the surrounding world. I he scien¬ 
tific and technological revolution introduced new 
factors into the economic condition, and consequently 
the psychological attitudes, of women. It » «ruo to 
eav.' commented the Soviet philosopher I. S. Andreyev*, 
‘that in th- USA and certain West European countries, 
the disruption of traditional norms of marriage ha> 
•one very far indeed. The move toward* economic in¬ 
dependence, the nuclear funily, the drop in the birth 
rate, have all created a new background tor thearxuul 
activity of women. The weakening of social control a*a 
consequence of urbanisation and the anonymity of city- 
life have brought into question traditional forma of 
aexual morality. I'here has been a change in the role of 
women in sexual life, and in the role of sexual life for 
women, it ■ prr. i*elv these phi noinrna that inaugurat¬ 
ed a new era in the sexual hentviourof men and women, 
jn era which has been termed the sexual revolution.1 

In principle, the development of capitalism, which 
is inevitably accompanied by periodic economic crises, 
must, as Engels foresaw, also affect relations between 
the irves. In his talk with Clara Zetkin Lenin expres¬ 
sed views on tb» question which corresponded to what 
Engels had said in 77ie Origin of the Fnmifv, Mate 
Property ami the Slate, and referred directly to (life 
work Predicting the inevitability of a radical rlmngr 
in the sexual morality of bourgeois society, Lenin 
suited: ‘... In Ihb epoch, when mighty states are crumbl¬ 
ing to dust, when obi relations of domination are 
bring torn asunder, when a whole social world is be- 
S’nning to perish, the sensation* of individual man un- 

ergo quick modification. The stimulating thirst for 
variety of enjoyment readily acquires irresistible force. 

I I * Audreys i h .Mlosophkal Problem* of 
Blarrtacc mol the Famiy1. in: I opiixy fikuofii. No. ], I‘>(10. 
I> MB 

Forms of marriage and sexual union in the bourgeois 
»cnie no longer satisfy. In the sphere of marriage und 
sexual relations a revolution is approaching in keeping 
with the proletarian revolution.'1 

The attempt to replace a social with a sexual revo¬ 
lution is typical not only of bourgeois but also of an¬ 
archist ideologists. It is important to note that such 
‘theoretical’ models are often reminiscent of former 
stages in the development of human sexual and mari¬ 
tal-family relations long since left behind. Thus, 
for example, the glorification of sexual anarchy as the 
norm of relations between men and women is charac¬ 
teristic of do-clastcd elements, who see it as genuine 
‘free love', whereas in fact it means nothing other than 
the rejection of love and a call for a return to the pro¬ 
miscuity which once existed at the transitional stage be¬ 
tween the animal world and the earliest human society. 

Western literature also widely debates petty-bour- 
gcoi* demands fiw ‘open* marriage, for the 'ideals' 
of group sex in a commune (where some give birth to 
children, others concern themselves with their upbring¬ 
ing, while still others do the domestic chores etc.), 
shared conjugal, non-mariul relations, 'wife-swapping*, 
'systematic’ polygamy and other forma indicative of 
the decay of bourgeois sexual morality. All of this is 
nothing other than a reproduction in a caricaturised 
form, in the economic condition* rrrated by the scien¬ 
tific and technological revolution, of the norms of primi¬ 
tive group marriage prior to the neolithic revolution. 

The id*al> of tlie feminist movement are, to some 
extent, reminiscent of unhistorical interpretation.* of 
matriarchy. Lying outside the framework of an essen¬ 
tially democratic struggle to achieve sexual equality 
anil end social discrimination again*! women in the 
world of capital, the feminist movement L* :i specific 
forai of political extremism. It is no accident that 

1 Clara Zflkin, My RreoBeelbnj of Lenin, Moscow, 1956, 



tlif Weal German suciolorist, Elisabeth Dr&ai, »ce* 

in negroes ‘the black brothers' of vnuiMn, subjected, 

as they are. to discrimination. 1 However, the struggle 

should be wised not against men, but against capital. 

It is capital which is the root of all evil, the source of 

all the miseries and tragedies suffered by th«* mrn and 

women of bourgeois society. However, neither the ex¬ 

posure of ‘male chauvinism'2 nor calls for unity on 

the basis of sex,3 nor yet a rc-orientation of woman’s 

role in the sphere of intimate relations have any meaning 

or prospect outside the general democratic movements 

and the revolutionary struggle against bourgeois society. 
Otherwise feminism become* utopian and objectively re¬ 

actionary, for it destroys the unity of the fighters against 
capitalism and district* them from their main task. 

As for the traditional, so-called marriage of conve¬ 

nience, it i« reminiscent of patriarchy to some extent, 

in that within it capital is socking to preserve the 

privileges of the male proprietor. However, the modem 

age has very little in common with thoMi time* when 

nomadic stock-breeding first arose and, on its ba-iis, 

plough farming. Therefore attempts by noo-conserva 

lives to ‘revive patriarchy' is one of the variants of 

attempt* In turn back the course of history. However, 

over-hasty attempts to artificially accelerate the course 

of history, while seeming})' anti-bourgeois, are, in ef¬ 

fect, pro-bourgeois. In the conversation with (Jara 

Zrtkin mentioned above, Lenin mode a profound anal- 
>*is of the ‘theoretical* view*, of ‘sexual revolutiona¬ 

ries’ who appeared in the CSSR in tire early 1920*. 

‘Youth's changed attitude to questions of ncxiiil 

1 Elisabeth r>rs*al, Hal der Mann MtogtT, Rnwnhlt, Him 
bum. 1972. 

* tf. Michael korria, HvU Chaotinitm; Hotr ll U'orkj, 

Barrie K Jriikin*, London. 1974. d. 47. 
3 (if. SuUrhooJ h Powerful, An Anthology o( V» rilincs 

from the Women** lib-radon Movement, \uitaee Books 
Edition, New York, 197(1. 
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life,' he declared, ‘is, of course, presumably based, "a* 

a matter of principle ”, on theory. Manv call their posi¬ 

tion ' revolutionary” and “communist . They sincere¬ 

ly believe that this is so. 1, an old man, am not im¬ 

pressed by tlm. Although 1 am anything but a morose 

ascetic, yet quite frequently this so-called “new sex 

life” of the youth-und often enough of grown-ups 

too-see mg to me purely bourgeois, just a variety of the 

good old hourgeoiB brothel. All lids has not the faint¬ 

est resemblance to free love as wc Communists under¬ 

stand it. You of course have heard about the famous 

theory that in communist society satisfying ones 

sexual dc*ire and craving for love is"as simple and triv¬ 

ial drinking a glass of water. Our young peo|4r 

have gone mad, absolutely mad, over this "gloss-of-wa¬ 

ter” theory.., I do not consider the famous gloss-of- 

water theory os Marxist at all, and beside*, think it is 

anti social. What manifests itself in sex life is not only 

man's natural instinct*, hut also what has been derived 

from culture, he it on a high level or low. Engels point¬ 

ed out in his Origin of Ihe Family how important it 

is for aim pic sexual inclination to develop into individ¬ 

ual sex love and become refined... Laxity in sexual 

matters u bourgeois; it is i sign of degeneration.'1 

The essence of nun as a specie* cannot he reduced 

to the relationship between the two sexes, Man cannot 

satisfy all his requirements, aspiration* and ideal* in 

the intimate sphere alone, although this sphere is an 

inseparable element in hi* harmonious self-expression. 

The important conclusions which L’ngeU arrived at 

regarding the new nature of proletarian marriage basedon 

reciprocal love, joint labour and equality of the spouses 

are today being consistently implemented in the course 

of the development of socialist society. Although, 

of cuunte, in this very delicate area of human relations, 

the inertia of past tradition* i* particularly powerful. 

* Clm /ctkln. op. c.l., pp. 046(i. 



Ml. HIE EMERGENCE OF PRIVATE PROPERTY 

Property as a Social Relationship in the Work* 
of Morgan and Engel* 

One of the main themes in The Ongin of f/io Fam¬ 

ily, /Vi* ale Property and the State is a dialectical- 
materialist explanation of the inevitable transition of 

man from initial collective (eentilr trihal) to private 

©wnmhip of the means of production, which became 

the foundation of the exploitation ami oppression of 

man bv man. 
Engels saw the source of private property in the de¬ 

velopment of the productive force., in the in« rearing 

division of social labour, and al-o in the intensification 

of exchange which followed therefrom. The lack, or 

the exhaustion of certain natural prerequisites for pro¬ 

duction, ami a deficit of the consumer products result¬ 

ing from them, increased the eorinl need to rcgulat*- 

the production ami consumption. There appeared 

first social tribal, communal and then family and 

individual forrnB of property. 

The (.towtli of labour productivity led to a dual 

priK-ess. It presupposed an increase in the number of 

people drawn into inter related social development 
via tin- intensification of various form, of exchange. 

However, it also led to a reduction in the *iw of the 

economic unit serving *» the final point of production 

and consumption (». e„ maintenance of life), and this, 

in its turn, tended to isolate the property of various 

production units, giving rise to the co-existence of 

traditional inert collective property, and dynamic 

private pro|*ert> as opposing type* uf social production 

relations. 
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It should be noted that the methodological posi¬ 

tion of Engels differed fundamentally from that which 

dominated in the bourgeois science of the day and 

which was the cause of the inconsistency of Morgan's 

spontaneously materialist approach to this question. As 

has been rightly pointed out by tin- well-known French 

Marxist scholar, Jean Survt-Ganale, owing to the lark 

of a cimfastent dialectical concept, Morgan w as Unable 

to perceive the contradictions characteristic of social 

r* ality 1 
In particular, Morgan is inclined to identify proocr- 

ty with wealth, Wealth he understands as the totality 

of the mean* of consumption, valuable* and money 

(and not us the means of production), a* the product 

of intellectual activity (the result of discoveries), as 

the offspring of human inventiveness, of men's intel¬ 

lectual energy, unpredictable in its consequences. 

Therefore the socio-economic oopodition of collective 

and private property, re.Milved during the replacement 

of the primitive-communal formation by antagonistic 

class society, waaovevrintplifiedby Morgan andrcduccd 

to the opposition of poverty and wealth, modest 

living and abundance, ascetic is in and luxury. T he de¬ 

velopment of property includes the evolution of collec¬ 

tive property and its inevitable transformation into 

private property- the economic basis of the class an¬ 

tagonisms of civilisation, ibis process was reduced 

by Morgan to the theoretically rather fee 14e and some¬ 

what metaphorical emotional picture of three consecu¬ 

tive ‘rules i.f inheritance*. 1) by the gens, 2) by a group 

of relative* by marriage, 3) by the children and, via 

them, by other members of a small family group. Fur¬ 

thermore, the author of .-Wien I Society placed the 

rinphatis on the spiritual aspect of the social changes 

1 Jon Surrt I jink, 'Lewi* II. \lur(an <1 I’jnthrojMikiclc 
mo«J*me\ fi-i f'-ns'e, nurmro Ellinal'-W, No. HI 
(.K to lire), 1973. 
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generated by the rise of private property—the 

appearance of love of wraith, profiteering. the desire 

to own articled of luxury, mural degeneration, etc. 

Engeli convincingly demonstrated the economic 

inevitability and historical necessity of the existence 
and disintegration of the collective property in primi¬ 

tive society. He analysed the specifics ot the operation 

in precapitalist formations of the economic laws dis¬ 

covered by Marx. Fngels’ research in this Held is 

marked by depth and argued suh'tantiation. In partic¬ 

ular. be dintiiiguished between the evolution of pro¬ 

duction links within the system ‘man nature and 

implements of labour', which form the basis of the 

productive forces, and leans in the development of 

production relations in the system ‘inan-man’, a 

system based on the relationships deriving from the 

ownership of the means of production. Engels spoke of 

the use. appropriation and distribution of various 

elements of llw productive forces in the process of the 

evolution of economic activity. As regards the basis, he 

identified use, pecsession and right of disposal as the 

factor indicating the forms and levels of the emergence 

of property relations. 

Comparing the stages of savagery, barbarism and civ¬ 

ilisation, KngeU distinguishes the genesis and histori¬ 

cal evolution of: 1) communal-gentile property within 

the framework of the primitive-communal formation, 

2) separate (Kngels’ term) property during the transi¬ 

tion from the former to antagonistic-class society and, 

3) private property as the basis of slavery, feudalism 

and capitalism. 

Centric-Tribal Property 

Primitive society is characterised by the fusion of, 

or, in fact, lack of division between ownership and 

labour, the relationship between men and their rela¬ 

tionship to the objects of nature and implement* of 

labour, i.e. to the prerequisites (and results) of social 

production. Possibly the moat vivid example of this 

is provided by male and female ownership of special¬ 

ised implements of labour. Analysing the economic 

basis of die tribal system, tngels writes: ’Division of 

labour was a purr and simple outgrowth of nature; 

it existed only between the two sexes. The men went 

to war, hunted, fished, provided the raw material for 

food and the tool' necessary for these pursuits. The 

women cared for the hou*e, and prepared food and 

clothing: they cooked, weaved and sewed. Each was 

master in his or her own field of activity: the men in 

the forest, the women in the house. Bach owned the 

tools he or she made and used: the men, the weapons 

und the hunting and fishing tuekle, the women, the 

household goods and utensils... W liatever was produced 

and used in common was common property: the 

house, the garden, the long boat.'1 The determining 

characteristic of initial primitive property* relations was 

use, closely connected with the consumption of natural 

objects, and the use nf implements of labour necessary 

tn admire then*. It is noteworthy that the prominent 

French theoretician of scientific socialism, the son-in- 

law of Marx. Paul Laforgue, identified use a* 'the only 

posable and understandable right to personal owner¬ 

ship known to savages...'2 

Bngrls also emphasises the nature of the use made of 

the means of production and the specifics of the con¬ 

sumption of the products of labour. Hr points to the 

initial proximity in time and spare, indeed, tin* direct 

interpenetration of the processes of production and 

consumption in ancient Society, which knew nothing 

of a commodity economy. The identity of (he subject 

1 F. Fnrdft, op. dt , p. 317. 
2 Paul (.afargur. yr«(<uhk Otigi nr *l Cvo/wHon, Libri* 

Irie Cli. Delaaravc. Parti, 1H95. p. 34 4. 



of production and die subject of consumption (that 

is, of course, within the context of a division of labour 

based on M and ape) ensured the control of the pro 

duerr over the product he had produced, and control 

over its fate. ‘Production at all former stapes ol socie¬ 

ty,' Engels wrote, 'was essentially collective and, like¬ 

wise, consumption took place by the direct distribu¬ 

tion .if die product* within larger nr smaller commu¬ 

nistic communities. Tim production in common was 

carried on within the narrowest limits, but concomi¬ 

tantly die producers were masters of their process of 

production and of their product. Ilicy knew what 

became of the product; they consumed it, it did not 

lease their hands; and as long as production w as cur¬ 

ried on on this basis, it could not prow beyond the con¬ 

trol of the producer*, and it could not raise any 

.trangc, phantom powers against them, as is the case 

regularly and inevitably uruler civilisation.'1 

Separate Ownership of Animal Stock and 

die Development of Exchange 

In defining the transitional nature of property re¬ 

lations in the stage nf barbarism, Kngels proposes the 

term ‘separate properly*.2 In hi- opinion, this separate 

property occupies an’intermediary position between 

communal and private forms of property. He links the 

api^arance of Uii» form of property relation* among 

men to the existence of surplus products, am) in partic¬ 

ular, animal stock, It was precisely the existence of 

a Ktablc supply of surplus product* that paved the way 

for regular exchange as an increasingly necessary rlc- 

ment in die ever more complex cycle of production 

ami consumption, Exchange made it possible to con¬ 

vert the *urphi9 in one ty pe of production into pro- 

1 F. Eitftk, op. cH.. p 330. 
2 Ibid-. pi>. 231. ;nn 
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duct* created by other branches of production, and 
also to transform the traditional communal store of 

mean* and products of labour into an exchange fund. 

Disposal of this exchange fund came more and more 

under the control of the tribal chiefs. ‘Originally,’ 

wrote Engels, 'tribe exchange widi tribe through their 

respective gentile chiefs, "hen, however, the herd* 

began to be converted into separate property, exchange 

between individuals predominated more and more, 

until eventually it became the sob- form. I lie princi- [ul article which the |»a*toral tribe* offered their neigh- 

ours for exchange was cattle; rattle, became the com¬ 

modity by which all othrr commodities were ap- 

!raised, and was everywhere readily taken in exchange 

or other commodities in short, cattle assumed the 

function of money, and served as money already at this 

stage.’* Confirmation of Engels’ hypothesis on the 

decisive role of stock-breeding in the emergence of 

separate property relations, which then-given the ap¬ 

propriate conditions-develop into private property 

relations, is provided by die results of areliaeologi. ul 

excavations in Africa carried out by n Soviet archaeo- 

Ingica] expedition headed by B. Ik I'iotrovahy, a 

member ol the l.'SSR Academy of Sciences.2 

It was primarily the nrw object* and implements of 

labour, linked to the development of specialised 

branches of production activity among ancient men, 

which became the objects of separate property. Ibis 

revealed die extent to which tbi* (essentially transi¬ 

tional) form of property was conditioned by die 

progress of the productive forces. As a result, these 

productive forces began to exert pressure on the 

production relations that had existed in the primi* 

1 lbhk.p. 31B 
2 Cf Ik B. Piolroviky, ‘Fage* from I hr Htltory of Northern 

Nubia'. in /Ucfcwi V«l«, Moacow-lsiiinxraii, 1904, pp. 12-14 
(in Russian}. 



live-communal Bocio-e< onornic formation, relations that 

wrrr impeding the further advance of production. 

On uir strength of inertia the subject of common 

property remained the pens, which had now expanded 

to the level of a tribal Confederacy. On the other hand, 

the development of separate property to include an 

increasing range of means uf production and objects 

of consumption proceeded mainly within the commu¬ 

nity, which consequently underwent an evolution 

which was the opposite of that undergone by the gnu.: 

it was divided into large families (also called household 

communities), and then into ever smaller families 

which fur a long time were etill hound together bv the 

tradition of mutual assistance and collective labour. 

In the inevitable clash between the gentile and the 

communal trend, the latter emerged victorious. Engels 

noted this in one laconic phrase: 'The gens disappeared 

in the Mark community...”1 As the scale, complexity 

and efficiency of social production grew, kindup rela¬ 

tions gave way to tin- new relation* uf separate proper 

t\ and power emerging from the once integral tribal 

organisation. A baa* and superstructure of a transi¬ 

tional type gradually crystallised out from the on 

gin ally all-embracing kinship system. Moreover, in 

many respects these very kinship relations were now 

conditioned bv the mechanisms of social control and 
stimulation formed outside the. kinship Bystem. One 

such mechanism was exchange. 

Exchange tended to lead to the separation of prop¬ 

erty. Everything that carnc within its orbit ran the 

risk of being removed from the traditional relations of 

collective disposal, ownership and use. From the point 

of view of political economy, exchange corudsb in a 

change in the ownership of that which functions as a 

bearer of use values. In the sphere of the productive 

forces, exchange prv»uppo»e* the alienation of natural 

1 F. Engels, op. cit., p. 311. 
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objects and object* of sw u! labour, 

T lie focal point of separate property relations w a* 

ownership as the long-term (or deferred, or altered in 

the process of exchange) possibility of using the con¬ 

sumer prop» rlies of the object owned. I hr numher of 

the object* of ownership increased with the Social 

division of labour. In order to illustrate the divergence 

and evolution of •eparat* property in land, Engels 

cites tin example ol stock-breeders obliged to lay up 

winter fodder (in particular grain) in the steppes near 

the Black Sc-a coast. ‘Once grain was grown for cattle,* 

lie writes, ‘it soon became human food. The cultivated 

land >till remained tribal property and was assigned 

first to the gens, which, later, in its turn, distributed 

it tu the household communities for their iim-, and fi¬ 

nally to individuals; these may have hud certain right-, 

uf poNv-**ion, but no more.’1 

Clearly, the emergence and development of separate 

ownership of cattle ocurrcd more rapidly and caiily. 

How and when the herds and flocks were converted 

from tin- common property* of the tribe or gen* into 

the property of the individual heads of families we 

do not know to this day,' writes Engels, ‘hut it must 

have occurred, in the main, at this stage. The herds 

mol the other new objects of wealth brought about a rev¬ 

olution in the family.... All the surplus now result¬ 

ing from production fell to the man; the woman shared 

in consuming it, but slu- had no diurr in owning 

it. The “savage” warrior and hunter had been content 

to occupy second place in the house and give prece¬ 

dence to the woman. I hr "gentler” shepherd presum¬ 

ing upon hb wealth, pushed forward to first place and 

forced the woman into second place. And she could 

not complain. Division of labour hi the family had reg- 

uluted the distribution of property between man and 

wife. I hi* division of labour remained unchanged, and 

1 F. Rnpk, op. ell., p, 318. 
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vet it now nut tlir former domestic relationship 

topsv-turvy simply because die division of labour 

outside thr family ha«l changed.*1 Social production 

was increasingly orientated towards the market rather 

than towards production for immediate consumption. 

The increase in marketable production potential had 

fundamental social conaeuuenccs. In tire words of 

Engels, ‘This made a breach in the old gentile order: 

the monogamian family became a power and ro$r 

threatening!) against the gens.’2 The emergence 

and rapid development of separate proper!) became 

the economic prerequisite of the change from the moth- 

cr-right gen* to the patriarchal family. The mother- 

right kinship system began to disintegrate under the 

pressure of incipient private property developing 

within the community, Exchange. which separated the 

producer and the consumer, furthered tin* process. 

Exchange and separate nropertv developed most dynam¬ 

ically on the basts of .lock-breeding. Where, as the 

result of ecological and other factors, stock-breeding 

never became widespread, and agriculture remained 

at the level of hoc farming (the civilisations of pre-Co¬ 

lumbian America, Tropical Africa, etc.), the tribal 

system disintegrated ui the form of the late inatri- 

archate. 
However, the separation of property and the dramat¬ 

ic struggle between die collet tiv La principle und the 

private*property principle (introduced and stimulat¬ 

ed I.V production of commoditica) could In- seen most 

vividly in the agricultural peasant community. This was 

a conservative, vet nonetheless historically dynamic 

serial structure forming a transitional link between the 

primitive-communal order and antagonistic-class soci¬ 

ety. 
Thus die emergence of die institution of private 

property ia linked to the development of the communi- 

Ibid., p- 3 Id, 
Ibid., p. 
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tv a* the local centre, focal point and primary unit 
of economic life in primitive society.1 Intimately, 

tin development of the community is determined by 

(lie type of ownership of the means of production 

which takes shape in given ecological and demographic 

conditions. 
Within thr community, new, antagonistic produc¬ 

tion relations matured which were directly opposed 

to primitive-communal relations. The struggle between 

them shook, and finally destroyed, communal tradi¬ 

tions, thereby opening up the wav for property differ¬ 

entiation and class antagonism*. The cum mu nit) it¬ 

self develops from the gentile, via a number of stages 

and intermediary forms, into the territorial, agri¬ 

cultural community, which absorbs the antagonisms 

inherent in the given society. 

I hr form in which separate nropertv existed was 

initially annual redistribution of land (in connection 

with tire cultivation of fallow ami waste land) and 

thro |rs* and leas frequent redistribution of communal 

land farmed by individual families, both large and 

miuiII. In his detailed notes on Command huulou/u r- 
shift, the (lames. Count and Contequencet of I Is 

Dumlrumlton by M. Kovalevsky, Marx drew attention 

to a very interesting factor in the historical evolution 

of land redistribution, a factor which corresponded 

to lire emergence of the internal prerequisites for the 

development of separate properly into private proper¬ 

ty. Hr discovered that tire redistribution of land by 

tin- throwing of lot* for different type# of allotment 

had been preceded by the periodic exchange of fields, 

a practice which had its root* in the still more ancient 

custom of a regular exchange nut only of the house¬ 

hold garden plots, out also of the dwellings built on 

them. The practice noted in the Punjab of pulling 

down houses and otiler buildings on a piece of land 

* IMd.. |*p. 2111,311 and oilier*. 
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prior to leaving it is evidence of the fact that this form 

of landowncrenip ceased to correspond to the new so¬ 

cio-economic relations.! 

The Genesis of Private Property in Land. 

Money and Mortgage 

Having investigated the nature of land redistribu¬ 

tion on the territory of Germany uv.-r the course of 

two thousand yean, Engels discovered u sequence of 

stages in the transformation of separate property in 

land into private property. In The Origin of the Family, 

hivat* l*roperty and the Sfofe, this topic is given only 

cursorv treatment. Two yean earlier—before he had 

read Morgan's book and Marx's notes on it Frige Is 

published a pamphlet entitled ‘The Mark'. addressed 

to the German piaMiitxy, which was repuldished three 

times during the author's lifetime, both as a separate 

edition and a*< an appendix to his work Socialism; 
Utopian and Scientific, 

It is worth noting that, in his study of the genesis 

of private property in land, Engels looked only briefly 

at the direct division of labour and the exchange of 

labour products. He was mainly investigating the tran¬ 
sition from stock-breeding to settled farming, and he 

also clearly identified the natural link between the 

development of separate ownership of the means of 

production and the nomadic materialised labour which 

they embodied. 'The first piece of ground that passed 

into the private property of individuals was that on 

which the house stood. The inviolability of the dwel¬ 

ling, that basis of all personal freedom, was transfer¬ 

red from tli** caravan of the nomadic train to the log 

house of the- stationary peasant, and gradually was 

» Marx. Engels. tVefc*. Rd 22. Diets Verb*. Berlin. 1963. 
S. 351-51. 

transformed into a complete right of property in the 

homestead, This had already come about in the time 

of lacitns. The frer German’s homestead must, even 

in that time, have been excluded from the Mark, and 

thereby inaccessible to its officials, a *afe place of ref- 

up* for fugitives... For the sacrednats of the dwrlling 

was not the effect but the cam*- of its transformation 
into private property.'l 

Following the homestead arable land alio began to 

pa-.* into the hands of individual families and private 

persons, and this process was most evident in regions 

with extreme ecological conditions. Here, in narrow 

valleys, marshy areas and on high plateaus, the nature 

of tiu* terrain and the need for special material and 

form* of labour investments to make the land suitable 

for farming led necessarily to a situation in which the 

inherited right of possession was accorded exclusively 
to individual families. 

I be last bulwark of the Mark community (as of any 

agricultural community) were the woods, pastur* *, 

waste land, marshland, rivers, ponds, lakes, roads and 

hunting and fishing sites, all of which were for 

common iw. However, these, too, gradu&llv became 

the property of individual families. I his process, which 

progressed considerably during the feudal age, brought 

the Mark, under the subseauent pressure of capitalist 
relations, to the verge of collapse, 

I bus the stages in the development of private land- 

ownership are closely bound up and cnentially syn¬ 

chronous with the stages in the transition from tlio trib¬ 

al to the family, and then to the rural community, 

and with the division of the latter into wealthy and 

prosperous on the one hand, and the lundleyi poor on 

the other. The once free Murk comuiiinitie* become 

‘villages with peasant proprietors'.2 

1 Mam, Lug*I*. Pref'mpitoHtl Swiof cttwnle rismi- 
nom, Procrrw I’utiluhrn. Moicow, 197*1. pp. 277-78. 

2 Ibid., p. 277. 
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Returning in The Origin of tne Family, Private Prop¬ 

erty and the State to thr problem of thr transforma¬ 

tion of separate into private property in land. F.ngdi 

notes ironically! 'In return for liberating the Roman* 
from their own state, thr (irrman barbarian* appro- 

11riatd two-thirds of the entire laud and divided it 

among thrmsHvc*.'1 I hi* division, Engels notes, was 

curried nut according to thr rules of the gentile sys¬ 

tem. ‘In each wiu fields and pasture! were distributed 

among the individual hoiiM-hold# in equal shares by 

lot. We do not know whether repeat* il redi visions took 

place at that time: at all events, this practicr was soon 

discarded in the Roman provinces, and thr individual 

(dintin'-nt became alienator private property, allodium. 

Forests and (nature* remained undivided for common 

i?e; tins use and the mode of cultivating the divided 

land were regulated by ancient custom and the will 

of the entire community.*2 

In principle, the transformation of communal prop 

erty in land into separate property Could orcur ’from 

above' and ‘from below*. It could develop, as Engel- 

remark' d, along two lines. It would seem that, in his¬ 

torical terms, the earlier form was that of it.- transfer 

rnation into stale property, as was the ray with tin- 

Roman afer puhhmt 'around which’, in the word' 

of Fncel*. ‘the whole internal history of the republk 

turned.*3 Thr n islands of privately-owned land began 

to appear. Stair property stood above communal prop¬ 

erty. and it« first historical eonseuuence was the rise 

of supreme power of the Eastern despotic type, which 

conserved the structure of the community. Private 

prop- rt\, on the other hand, was the product and the 

means of the disintegration of the community. This 

struggle between private property and the peasant com 

1 K. En|di, op. eit , p 311 

l IWd 
3 Ibid., p. 2B6. 
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niunity. was. to use Engels' words, a struggle around 

which the whole internal history of Russia turned after 

the Reform, To a large degree this w also trie of a 

number of countries in Tropical Africa and other 

regions of the developing world. 

The essence of mature private property is the right 

to dispose of the means of production and the pro¬ 

duct® of labour. I his disposal increasingly took the 

form of exchange, which gradually divided into two ac¬ 

tions sepaiate in time and space alienation ami appro¬ 

priation. sale and purchase. 

Engels viewed metal money, and particularly the 

minted coin, as ‘a new means by w hich the non-produc¬ 

er could rule the producer and his products'.1 In- 
regulated exchange became trade, a specialised activity 

which consisted in regular exchange via the medium 

nf money, and which represented an extenrion, as it 

were, of the procr*. of production beyond production 

itself and into the sphere of Consumption. \s a result, 

there emerged a parasitic class of 'genuine social syc¬ 
ophants’2-the merchants. 

Together with the far-reaching changes in Bocial re¬ 

lations, there also occurred major change* in the sphere 

of trade itself and in all property relation!. ‘The com¬ 

modity of commodities, which conceal* within itself 

all other commodities, was discovered,’ declare* En¬ 

gel*: the charm that can transform itself at w ill into 

anything desirable and desired.'3 The ominous social 

shadow of money was the loan, usury, and also the 

mortgage—a loan with land a* the security. Finally, 

the former member of the gens and die communal 

landowner could only use the land if he paid a consid¬ 

erable rent or hound himself to |>en«onal service. 

‘As long a> the land belonged to the gens,' wrote En- 

1 IWd.. p. 323. 
2 IWd. 

3 IWd. 
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gels, ‘there was no such possibility. But when the new 

landowner shook off the chains of the paramount ti¬ 

tle of the pens and tribe, he also tore the bond that had 

so Iona tieil him insevrrably to the ♦oil.'1 

The apogee of disposal as the ‘summit' of private 

properly relations was the social institution of inheri¬ 

tance whereby the owner could bequeath his property, 

land, livestock, daves, luxury goods, buildings, money, 

etc., to heirs named in his own lifetime, usually his 

children and wife. Gradually, among the Germans, one 

of the Urgent potential heirs became the church, which 

hud energetically (and not wilhiHit vested interest) 

fo»tered the inheritance system.2 Private property 

pem-trated e>er more deeply and securely into the 

fabric of *<>i ial relations, radically altering their nature. 

Thus the relations of use, ownership and disposal 

took hliape historically a.« the prerequisites for the 

emergence of private property. ‘I »e' refers to the uw 

of the prerequisites oi production Pooarwion presup¬ 

poses the social guarantee of use. by a particular subject 

ovrr a particular period of time. Disposal, or complete 

ownership, implies the decision on the fate of the 

object of ownership, up to and including its aliena¬ 

tion. 

Engels notes that Uicsp threr rompnnenb of pri¬ 

vate property grad nail y crystallised out during the 

transitional period, at different levels of society. ‘The 

cultivated land,' wrote Engels, ‘still remained tribal 

property and was assignrd first to the few, which, 

later, in its turn, distributed it to the household com¬ 

munities for tlieir use, uml finally' to individuals: tlie^e 

may have had certain right* of possession, but no 

more.'3 Only 'the full, foe ownership of land implied 

not only the possibility of unrestricted and uncurtailed 

■ Him.. i>. 

2 Ibid., p. 332. 
3 Hod.. p. 318. 
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possession, hut *Ik» the possibility of alienating it .1 

Historically, therefore, private property devel¬ 

oped out of the communal (insurance, religious, etc.) 

fund, including war booty, as exchange and trade 

developed. The first object of this new type of owner¬ 

ship wa* moveable property, easily transported and 

alienated: to begin with livestock, then weapons and 

implements of labour, luxury items and slaves. Suhse- 

qucntly the house and farmyard a I-o became object, 

of private ownership, Thr duality of ownership during 

the transitional period consisted in the fact that move- 

able property had already become private property, 

while immoveable property (above oil, bind) wo* 'till 

social, common properly, flic emergence of private 

property in land marked thr beginning of that age 

in which private property was to play the determining 

role in social life, finally, private property acquired 
its fully rb-vcloped forms when money became the re¬ 

gular means of exchange. 

The ‘tagrs in the emergence of private property, brief¬ 

ly outlined by Engels, represent the systematic process 

of tilt? separation of the property of individual commu¬ 

nities w ithin the trike, and then the separation of the pro- 

|*erty of the heads of large families within the commu¬ 

nity and, finally, the concentration of the disposal of tile 

means of production within small, individual families. 

The emergence of priv ate property as a qualitative¬ 

ly new form of social relations was a phenomenon 

alien to the very Msrno- of thr primitive communal 

system. According to the author of The Ori/nit of the 

homily, 1‘ritale Properly anti thr Slate, the subject 

of private property were the new social 'train: first 

the military aristocracy and the upper echelons of thr Vriesthood, and then the men haul* and money-lender*. 

be emergence of private prop, rty be. iirne.in it* turn, 

one of the most important elements in th« formation 
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ui antagonistic clas* society. 

In what did tli«* dialectic of the formation of private 

property consist? Original reparation through taboo 

and the ritual regulation of the least available prrrr- 

auiritea of production arose as a means of protecting 

tln-m against encroachment bv other tribes, communi¬ 

ties and gentea. However, having ari*en as a social form 

of securing the life-activity of the collective, separate 

property subsequently developed into its opposite- 

into the usuqiution of land, implements and other 

prerequisite of production by a privileged elite. This 

elite gradually formed a ruling fins* and no lonrer took 

part in the process of social production. <>n the- cont¬ 

rary, those who were directly involved in this process 

were for* iblv divorced from the means of production. 

The function of uniting the labour force with the 

means of production was assumed by the ruling social 

groups, who thereby increased their privileges, wealth 

and social power. 

Private property appeared on the ‘surface' of so¬ 

cial life largely a* the relationship h-lwrrn people 

and things, rather than the new relationship of people 

to each other. This gave ri>e in bourgeois literature to 

numerous idealistic interpretations of the 'permanence' 

and the inevitability of private property on the one 

hand, and its definition a* the result of evil intent 

(Roureeau). of theft (Proudhon), as the consequence 

of the ineradicable and aggrevive hostility of man to 

nun, of tlicft and plunder (Dohring), on the oilier. 

Such views can still he met with today. For example, 

the well-known American biologist and sociologist 

Robert Ardrcy, expand* his idea of the ‘permanence' 

of private property to include the animal kingdom. 

I lie predatory animal, in hi- opinion, defends its ter¬ 

ritory as mao defends his piece of land which provides 

his means of siiUblenoi*.! One of the books written 

1 <'(. Hubert Ardrev. Iifom k.nn wn Afrit*. I lev nr Vrrlig. 
Munrhcn, l%9. 

by Ardrev is entitled The Territorial Impemtit«. A 

Personal Inquiry into /he Animal Origin* of Property 

and Nations.* This work k* based on an extremely 

crude and inappropriate analogy which, in addition 

to being unacceptable in terms of the prey-nt level of 

scientific knowledge, also contains a reactionary po- 

litical undertone. To quote the words of the Austrian 

Marxist scholar. Walter llolhtschcr, Ardrev is 'project- 

ing‘ tlic vice® of imperialism 'onto the innocent animal 

world'.* 

Private property ha* a fur deeper cause. The very 

relationship of man to the land, to livestock, to the im¬ 

plement* of labour and other prerequisites of produc¬ 

tion, due to its social nature, itself mediated by the 

attitude of man to man. This relationship is visible to a 

grratrr or |cs«rr degree in the various components of 

private property it is moat evident in the relations of 

disposal, and least evident in the relations of ure. 

According to Engel*, private property emerged as 

a mean* of regulating social production, booking at 

the reform of .N>lon, the legendary Athenian legisla¬ 
tor (< ire a MW B.C.), who removed the mortgage posts 

from the fields, annulled the debts of his fellow \thr- 

nuns to money-lendcre and bouglit hark Athenians 

sold abroad by their creditor*, KngeU emphasised ape- 

< iIn allv tliis aspect. 'Ihus, an entirely new element 

was introduced into tin constitution: private owner 

ship.'-* It i- precisely with the help of private property 
that the puronitii ruling class, formed of merchants, 

moncy-lcndeni and members of the gentile aristocra¬ 

cy, ‘capture# the management <»f production a* a whole 

and MMOHlkally subjugates live producers to it- 

1 Robert Ardrev, The TerriiaeUl Imperative. A Penon*I 
i»i v*»'e» r*ie Inonaf Orifiru of Proper ty Valium. Athc- 
ncum. N.-«* Vori. 

2 Walt-r IttJIituhrr. >u N ■ rii* 
Muxblmhi- Matter. I rankfurt/Main. 1972. S 138. 

3 V IngeU. up. rit., |i. 2RI 
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rul.-; a class that makes itself the indispensable inter- 

median' between any two producer and exploit., 
them both’,1 

Hie appearance of such an institution as private 

property in people's live* was conditioned by a parti¬ 

cular level of development of the productive (one* 

and of the social divioon of labour. Thus the emergence 

of private property i» not the fruit of the intellect, 

and not the rrablation of the abstract goal* of cer¬ 

tain social groups. The emergence of private property 

is explained bv the growing need for a radically new 

method of socially regulating production and consump¬ 

tion which opened up for mankind the potcrihili- 

ty of further devr loping productive forces and culture. 

I he genetic 'ladder' of transitional stage* which 

nneejnl man from primitive gentile-tribal i»ropert> 

to private property of lire bourgeois type can be traced 

on thr basis of African material. Moreover, in Af¬ 

rica, these ancient (that is. in Comparison with the 

present stage in human history) precede., today ope- 

rate side by aide, interact and occasionally mingle in 

the. most curious fashion with modern economic trends 

in the regulation of humun relations in terms of land, 

livestock, implements and oilier objective prerequisites 

of social production, trends typical of countries of 

differing social orientation. 

In a large part of Tropical Africa land had not, un¬ 

til very recently, l»rcome mi object of private proper¬ 

ty and a means of the exploitation of man by man. 

I he collective ownership of land does, it i* true, in the 

va*l majority of case*, co-exist with a family-individ- 

ual mode of using it. The existence of unu^d, uncul¬ 

tivated land made collective labour necessary in order 

to bring sudi land under cultivation (the struggle with 

the jungle, hoe farming where the tvt*'- fly mailt the 

iim- of draught animals and the plough impossible, 

1 Ibid., p. 32». 

etc.). The communal pi.i-.int wa> imbued w ith the firm 

belief that the land belonged to his ancestors, who 

wen the first to bring it under cultivation, anil that 

there existed a mystical bond between them and all 
his living contemporaries. Such views often sene ai 

thr ideological and socio-psycholo# cal bads of the tra¬ 

dition of collective lanoownendup. 'The living have 

the use. of the land, but they may not alienate it. as 

it belong, to thr dead, * writes the French expert on 

African culture, Augustin Bernard. Similar statements 

can be found in work.. b\ other authors: The land, 

being the common property of the living and the dead, 

was of itself inalienable, and there could hr no ques¬ 

tion of turning it into an object of definitive division 

among the co-proprietors since the majority of thr lat¬ 

ter wen* tin* soul* of the dead.'8 

However, tin- evolutionary trend towards private Crnperty discovered by Knack ha* begun to operate 

ere also. It wa* stimulated by the development of 

commodity-money relations, partieularlv those of the 

market. In particular Vivians I'aqucs. a french an thro 

CologiM, noted i*0 yearn ago that, among the Bam 

aras of Mali, the family field, already far lea* well 

caml-for than in the past, was giving way to individual 

fields, ami that Mirh individual fields w ere being creat¬ 

ed far into llie hu*h in order to move away from the 

Urge family and avoid control over thr use of indivi¬ 

dual income and .-.II forms of family control.* Al¬ 

though I iii" I- -poke of separate owaenhip • cattle, 

it i*. not difficult to sec that this phenomenon is also 

typical of the evolution of lamlown* rship. 

1 ,lr,mnl, -l/o'7ue/«•!>(. nlo<if»-«fe r| or<«te/itoJe, 
tnnir XI, I I rain- Amund Colin, fan*, 1939.p. 131 

1 Jcjn-I'aul ILmoy, Afriquc tene .,-ui meurt, Marcel II*- 
ver. Itrukclles, 1941. p. .136. 

3 VlmtU Pb<|u---, / e. Ambirtf, Prrwr» unit-r>.it air* i de 
i rim Pari i ' • i i I 
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In capitalist-orientated. new lyinde pendent coun¬ 
tries. the policy of the colonial administration aimed 

nt destroying all vestige* of communal ownership and 

turning the prosperous pew-ant* into a specific v. mion 

of trie 'middle class’ the pillar of local reaction and 

neo-coloitialiiin la, in fact, being continued. 

In socialist-orientated. newly -uuk pendent countries, 

attempt* are bring made, to »ue the peasant com mini at 

tradition* ami the underdevelopment of private proper- 

In in land in order to accelerate the creation of the 

prerequisites of socialist. anti-bourgeois changes. I his, 

in fact, mean* that tli-e countries have the possibili¬ 

ty uf un oiding the private-property stage, which 

as the prerequisite and 1 111 01 the exploitation <>1 
man by man. This trend was noted by Marxist scholars 

twriily-fivr years ago. ‘I In d< vdopuirnt of prodm lion 

co-operation, pnrti< ularlv in Tropical Vfrica,' wrote 
the first director of the Institute of African Studies of 

the I SSR Academy of Sciences, Ivan Potrkhin, 'is 

li< Ip* d abuse all by the («< t tb.it commumil landow 

n«r»hip and the habit* of cnlleclivi! laboui still exist.'1 

If the African state* turn lapollv in a socialist 

direction.' noted tin British African wh. Jar, Jack 

A .«Ii • |hia • property .ca 

and transformed into fully socialist property which, 

with tin- aid of gov mum nt < rcdit», seed, chemicals and 

farm machinery, can bring prosperity to tin African 

countryside. 2 

Kcah-.ii g this possibility has proved far more dif¬ 

ficult than could nave been anticipated. Nonetheless, 

in the Tanzanian Uja/noa, the Malaga.-) 1, 

th- Mozambique Aldeiot comunau and the Ktliiopian 

jmmm/iI auociaiiom one may justifiably *' • .1 Iriidcm-y 

* I I, foil t.Illll, Afll a Lookl IU Ih 1 tnlull'. M'lfc* IIK, 

l‘>60. u. I Min Russian) 
* |iik W odd to, l/r«.ii. Ih* Ha* dhe<id. lasrrnn & 

I whorl, London. 1963, i>i' ill i!2 

in socialist-orientated countri* * to use communal forms 

of ownership and habit* of eommon labour which ware 
once tv pical of tb«- gentile-tribal society and primitive 

socio-economic formation. It was precisely this, the 

historical fat* of communal ownership and joint 

labour, that Engels was disc owing in The Origin of the 

Family, Phture Property and the Stale. Today the 
prospects for the socio-economic development of the 

peoples of the newlv-independent countries may. of 

course, differ radiraliy However, a knowledge of En¬ 

gels' hook is nevertheless essential in elaborating long¬ 

term, but also realistic ways and meant of effecting 

fundamental changes in the life of the African peasant¬ 

ry on the principles of social justice, the increased 

productivity of social labour and the creation of soci¬ 

alist forms of ownership of the means of production. 



VIII. THE EMERGENCE OF THE STATE 

Th« Origin nf Ihc Stale 

I he social relations ty pii-.il of tin- |>ri ini five-commu¬ 

nal system were regulated by the custom of the ecru. 

Morgan was the first to provide n systematic explana¬ 

tion of the formBtion ot social organisation, founded 

upon gentes, phratries, and also tribe* and confede¬ 

rations of lrih.-.« imhurd with primeval democracy. lb- 

also revealed that the basically unchanging gentile 

strmluns and forms of social epilation and control 

hud a certain dynamism, placing the rmphasis on the 

link between the gentile institutions and those of the 

emerging state, which was based, in his opinion, on 
the growth of the idea of government 

In contrast to Morgan, Engels did not see rla^i an¬ 

tagonism* a* some kind of er. atii.ri of ‘the mind', 

but as the objective result of the historical process, 

It this that enabled him to provide a consistent 

materialist explanation of Morgan s discovrry. Whereas 

•Morgan viewed the institutions of government in an 

exploiter society through the prism of the gens, Engels 

detected the elements of the future slate in the objec¬ 

tive contradictions marking the process of the disinteg¬ 

ration of gentile relations. Morgan rmphasised conti¬ 

nuity between the gens anil the state, while Engels 

saw the state as the nr#ation of the gens, refuting the 

idealisation of the gens by the author of Anciml 
Society. 

Enpl* convincingly demonstrated that the ‘out¬ 

growtli* of siuii- power from various organs of the gens 
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was only one, evolutionary aspect of the transition 

from the gentile to the political organisation of sex irty. 

Of particular importance, in his view, was an analysis 

of the process by which the tribe was transformed 

from a narrowly local structure into an increasing)’ 

broad association, and also of the process of the disin¬ 

tegration of gentile relations arid emergence of new 

social links- professional, territorial, economic. 

The bonds of kinship uniting the population 

weakened as the sixe of the social association grew, and 

also as professional relation.-, developed, a process that 

Wit particular Is ini- iir-i\• in th. towns. ‘The nuRsCrt- 

ruinate mingling of the gentiles and phritors,* com¬ 

mented Engels, ‘throughout the whole of Attica, and 

ptdally in the city of Athena, inoetnf from gene¬ 

ration to generation... The population was now divided 

according to occupation into rather well-defined 

groups, each of whirl) had a number of new, common 

interests that found no place in the gens or phratry 

and, therefore, necessitated the creation of nrw offi¬ 

ces to attend to them.’* In their turn, the emerging 

professional relations become increasingly lririt*>rial 

and, with the development of exchange, economic. 

The development of way# and methods of regu¬ 

lating public affairs and production processes coin¬ 

cides in its broad outlines with the change in social 

relations. The ‘natural structure' of -avagerv and 

early barbarism, based on kinship, disintegrates. So¬ 

cial conflict could have no place within this structure. 

In the first place, individuals of this period ww almost 

'indistinguishable' from each other. Secondly, ‘those 

concerned decide, and in most cases century-old 

custom bus already regulated every thing'.* 

The objective need for progressive economic devel¬ 

opment made the ever broader integration of the 

1 F. Kncrls. op. dl., |». 271. 
2 Ibul., p. 266. 
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producer* a necessity. At this stage, an increaie in 
the efficiency of production wa« achieved mainlv 

by an increase in its scale. The new local relations 

and link* extended further and further beyond the 

framework of kinshio tie* and destroyed the gentile- 

tribal organisation. 'It never developed beyond the 

tribe,’ noted Fngel*. ‘the confederacy of tribes al¬ 

ready signified the commencement of its downfall...'1 

The association of communities increased the need 

to regulate production. Outside the gentile struc¬ 

ture*. Tiy the fusion of the leadership of \arious com¬ 
munities, a special stratum took shape which dkUlI -I 

itself from direct oarticioation in production and 

sirnpb regulated it Tr..1\lli-ir n-w, proprieta¬ 

ry i conoutic interests went beyond the ti. * of kinship. 

Noble and wealthy families, wrote Kngcls, ‘began to 

unite outside of their psntra into a privileged clasa...’2 

Knr the time heing this class also dealt with public 
affairs, but objectively it hud its own specific economic 

inlrn-*l> distinct from public interests. 

Such, historically, was the first separation of a rul¬ 

ing class. This class had nerd of the state. The objec¬ 

tive identity of the economic conditions of life of this 

group of people, ever more sharply divided off from 

the rest of the population, served a* the basis for an 

association of the representatives of different, at times 

traditionally hostile g*nt*» in an extra-gentile stand- 

mg both above and against the gen* community. At 

the other end of the social scale, at the very bottom 

of the social structure, were people who had no gens, 

no material wealth, people, whom thp twist- of fat. 

had expelled from their kinship communities. 

As mankind enters the upper stage of barbarism and 

the iron age, and a* social differentiation intensifies, 

public power (in the form of a military democracy) 

\ Ibid., v 267. 
2 I but., 277. 
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rapidly develops into *tate bower. Tile Mat* i* that 

form of organisation of a class society in which thp 

economic interests of the ruling class are secured by 

means of gnrcinl political institutions. Therefore, in the 

activity of emergent slate, the um- of armed force 

came to the fore. 

The Features of the State as a Machine of Suppression 

in hi* book The Origin uf tfte homily, /Virate /Yo- 

petty and the State, I!ngels defined the three baric 

fell (urea of the state, Together, these three feature* 

comprise the complex of criteria which serve to distin¬ 
guish the state from the system of public self-govern¬ 

ment which operated in primitive-communal society. 

At the *ame time, these three features indicate the 

basic trends in the development of the system of self- 

government into the political organi-utioii of society, 

the core of which is the state 

I’llgeU showed that the authority of the gentile, 

tribal rider* and the force of custom initially r*-fle< ted 

the interests of the whole of society, n society which 

knew nothing of the developed division of labour ami 

socio-proprirtarv differentiation between families and 

individual*. As da** antagonism* emerge, the traditio¬ 

nal methods of the democratic resolution of public 

issues give way to puMir power, which i* divorced from 

the hulk of the population and opposed to it. It wu* 

thi* which determined the appearance of a fundamen¬ 

tally new component of power, unknown to the gen¬ 

tile order. This component is created from a special 

stratum of the population which personifies the func¬ 

tion of exercising power and securing and defending 

the privilege* of the ruling and wealthy elite from pos¬ 

sible claims and protests by the bulk of the population. 

It discharges this function by using thr instruments of 

power, armed and ideological coercion, physical 
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uml psychological repression. I'uUic power, Imrn nl 

the need for 'the performance ol common activi¬ 

ties arizing from the nature of all communities'.1 

and preserving a number of the^e functions, separates 

off from the mam of the people and increasingly be¬ 

comes an instniment of coercion in the hand* of the 

privileged elite which develops into the ruling class, a 

means of enforcing its will and certain sten utvpc* of 

social behaviour on the majority of the people. The 

stale becomes a machine for the repression and oppres¬ 

sion of disadvantaged social .'train and groups by the 

exploiting elite of society. It i» tlii» which constitutes 

the cssencr of thr state as an institution of antagonis¬ 

tic class society. 

KngeU' definition of the exploiter stale as an 'in¬ 

strument of exploitation' uml ‘a machine' for the i«-- 

pression and coercion of the exploited into forced 

labour was later repeated time and again by Lenin in 

his work The Stale and Revolution. Using vivid metaph¬ 

ors he depic ted I) the objective growth in the complex¬ 

ity of die state structure, 2) the tremendous growth 

of the oolitical power and ideological opportunities 

of the cla« which has seized state power in order to 

secure its own basic economic interests. 

The establishment of a special public power direct¬ 

ed against the mass of the population proved esvntial 

because ‘u self-acting armed organization of the popu¬ 

lation ho» become impossible sin<«* die split into 

cla>»^»'.* What, in fart, opiated it? KngeL, thinking of 

ancient Greece, a» u rlauic example of the operation 

of this particular law. wrote. Ihr people's army nf the 

Athenian democracy was an aristocratic public pow* r 

against thr slaves, whom it kept m check: however, a 

gendarmerie also became necessary to keep the citizens 

1 Kill Marx. Ctpilml. S ol. Ill, Pro*KSI Putdislier*, Mateo*. 
IOT7.P .181. 

2 V. laiach.op. eit., p. 327. 

in check... This public power exists in every state: 

it consists not merely of armed men, but also of iiiu- 

trrinl adjuncts, prisons and institutions of coercion of 

oil kinds, of which gentile [clan] society knew noth¬ 

ing.'1 
Another feature distinguishing the state from the 

organs of self-government which operated in the gen¬ 

tile society is, according to Lncrls, the territorial or¬ 

ganisation ol the population. To a certain degree it 

wa.- determined by the location of new branches of 

the economy and of exchange, brought into being by 

the neolithic revolution and the emergence (in the 

course of the hrrak-up of tribe* and gentrs) of immove¬ 

able property owned by families and individuals such 

as land, buildings, etc. 

A* the old gentile association* had died away and 

the bond la-tween the members of thr gens and their 

land was now. in effect, a mere formality , the factor 

uniting the population became a particular economic 

region. I Ids wa* the location of social labour by people 

who belonged to different gentes. Consequently, not 

the gentile-tribal but property and social differences 

became the basic form of differentiation among the 

population. The fact that the people were united for 

pul lie ends not according to kinship group* but ac¬ 

cording to thrir residence on a particular territory 

further undermined the gentile order. 'Not memh.mhip 

of a body of eonMnauiaei, but place of domicile was 

now the deciding factor,’ wrote Kngcl». describing 

the new constitution introduced by CleUtlicnrs, which 

he attested a* a revolution. 'Nut people, hut territory 

was now divided: politically, tin inhabitant* became 

mere attachments of the territory .'2 

1 he third feature of the .-tali' is identified by Km 

gels a- public taxation and the existence of state debts. 

> Ibid. 
2 IbsJ.. 282. 



Tin- significance of this feature of the state is undeo -ti- 
mated in literature on thia topic. Taxes are a parti¬ 

cular source of fund? to maintain thr machine that 

rcr-rewe* thr working people at the cost of tin exploit* 

•*• I working people themselves. Moreover, it is an addi¬ 

tional (in rrlation to direct production forms of ex¬ 

ploitation), extra-production method of alienating the 

surplus and partly the necessary product from the ex¬ 

ploited classes, faxes, and also slate loans (raised from 

other state* and within the s|woifir state), gradually 

d<?vcloped into an all-e ml tracing state system of tax¬ 

ation. In effect, this meant the creation of autonomoo* 

system for securing the economic viability of the state, 

a system increasingly independent of the v* ill of indi- 

vidual citizens. and which served to widen still further 

the gulf between the state and the working people. 

In order to maintain the public power, which had 

raised itself above and stood over against the mass of the 

population. tiigcls writes, 'contributions from the 

citizens become necessary— fores. These were absolute¬ 

ly unknown in gentile Society...'. And he continue.*: 

•As civilisation advances, the** taxes become inade¬ 

quate: the state makes drafts on the future, contracts 

loans, public debts.'1 

The Dialectic of the Gened* of the State 

One of the aspects of thr dialectic of the genesis 

of the state is that it developed on the ruins of the 

gens. At the same time, the state is an anti-gentile, 

and therefore a revolutionary force which broke the 

chains of the gentile forms of government and social 

control hampering the further development of the pro- 

duclivp forces and of culture. By that time the gentile 

system had lost its former function of collective do 

1 Ibid., p. 328. 
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fence of the members of the gens against a hostile 

natural environment Property differentiation ami the 

social antagonisms it gave rise to led to its disruption 

and iL- division into an elite that usurped social privi¬ 

leges, and a mass of ordinary gentiles who suffered 

from discrimination. 

In these changed social conditions, the gentile sys¬ 

tem lost it* vitality. It was powerless to check or 

allay even the most distressing evils that were arising 

under its very eyes,’ noted hngels. However, insofar 

as it 'could not come to the afedstance of the exploit¬ 

ed people, they could look only to the rising state'.1 

The working people of ancient civilisation* found 

themselves, so to speak, between the devil and the 

deep. On the one hand thev were threatened with thr 

arbitrary rule of a tribal elite that had separated off 

from its fellows, while on the other thev faced the pri¬ 

vate-property phenomenon of money-lending, which 

took place outside the framework of the gens- 1 hr 

power of authority and the power of wealth, the tri¬ 

bal aristocracy and the nouino/jjr riches the money¬ 

lender* together marked out the channel of social 

develop men I during the concluding stages of the prim¬ 

itive-communal formation. In these conditions) the 

emergent state became the ’binding force of civi¬ 

lised society’, It replaced the now defunct bonds 

of kiiidiip, which hud been narrowly local by their 
nature. With thr help of thr state, owners of the 

mean* of prodiirtinn and non-owner* are integrated 

into one socio-economic system ami the inevitable 

competition among the property-owners themselves 

b regulated 

Another aspect of thr dialectic of the gen*-*** of the 

state b that, in contrast to the gmesi*. of private pro- 

it is tlv power-regulatory relations between in* 

uals and between social groups, which appear 
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at the ■urfaa*' of public life. Tliin is explained in 

materialisin' terms by the increasing need tocn>>iirc pub¬ 

lic control o>rr the activity of those engaged in the pro¬ 

cess of production. At the same time, while being 

externally volitional and addressed directly to indivi¬ 
duals, these state-legal norma were already in ancient- 

times, a* bagels emphasised, ultimately conditioned by 

die relations of men to nature and the means of 

production. 

Engels view? Hie process of the emergence of pub¬ 

lic power, directed against the mass of the population, 

a* a form of the consolidation of the privileges of cer¬ 

tain social groups, of the exploiter class. From this it 

follows that the slate emerges a* an organisation of 

property owner* directed again*! tluwe who own no 

properly, aa an organisation tor the defence of tin* priv¬ 

ilege* of the former against potential ami actual claims 

l»> the latter. 

This interpretation of the nwtncr of the state 

I 111. I >.• to pr rdtu : n .irrm «i • i iti* i-i i 

of the theories of tho6e hourgrois scholars who speak 

of the separation of slate-power relations from 

those of private properly: the theories of 'mana¬ 

gerism’. of a 'managerial revolution', etc. I his is 

•ill the more important as the myth of the ‘freedom’ 

of state power vis-a-vis private property in the cap¬ 

italist world has the force of prejudice in bourgeois 

sociology. 
The problem nl state pow. r examined by Engeb 

remains relevant to thi- day. particularly fora critique 

of bonnreoLs sociological theories. I or example, the 

French lawyer Roger Pinto diatingui-hes between the 

concept of a political society and the state, and pro¬ 

claims the first to Ik- an attribute of an\ social com¬ 

munity ‘from tribes to empires, from theocracies to 

modern states', while the emergence of the state he 

identifies with the creation of the bourgeois political 

superstructure in Western Europe between the I-Mb 
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and 16th centuries.1 Not infrequently, bourgeois so¬ 

ciologist* make a superficial comparison between 

power and the ‘control panel' of the given social sys¬ 

tem, and the influence of this power upon society is 

seen by then, as 'relations of command*. Both these 

views ignore the clasa essence of the state as the oppos¬ 

ite of the social self-government of gentile society. 

Even the*?*' scholar* who base themselves upon 

the class essence of the state are I. d, bv the complexity 

of it* generis, to elaborate various points of view. The 

debate centre* mi the question of the temporal cor¬ 

relation of the procet&es involved in the rmrrgence of 

cIamcs and the emergence of the state. Some of the 

researchers study ing thi* question are of the opinion 

that the state arose first, and then class*-* emerged. 

Other* believe that classes j»rerrrb*d the state, wl rile 

still others point out that initially these Institutionalised 

forms were not differentiated within the framework 

of the class state. 

I be theoretical work done by Engels is of conrid- 

erabl* help in elucidating this particular problem. 

Unlike Morgan, K-rJ * saw the clan nature of the »tate 

as a form of the modus op*nvuii of antagonistic socie¬ 

ty, and hr showed that in terms of general world his¬ 

tory, the emergence of classes is simultaneous with 

that of tin* stair. 

To this day the debate continue* on the ewence of 

the military democracy and it* relationship to eastern 

dr spot ism. This also raise* the broader question of the 

various wavs in which the state emerges, a question 

examined by Engel* in hi* Anli-Duhring and The 

Origin of the Family. /Vinafe Property and the State. 

In the preface to the second edition of Alt ti-Dti lining 

(1BB5), Engel* wrote that hr would have like*! to 

elucidate more precisely thr section on ancient history. 

1 Kwr finlu, Madeleine Onwitr, Helhodva det icinu'rt 
mciiih'i. I. I, Preeii Dilkn. Pari*. I%4. pp. 136, 150. 
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but that the publication of 77re Origin of the Family, 

Private 1‘roprrty and ike Stair freed him from turh u 

necessity. This statement i* incorrectly understood by 

ioim modern scholar* to mean Engels' virtual rejec¬ 

tion of the conclusions he came to in his yli»ff-/M/ir- 

mg on thr basis of material on thr ancient Rwt. 
Kngrls saw the military democrats as a form of the 

transition from thr pantile organisation of public self- 

government to stale power, a transition taking place 

in thr typical conditions of military operations under¬ 

taken M a particular means of securing basic neces¬ 

sities for whole peoples at the stage of barbarism. A 

totally opposite form of thr , mergence of the func¬ 

tions and apparatus of state power could have been 

thr hypertrophied intensification of executive power 

on the basis of the common economic requirement* of 

a large number of communities in specific ecological 

conditions which demanded regular irrigation or 

other forms of centralised activity’ hy large numbers 

of people. Placing, as Moran had done, the empha¬ 

sis on military democracy, Engels saw it as the dialec¬ 

tical opposite of eastern despotism, which he anal¬ 

ysed in nb /Intf-Dilfcring. It is for this reason that in 

'I'He Origin •»/ the Family, Priiotr ProjmrtY and the 

State Engels cite*, alongside the rise of the Athe¬ 

nian and Komaii stales, based on military leadership, 

another Variant of the formation of the state-‘the 

gradual rise of public authority out of ami side by 

ode with thr original constitution* of the Marks, 

village, manors and towns’,1 which is not directly 

linked to taking war prisoners and military conquests. 

In this book Engels looks at the various ways in which 

thr slate emerges from the point of view of the relative 

importance of internal and external factors, and not 

from the point of view of eConomico-organisational <>r 

military-organisational tasks, a* lie did in Anti-D&hring. 

* F. tngrb. op. cil .p, 265. 

Characteristic features of the dialectic of the emer¬ 

gence of the stale can be identified in the superstruc¬ 

ture of newly-indcpcndent African states. 

The national-liberation struggle swept away the 

fiscal-repressive apparatus of colonial ail ministration, 

which was replaced by a new tvpe of superstructure 

whose nature was determined uv social-socialist or 

capitalist—orientation of the newly-independent coun¬ 

tries. I hear countries, whichever their orientation, must 

take into account the local conditions. Colonialism had 

preserved (albeit in a radically distorted form) the 

traditional gen tile-tribal system of social regulation 

of the behaviour of various sex-age group.*, a system 

which had sunk into age-old lethargy and which needed 

eitln-r to he aroused or removed. 

In capitalist-orientated n* wly-independent countries, 

the process of ‘adapting’ the lower links in thr super¬ 

structure to thr pro-bourgeois model of the slat, as 

formulated ‘in the upper circles' objectively involves 

the forcible destruction of all vestiges of the gentile sys¬ 

tem. .V* for socialist-oncntatrd African states, thr idea 

of Morgan of thr future return of mankind, within the 

framework of u higher social order*, to a specific form 

of the ‘freedom, equality and brotherhood of the anci¬ 

ent rentes', albeit expressed in an abstract-naive form, 

is or increasing relevance. Thin idea, essentia]!) compa¬ 

tible with the whole of Marxist doctrine, drew thr 

close attention of Marx and Engels ‘today we can see 

in thi- idea a spontaneous approach, not perceived by 

Morgan himself, to thr idea of ’straightening out' the 

hUtorirol trajectory of thr development of nations 

who have preserved the traditional gentile-tribal and 

communal forms of social life. Morgan himself, as a 

result of Ins adherence to the evolutionist principle of a 

smooth, harmonious, gradual and consistent sequence 

of historically inevitable stages, dnl not formulate such 

an approach, although all the prerequisites for it 

exist in his work. 



Morgan, it i< tru*-, conceived of (hit higher social 

order in an extremely abstract form (democracy in 

governinent, brolherhoo<l in social relation*. equalitv 

in rights, miverwl education), as an rx|*re«ion of Ilia 

negative attitude to bourgeois civilisation, which (and 

Marx especially underline* this point in hi* notes on 

Morgan's book) contains all the elements of its own 

destruction. Thus the epistemological hasis of the des¬ 

cription of the future social order was, for Morgan, a 

comparison with gentile society. 

The Class Kssenre of State Power 

In 7he Orifiin of the Family, /Vital# Properly anil 

the Stale, F.ngcls provided a convincing substantiation 

of Ins thesis on the material, internal) conditioned 

process of die rmergencr of the state. As a result of the 

development of the productive forces of mankind, the 

gentile-tribal production relations, which become too 

narrow for the*# force* and began to impede them 

werr replaced by a society ol da** antagonism*end po¬ 

lite ul coercion. Summarising the three variant* of the 

emergence of the state among the ancient Greek*. Ro¬ 

mans and Germans, EngeU wrote in The Oriirin of the 

Family, Private Properly owl the State: ‘The slate is. 

therefore. L\ no means a bower forced on society from 

without; iust as little U it “the reality of the ethical 

idea", "the image and reality of reason", as Hegel 

maintains. Rather it is a product of society at a certain 

stage of development; it is the admission that this 

society has become entangled in an insoluble contra¬ 

diction with itself, that it has split into irreconcilable 

antagonisms which it U powerless to dispel. But in 

order that these antagonism*, claves with conflicting 

economic interests, might not consume themselve* and 

society in fruitieststruggle, it became necessary to have 
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n power seemingly standing above society that would 

alleviate the conflict and keep it within the bounds of 

"order1*; and this pow er, arisen out of society but plac¬ 

ing itself above it, and ali« naling itself more and more 

from it, i* the state,'1 
The . >sence of all vnriant* of the exploiter state re¬ 

sides in the fact that ‘it is, as a rule, the state of the 

most powerful, economically dominant da*a. which, 

through the medium of thr*tate, become* also the po- 

litiraliv dominant r In. and thus acquires new means 

of holding down and exploiting the oppressed claw’.* 
At the same time, each new rung in the development ol 

thr productive force* and production relation*, bring¬ 

ing with it a particular ty pe of class antagonisms, d< • 

termined a corresponding tv pc of state. ‘Thus, the state 

ul antiquity was above all the state of the slave owners 

for the purpose of holding down the slave*, the 

feudal state was the organ of the nobility for holding 

down the peasant serfs and bondsmen, and the modem 
representative (.tate U an instrument of the exploitation 

of wage labour by capital.*3 It is not difficult to see 

thut tin historical types of the exploiter state corre¬ 

spond to the ‘three great forms of servitude, characte¬ 

ristic of the three ^-reat epochs of civilisation\4 slavery, 

feudalism and capitalism. 

Finally, concluding The Origin of the Family, 
Private Properly a/ul the State, Fngels underline* 

the historically transient nature of the state, *howing 

that it has not existed from all eternity and that it 

will not continue to exist for ever, due to the appro¬ 

aching age of the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism 

and the development of socialist society toward! com 

munism. 'Along with them |class»-tH.) the state, will 

1 F. Fn|el», op. rit., pp. 326-27. 
2 I bid., p. 328. 
3 [bid. 
* Ibid., p. 332. 
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inevitably fall. Society, which will reorganise produc¬ 

tion on the hags of a free ami equal association of the 

producers, will put the whole machineryof state where 

it will then belong: into the museum of antiquities, 

by the side of the spinning-wheel and the bronze axe.’1 

It i$ important to note that l.enin, who thought 

very highly of The Origin of Ike Family, Private /Y»- 

fiertv and ike Stale, considered it to he the most 

popular of LngeL>‘ works,2 and him** If relied heavily 

on Engels' interpretation of the origin and choice of 

the state. This is *hown in I.enine The Stale and He- 

volution, which was written in August, 1917, on the 

eve of the Great October Socialist Revolution. 

‘The state is a product and a manifestation of the 

irmondladility of class antagonism*,' writes Lenin. 

It ‘arises where, when and insofar as class antagon¬ 

isms objectively cannot he reconciled'.2 He *res Tri- 

gels' achievement n- being the development by F.n gels 

in The Origin of the Family, Priiate Property ami the 

State of the concept of that force which 'is culled 

the state, ii power which arose from society but places 

itself above it ami alienates itself more an<! more from 

»t‘.< 

Lenin sees not only a purely academic, purely theo¬ 

retical aspect in this ra 'lie ally new approach to the 

question of the state. Hr- specifically draws the reader's 

attention to the ideological and political conclusions 

which may and must tic drawn by revolutionaries 

of different countries when studying what might ap¬ 

pear to hr a subject so far removed from the modem 
world os The Origin of rhr Family, Priiate Property 

o/id the State, I-enin skilfully reveals the link between 

1 Ibid., u. 330. 
2 yr \ I. Lenin. ‘The Slntr and Revolution', Crdt-cfed 

II 01*1. Vol. 25, p. 39'> 

this book and the most urgent prold'in* of his day. 

'Like all great revolutionary thinkers. Engels tries to 

draw the attention of th* class-con scions workers to 

what prevailing philistinism regards as bast worthy 

of attention, as the most habitual thing, hallowed by 

prejudices that ate not only deep-rooted but, one 

might sav, petrified. A standing army and police are 

the chief instrument* of -late power. Rut how can it 

be otherwise?’* asks the author of The Stale ami 

He volution. 
Developing this idea further. Lenin praises the rele¬ 

vance of Kn gels' theoretical reflection of the urgent 

practical U*ki of the world revolutionary process. 'In 

the above argument’, he writes. 'Engel- raise* theore¬ 

tically llie very same question which every great revo¬ 

lution raises before us in practice, palpably and, what 

is more, on u scale of mass action, namely llm question 

of the relationship between "special’’ bodies of armed 

men and the ‘‘self-acting armed organisation of the po¬ 

pulation". We shall we how diis question is specially 

illustrated by the experience of the European and Rus¬ 

sian revolution*.'2 

At the same time lainin, revealing extraordinary 

insight and looking into the future, offered a precise 

epistemological prognosis of already existing and pos¬ 

sible future speculative distortions of the Mantis! the¬ 

ory on the essence and historical destiny of the state 

in opportunist-revisionist and nihilist-anarchist con¬ 

ceptions. 
Engels' elaboration of the Marxist theory of the 

origin and essence of the state, hosed on material 

drawn primarily from ancient history, could not but 

ultra* t the close attention of Lenin on the eve of the 

victorious socialist revolution in Russia. It b equally 

clear that tin* ideas on the correlation of direct collcc- 

1 Usd. 
2 Ibid , p. 395. 
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live wlf-govi rnment and state power contained in 

M r i i on Mortian * /1r: i i St 

Engels' book have not lost their relevance today. The\ 

an- undoubtcdlv of particular intend for ideological 

worker* in the revolutionary parties of i.K'ialintorien¬ 
tated African countries, since in modem Africa both 

Ukw? eMentially opposing systems of organising pow¬ 

er- traditional gentile-tribal and communal self- 

government ‘from below* und Mate-legal regulation 

■from above* still exist side by side. In Midi a situa¬ 

tion, the creation, within the framework of a non- 

cjoitulist path nf development, of n historically favou¬ 

rable opportunity to avoid tin stage of the exploiter 

state a* u machine for repressing the working people 

becomes a political task of enormous importance. 

The au crew fill achievement of this task requires a 

clam approach, combined with psychological flexi¬ 

bility in dealing with traditional institution.* of direct 

(and essentially primitive) democracy which am nn- 

■Imtandalde and familiar to thr populalion and which 

have survived in primary social structures. 

In the ideology uf the African countries there still 

survives the /mlobrc, a symbol of direct tribal democra¬ 

cy. I he polabrr is the cuilom of unhurried discussion 

by all concerned of their common affairs, andmsv end 

in the adoption of a unanimous decision. This practice, 

analogous to the imwt ancient popular assemblies 

of grilles and tribra, a practice which lingered on in 

the depths of traditional structures and ritual crrrrnn- 

nies under the colonial regime, received a ‘second life' 

when these countries won independence, \tteinpl* 

tu interpret this practice as representing an indigenous 

form of primitive 'parluunentarionum, and to turn 

it into a pseudo-democratic mean? of manipulating 
the people from above' (on the model of the bourgeois 

representative system) have not. on the whole, been 

successful On the contrary, in a number of socialist- 

orientated countries, the tradition of cnllective-dcmo- 

crutic discussion of common affairs is bring uvd to 

awaken the socio-claw and political « omm iousne-v* 

of the people, particularly the peasant*. Thus in Ethi¬ 

opia, for rvample, the palabre is seen as an impor¬ 

tant way uf adopting decisions in primary collectives 

or in their ruling collegial organs. In Moxanibhjuc, the 

procedure of accepting candidate members and full 

members into the FRELIMO party at open general 

awemblics of all the inhabitant* of the village or town 

district, or of all the workers at an enterprise, is also 

reminiscent of the traditional pniabn% a* are certain 

features of die work of local popular assemblies in 

Angola. 
The strategy of deliberately 'adopting’ collectivist- 

democratic customs, procedures and institutions that 

have been cleansed of the grime of centuries of op¬ 

pression and exploitation, is intended to help the broad 

working population to become involved in thr Mnir- 

tun* of the emerging revolutionary-democratic Mate. 

I'he opportunity to take an active part in new social 

relation* leads the working people beyond the narrow 

confine* of direct gentile-tribal intercourse, and this 

promote* die formation and expansion of their poll- 

tical view*. Where this aim is either not pursued (in 

capitalist-orientated countries), or it i* not properly 

solved for a considerable period of time, the psycho¬ 

logical replacement for tius (formerly) customary 

method of securing emotional expression and reaiwu* 

ranee is found m religious belief, who*e mesMige of 

equality, brotherhood, mutual aid and concern for 

one's neighbour corresponds to the moral norms of 

tribal society. 
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IX. THE FORMATION OF CUSS SOCIETY: 

THE FIRST SOCIAL REVOLUTION 

Contradictory Trends in the Formation of a 

Claw Society 

Engel* vkv.0 the problem of the unity and diversity 

ol tin- transition from primitive communal to anlago* 

nisli* claw society in it# historical dynamism. The 

causes nf unevenness in the socio-economic develop- 

rirnt of primitive society are to be found in the uneven 

development of tin* productive forces and the division 

of social labour. At lb*- border between lower and 

middle stages of barbarism, tiirv? two factors are 

determined primarily by e col epical conditions. 

'Wien analysing the age of tlir intensive formation 

of classes, Engel# noted the existence within this 

process of contradictory and inter related trends, lie 

dearly showed that the antagonistic claw society take* 

shape in the forms of the slave-owning society and feud- 

nUftsai, and points to the fundamentally common 

ha'is of iIhwc two variant* of the formation «>f clasps. 

It is not only a question of which aiitagunblir forma¬ 
tion i> the result of the transition, hut also a question 

of the actuul correlation of the level of th*- prodm live 

fon i> and the nature of the production re lations in 
a concrete historical society. 

I lie two dialectically inter-related trends in the 

emergence of clsssm are that 'the distinction between 

rich and poor wap added to that between freemen and 

slaves...'I In other words, surplus labour and surplus 

product can be alienated both from members of one s 

1 F. Kngrl*. op. cit.. p. 321. 
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own community or tribe (by the usurpation of*the 

communal fund and collective works by the tribal 

elite) and from people belonging to other tribe*. 

There is also a manifest tendency for the social 

status of then* groups to converge: th*- adoption of 

‘aliens’ into one's own community and the enslavement 

of members of one's own community for debt and 

their sale abroad. This was the situation, for example, 

in ancient Greece just before the reform of Solon: 

'They arose* in two ways,*1 wrote Engels about the 

relationships based on domination and subjection. 

First, they arose because the 'indepe ndcncc of social 

functions in relation to society increased with time 

until it developed into domination over society...*2 

t his trend U often referred to in modem literature on 

the subject as proto-feudal. It reproduces the general 

dura* lenstiCl of the social relations of feudalism, 

based on the exploitation and oppression of one's own 

people. This type of class formation initially existed in 

the civilisation# of the ancient Fast, which were bated 

upon tin- universal slavery of the direct producers, 
grouped together in monolithic communities. 

Second, at the earlier stage of barbarism, members 

of other tribe# who bad either been captured or who 

had arrived in the community by some other means 

and who were then adopted into the community, 

brought their labour power into the 'common labour 
pool'. The simple increase nf the number <>f those in¬ 

volved in the unified production pmcea* brought its 

benefit without the need for discrimination or oppres¬ 

sion. I hi* phenomenon was simply ‘forcible incorpnrn- 

liu/i in the conqueror*' tocial orgunudfio/i, with equal 

right* bring granted. Here there i i no use of the rur/>?u* 

labour of the captive, but only the common advantage 

I F. Engels. AntilHhrirtf, Proffer* Publisher*. Moscow, 
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il.rivrd/ror»» collaborator* with him'.* Approximately 

at tht- middle stage of barbarism, tin captive is turn¬ 

ed into a simple subordinate intaged in subsidia¬ 

ry economic activities. Engrls called this domestic, 

patriarchal slavery. It occurred, in addition to the 

ancient East in Mvccan Greece. Etruitfan Italy, in the 

Slav world, in Africa south of tire Sahara, and in 

otlmr regions. It is only at the later stage of barbar¬ 

ism, with the dawn of the iron age, that slavery 'soon 

became ibr dominant form of production among 

all peoples who were developing beyond the old com¬ 
munity'.* 

The inter-relationdtip and mutual determination 

of the trend* described above in the formation of 

ilHKsr? is confirmed by rontemporary historical mu- 

I iratlv. neither of these trends is anywhere found 

completely free of an admixture of the other, oppos¬ 

ing trend. In the ancient world of Greece and Koine, 

•■ven in the period that marked the high-point of the 

slave-owning mode of production, the economic rolr 

of the labour of acini-dependent and free categories 

of tin- population was considers Mr. In medieval feud¬ 

al Europe, forms of exploitation, close to slavery , of 

groups of the population totally deprived of the means 

of production never fully disappeared. 

Secondly, the predominance of one or other trend 

at a given stage in the development of a particular 

society inevitably led to .1 recriuk-M cm e of the opposite 

trend. With the collapse of the ancient world this is 

seen in the coloni and clients, and also emancipated 

slaves. In medieval Europe, tin- o apjearancc of slave- 

type form* of exploitation ran be seen in the 'second edi¬ 

tion’ of serfdom in Germany, and in the sharp in- 

cre**r in corvee and the intensification of serfdom 

1 kroret Plekhano., Srfrvled Works In five 
volume*. \ *vl. III. Prosrro PiiMidiers, Moscow', 1 n, 144. 

* F. ntgds, At,ti-t)ihrine. p. 221. 

when Ku»in emerged onto the international grain 

market. 
Thirdly, both trends (the exploitation of one's own 

people, and the exploitation of 'aliens’) have one com¬ 

mon ancestor—the social form* of the period of transi¬ 

tion from the primitive order to the class society. This 

period v characterised by the simultaneous coexis¬ 

tence of botli forms of oppression, due to under¬ 

development. 
The society of ancient Egy pt and other similar so¬ 

cial organisations never made the transition to the 

slave-owning mode of production which found its 

classic expression in ancient Greece and Koine. They 

represented, in the conditions of the ancient East, the 

fullest possible development of the middle stage of 

barbarism. At the upper *Uge of barbarism, these 

societies appeared as historical 'fossils’. It should he 

pointed out that a trend towards slave-type forma of 

exploitation was clearly visible in pre-dynmtic Egypt. 

It was at this stagr Out female slaves appeared; ancient 

portrayals of people pulling ploughs nave been dis¬ 

covered, and u hieroglyph has been derinhered which 

refer to slaves as the riving dead', etc. However, as a 

result of particular natural and historical factors, sla¬ 

very in Egypt remained basically domestic und its 

potential possibilities were not realised. 

Irrigation demanded the efforts of skilled men who 

had a vital interest in the result of labour, with centu¬ 

ries of accumulated experience behind them. There¬ 

fore tiie ‘living implement* the ancient slave- did not 

play a significant role in vitally important branches of 

the economic system At the name time, the level of 

armaments was not yet mjf fir lent to make partible the 

regular rapture and exploitation of huge numbers of 

slaves. 

The logic of the historical process is not to be iden¬ 

tified with either one of these two trends • ither in 

space or time. 
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The ancient world did not emerge directly on the 

ruin? of primitive-communal society. It relied for its 

emergence on thr cultural achievements and social 

t rent Is of the ancient Fast, In particular, the slave- 

owning system of Greece and Rome took to it? rlassic 

form the tendency in ancient Ea«teni civilisations 
to deprive thr hum of thr population of their political 

righto. The ‘gulf hetwrrn the despot and the ms?* of 

slaves deprived of all righto Tilled’ by the free 

imputation of the slave-owning stale, Ihi? free popu¬ 

lation, in its turn, appeared simultaneously a? thr 

collective despot in relation to thr slaves (and aenti- 

freemen), and also as the objerl of economic explo¬ 

itation and political manipulation in thr hand? of the 
elite ruling; in iU name 

When Morgan and Engels investigated this problem, 

it was still not known with anv <*rtainty that the 

'(.reek miracle' arose upon th»- foundation nf rentu- 

riesold layers of traditional historical local forms 

which, in a number of their features and trends, were 

surprisingly similar to thr classical forms of ancient 

Eastern civilisations, Engels frequently referred to 

the fact that the ancient social institutions of Greece 

and Koine with which lie was acquainted were the 

result not only of contemporary social conditions, hut 

also of ‘the preceding history, of which we know 
nothing*. 

Feudalism was neither u direct heir to thr classical 

slave-owning system. It grew out of the transitional 

stage of development between the primitive and the 

class focictv, and out of thr tendency in that transi¬ 

tional stag*1 to uw economic mechanism? rif Coercion 
to labour, litre, in contrast to ancient forms of exploi¬ 

tation, it was mainly the native population that was 

exploitrd. heuddism did not develop overnight, hut 

pa^d through several stages, each approaching more 

closely to thr cL-.-iral forms of feudal exploitation. 

Tbt social dam of the ninth century had taken 
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shape not in the hog of a d.-Tming civilisation, but in 

the travail of a ncv%,' commented Engels. ‘Between 

the Roman colon us and thr new serf tnerr had been 

the frrr trankidi peasant.'* 

In historical science irior to .Marx prevailed an 

idealistic evaluation of slavery as 'a source of shame 

and 'an error of historv \ and of feudalism a? ‘a thou¬ 

sand-year period of lethargy in Europe', ‘a hiatus 

in history', ‘a historical vacuum'. Engels refuti d such 

views and showed, on the basis of concrete historical 

material, that these two stages in social development 

were objectively inevitable and dialectically interre¬ 
lated. 

Engels explicitly stated (and historical data con¬ 

firms th») that precisely ‘with slavery, w hich reached 

its fullest development in civilisation, came the first 

great cleavage ol society into an exploiting and an 

rxploited class... Slavery was the fir*l form of exploi¬ 

tation, peculiar to the world of antiquity-.'* \t the 

same time, however, he recognises thr possibility of 

the completion of class formation directly in thr form 

of feudalism, for example, in the history of the ancient 
Germans. Engel# believed that an important material 

prerequisite lor such a course of event* »a> that the 

slave-owning mode of production was in a stale of 

seven- crisis, at least within the region. ‘Slavery no 

longer paid, and k» it died out’,* latifundia and an- 

gariar lost their former advantage both over small- 

scale farming, which 'again became the only profit- 

able form',4 and over handicraft*, and then-fore slaves 

were either emancipated or turned into coloni. Power 

fnl barbarian military chiefs and, following their 

example, the church, began to lake under their protec- 



lion the peasant* v% ho fl*-*! from Ihe oppression of Ro¬ 
man officials ami large landowners. A condition of 
such protection was that the peasants surrender their 
right of ownership of the land to their patron, military 
chief or rhurih, in exchange for the usufruct for lifr.* 
Together with ordinary Germans who were compelled 
to seek protection and lost their allodiums, former ri- 
tirens of the Human province* formed the skeleton of 
a social stratum which developed into the class of peav 
antry dependent on feudal lords. Thus proto-feudal 
production relations, fundamentally different from 
those of classic slavery, look shape and they corres¬ 
ponded more closely to the level, potential and de¬ 
velopment requirements of the productive force* of tin- 
new age, 

The slave-owning mode of production, although 
it existed in it= cUfc-it form only in the Mediterranean 
region, was bv no means a specific local phenomenon, 
hut a world-historical one. Its significance and influ¬ 
ence on the course of the social development of man¬ 
kind is global in scope. Liven from a purely geographic¬ 
al point of view, it influenced all three continents 
which wire the cradle of the civilisation of the Old 
World. The epicentre of the slave-owning mode of 
production was, of course, the Mediterranean, which 
Ih-gel teimrd the heart of tin- ancient world. Speak* 
ing of tire significance of the Roman Empire, Kneel* 
wrote: ' The lev riling plane of Roman w orld power nad 
been pausing fur centuries over all the Mediterranean 
countries. Where the Greek language offered no resis¬ 
tance all national languages gave way to .1 corrupt 
Latin. Then* were no longer any distinction* of nation¬ 
ality, no more Gaul*, Iberians, Ligurians, Noricwi*: all 
had become Homans. Roman administration and 
Roman law had everywhere dissolved the old hodieB 
of consarigumei and thus crushed the last remnant* 

1 Ibid., p. 310. 

of lo<»l and national Relf-expression... This is what the 
Roman state with its world domination hud brought 
thingB to: it had based its right to exigence on the pre¬ 
servation of order in Ihr interior and protection against 
Ihe barbarians outside. Rut its order was worse than 
the worst disorder, and the barbarians, against whom 
the state pretended to protect its citizens, wew hailed 
by them as tavioun.’! These words by Engels about 
lln- world dominion of the Roman Empire arc more 
than a mere metaphor. They reflect the influence of 
the slave-owning mode of production, which had here 
reached its apogee, not only on the extensive barbarian 
periphery, hut on five entire course of the historical 
development of mankind at that time. Thus the denial 
of die historical inevitability of sl&vcrv as a special, 
objectively necessary mode of production which 
rnn sometime* be found in scholarly work* is not justi¬ 
fied. The view that the classic forms of the slave-own¬ 
ing mode of production arc quite strictly localised is no 
lew erroneous than attempts to Gnd developed shivery 
in flic hbtuiy of every nation that has entered clas* 
society. 

Within the dave-owning mode of production, 
civilisation embraced mainly handicrafts and the towns 
where they were sited. The feudal mode of production 
enabled civilisation to penetrate into agriculture, into 
the life of the villages that had replaced the former 
communities. If the early stages of feudalism were a 
period of stagnation, a period of decline of the towns 
and of urban handicraft*, nonetheless the achievement* 
of the latter readied the most remote rural periphery. 
Ihus the beginning of feudalism was not a hiutu- in 
history , but one of the interruptions in its gradual 
development within the framework of the former 
mode of production. 

1 Ibid- pji. aor-oa. 
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Tlti* First Social Resolution: 

Essence and Forms 

The emergence of an antagonistic claw society is an 

area of investigation in whi« h the difference between 
the evolutionist Morgan and the revolutionary Engcla 

becomes particularly evident, despite the great simil¬ 

arity in the material on ancient Greek and Roman 

history used by boll) authors. Engels showed that 

world history ia characterised bv interruptions in 

Eradual development, leaps or social revolutions, and 

e also underlined the role played by force a.' 'the 

midwife of history’ destroying obsolete social relations 
and institutions. Speaking of social violence, EngcL-% 

did not identify this with just one of its forma-armed 

iUppreHiion. Ilia theory of the origin of private proper¬ 

ty and die elate as dialectically related aspects of the 

revolutionary transition from primitive communal to 

antagonistic class society prosed to be far superior 

to Rousseaus idea of a social contract, or Diihring's 

ahsolutUation of armed force. 

The object of the social struggle which first began 

in die ancient world were the traditions of collective 

Inhour, e»jual distribution and the democratic resolu¬ 

tion of common affair*, all characteristic of the primi¬ 

tive-communal society. Vestiges of these traditions 

Bcrved during the whole period of the formation of 

Cbuses, and even in flaw society, as a means of unit¬ 

ing die ordinary people in their resistance to any in¬ 

tensification of exploitation. Engel, refers to this fact 

several times in his book. At the same time, however, 

the old tribal elite, and trading and money-lending 

elements which had eidier emerged from this elite or 

co-operated with it, strove to retain power and the 

wealth und privileges that went widi it. In so dome 

they usually referred to the ties of kinship and the will 

of the tribal deities. If they felt it necessary, they also 

used public pressure (including, moat probably, armed 
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force) against the wiltullv desolM-dient and poor hut 

recalcitrant debtors. 
In the struggle between social strata and group*. 

th» economic exploitation and political oppression of 

man b\ man first cry stallised into openly class institu¬ 
tion* which threw off the traditions of the primitive- 

communal society within which they had been gradual 

ly taking shape 
Engels, who had made a special study of the emer¬ 

gence ol claw society and the state in the ancient 

world, view, this process as a social revolution. IhU 

revolution lake* place in several ‘tagr*. in the- course 

of which a radical change occurs in the property rela¬ 
tion* ami organisational forms of social life, which 

become the opposite of what they had been previous¬ 

ly. Solon, writes Engels, 'started the scries of so-called 

political revolutions by an encroachment on property. 

Ml revolution* until now have been revolutions for 

the protection of one kind of property against another 

kind of property. They cannot protect one kind 

without violating another. In the Great French Revolu¬ 

tion feudal property w*. sacrificed in order to save 

bourgeois property: in Solon's revolution, creditors’ 

property had to suffer for the benefit of debtors' 

property. The debts were simply annulled .l 

I he so-' ailed religious revolution of Mohammed was 

•I - i i icent ofthe ref Sol.U« 1 
it possible to achieve a compromise among the \rabs 

who adopted Wain by prohibiting usury (Riba), by 

making act of chanty by the rich to the poor manda¬ 

tors (/akyat), comlemning luxury, etc. A» a result, 

the reforms of Muhammed transferred the social an¬ 

tagonisms which had developed in Arabia (among the 

Bedouin tribes, in the towns baaed on trade and han¬ 

dicrafts. and in the oativbased farming communities) 

outside, onto the non-Arab, non-Muslim peoples w ho, 

1 I'. ! ngtli. 'The Origin of the 1 unilyp. 280. 
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for several centuries, became the object of military, 

trade, ami then ideological expansion on the part of 
the Arab-Islamic civilisation. 

A political revolution at the borderline between pri¬ 

mitive •communal and antagonistic-class society require* 

the presence of two mutually exclusive but tempo¬ 

rarily co-existing forms of property-aocLJ property, 

genetically linked to the primitive-communal ordrr, 

and private property, freed from kinship ties, and thus 

easily alienated. One or oilier social group, by virtue 

of its economic interests, is based on and clinp? to one 

of lhe*r form* of property. Among the elite of u given 

society', thk contradiction manifests itself in tin: form 

of rivalry' in the struggle for power between op poring 

groups: the tribal elite, which ha* enslaved its own peo¬ 

ple, and the supporters of democracy, who an- seeking 

to shift tlie focus of social contradictions outside the 

circle of its own people onto captive slaves nr whole 

peoples who have become the object of economi- ex¬ 

pansion. hi ancient Crrrce, it is the first aspect of 

this social drama which dominates, while in ancient 

Rome it is the second. 

It is also worth notins that tngcL u»*s both the 

term reform’ and the term ’revolution with regard 

to Solon’s activity. The term ’the ivform of Solon’ 

is the accepted one in bourgeois historiography, which 

avoids the concept of revolution, Bering revolution as 

an anomaly in social development, a deviation from the 

normal coursi of history. As far as is known. Solon's 

action took tlie form of promulgating a new law—a 

reform. This new law was adopted against the back¬ 

ground of popular ferment during a complex and 

trnsc struggle among the privileged strata. However, 

in its content, in a radical intervention into property 

relations, in its sharp opposition of one -action of the 

population to the other. it was a revolution. Naturally 

•Tigris, when referring to the event, calls it a reform 

(u-ing the then accepted terminology), but when 
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assessing it, describe# it as a ‘revolution’. 

This n-volution was a aUve-owning revolution. It 

on lined in a society ‘tandinji on the thn sliold of class 

anUgonkma. By this time, tin- enslavement of fellow 

Greeks was proceeding apace, while, at the same time, 

strenuous ctfurts were Iwfcig made to contrast the 

’single «ir«rk nation tgabtfl tl" 1 irb rian tribi -"id 
alliances that surrounded it. The economic possibility 

of making wide use of surplus labour was realised in 

the exploitation and Oppttarioft "f Bpn-Oreelut. Ill 

stead of exploiting their own fellow-citizens in the old 

brutal manner,’ write* Engels, summing up the i-co- 

nomie reasons for Solon a activity and thr social forces 

which supported him, ‘the Athenians now exploited 

mainly the slaves and non-Atluman clienta.'* Ibis led 

to c corresponding involution in social relation*. I he 

rlaof antagonism on which the social and political 

institutions rested was no longer that between the 

noble# and the common people, hut that between 

slave* and freemen, dependents and citizens.^ 

This revolution in property relations affected all 

other social this. One can imagine Ihe enthusiasm of 

the simple people when they saw the mortgage posts 

brine removed from their fields, the debts of the artis¬ 

ans and other working people being annullcrl, Ihe re¬ 

de mption of debtor* Mild into slavery by their credi¬ 

tors, and the return of those who hail lied tinir coun¬ 
try to escape the money-lenders. A latter social 

struggle rnsued. Large landowner# and money-bunk*# 

w h<i had suffered material loss as a result of Colon’s 

reform, made .-cvcrJ attempts to mount a countrr-at- 

tark and to restore the former order of things, no advan¬ 

tageous to them. The conflict over this law continued 

for anotiu r eighty-five year#, and another revolutiona¬ 

ry reform was necessary in order to consolidate it. A 

law on the territorial self-government of tin popula- 

1 F. hngrk ‘The Origin of the Family-.’, p. 2H2. 
* Ibid . p. 2R4. 



lion was introduced v.ith the aim of undermining the 

might of thr elite, who drew their strength from 

kinship lies. I he whole of Attica w-» divided into one 

hundred .elf-governing townships or denies, the citi¬ 

zens of which elected from among thru own number 

on official head, a treasurer, thirty judges and also 

priest* to serve in the teiii|de. And onci again we find 

that, in describing this law whose adoption U linked to 

the name of Qcisthenes, Engels uses the term ‘revolu¬ 

tion'. ‘The nobility,' he writes, ‘tried to regain its 

former privileges and fur a short time recovered it* 

.iipr.mjey, until the revolution of Claslhcnc* (309 

B. C.) brought about its final downfall; and with them 

fell the last remnant* of the gentile constitution.*1 

Aa for the emergence of the dan society and the 

state in ancient Home, the measures adopted by Ser- 

vius TuBius were in many n -poets similar to thuar of 

Solon. While refraining from Commenting on the cb- 

cumMancns and details of thi* process due to tlu- un¬ 

reliability of information, FngeU nonetheless quite 

clearly tlrfmcs it a* a ‘revolution that put an end to 

the old gentile constitution', to which no added that 

‘it* causes lav in the conflicts between tin pie I* ami 
die nofin las'* 

Th«- Koman world found itself in an impasse as a 

result of the <!«•• lining economic value of slave labour, 

and the piofound, centuri* -.-old revulsion against 

physical labour felt among the free citizens. ‘Only a 

complete revolution could hr of help here.*4wrote 

Engels. Marx and Engels viewed the anti-slave-owninir 

revolution * a factor of world-historical importance. 

lloKAtf, they did not identity such a revolution with 

slave rebellion* foe their liberation, with ‘slave revolu¬ 

tion’, Moreover, Engel* wrote that the ancient world 

1 Ibid . p. 282. 
* Ibid., p. 2'>2. 
* Ibid . p. 310. 
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knew of no victorious davr rebellion..1 
Engel* underlined the fact that the • n*i* of imper¬ 

ial Home rould nut he resolved by internal force*, and 
jUo pointed to the institutions of coloni and client* 

uh unumiil for the slave-owning mode of production. 

He linked the overthrow of the slave-owning system 

to regional contact* which involved peoples whose 

mode of production was directly opposed to that of 

slavery, or who at least liad the beginning of such a 

mode of |*odu< thui. The anti-slav e-owning revolution 

paved the way in history ‘through the forcible subjec¬ 

tion of the deteriorating communities by other, strong¬ 

er «»m - ((iirrc. liy Macedonia and later Rome). As 

long a.« thrsr themselves have slavery as their founda¬ 

tion. lb* r- is merely a shifting of the centre and a re- Eelilion of the process on a higher plane until (Rome) 

inally a people conquer* that replaces slavery by 

another form of production'.2 

The depth and range of the serial revolution leading 

to the emergence of anUgonistic<law social relations 

ran l» m< a.uo d by Comparing the history of the civil- 

iutioru of the ancient East and the ancient Mediter¬ 

ranean, although in the latter this pattern—from Ortc 

to Rome is uneven. In those place* where thr revolu- 

tion remained at it* eaHy . initial stage*, it was ambival¬ 

ent and inrmnplrtr. t raditional social institutions and 

communal practices continued to exist alonpudr the 

new form*, and IiisIikk.iI movenimt was abruptly 

slowed down und diverted from its main course. 

Among some peoples prirmtive-communal relations 

disintegrated only very slowly. 

the primary social revolution (in ho book I' ngeb 

does not refer to this by a special term, but it is pre¬ 

cisely this primary social revolution which is one of the 

most important object* of hi* investigation) developed 

‘ IbiJ.. p. 315. 
2 f. bncrl*. Imi jliihriny. p. -122. 
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‘Milan Ihe pfoduclw forces as a ncolithic-cum-metal- 

I'":1 il revolution, baled on the use of draught ani¬ 

mals, and Ihe exploitation of such natural energy 

source* us Hater, wind. etc. It ‘irrupted' into wi<ial life 

u.s it were ’from below', from the base. Tribal relations 

disintegrated, preparing, with Ihe help of political activ¬ 

ity urn I related institutions, the social ground for pro¬ 

perty in ••quality within and outside the family. How- 

evrr, this social revolution was then usually consolidated 

by means of legislation, and was completed b\ the for 

mation of a jiolitical -uperstnicture which ‘heads’ 
social life and is crowned bv the stair. 

I he first sphere in which the contradiction between 

the new technological structure of the productive force* 

arid the former production relations became appar¬ 

ent was the transitional patriarchal family. Howewr, 

at this level of development of the productive force*, 

the most radical solution of the contradictions between 

them and the production relations impeding their 

development wa* private ownership of the nrean> of 

production, which arexre within the separate economies 

of the patriarchal family. However, soon as it 

appeared, private property so intensified the social 

antagonisms that had amen during the transitional 

period that it rendered Ihe creation of the state an 

urgent nerrarity. The stale, emerging as a machine 

of oppression, reeled on the discharge of a number of 

functions which derive 'from Ihe nature of all commun¬ 

ities’.! The regulation of tin* social production of the 

means of subsistence and of the production of man 

himself bean, in these new conditions, with the first 
social revolution in human history. 

Waring himself on facts taken from the agr of the 

formation of antagonistic-class society, Kngd* adduced 

further arguments to support Marx's theory, and 

• n atively developed it. He showed that, with the move- 

1 Cf. K. Man. Capital, Vat. Ill, p 384. 

men! of ancient history fundamentally determined 

from below’ by the productive forces and production 

relations, the baric question involved in the first social 

revolution was already the question of power, Only 

the replacement of the tribal elite, who had acquired 

vn*I wealth and abused their privileges, by the Athen¬ 

ian slave-owning democracy, by the Roman republic 

and empire, and finally, by the barbarian proto-feudal 

kingdoms of the Germans, opened the way for histor¬ 

ical proore*. 

within the framework of the first social revolution, 

one of the two dialectically opposed trends of deve¬ 

lopment came to predominate. From the point 

of view of it* socio-economic prerequisites, the replace¬ 

ment of the priinittoe-mmiuunal order by the antagon- 

istic-<Uw society was internally contradictory. The ob¬ 

ject of exploitation could be both ones Own impov¬ 

erished people, who had become dependent on their 

feHow tribesmen and also ’aliens’ who hail been en¬ 

slaved a* n result of capture in war or by other means. 

Furthermore, tin range of the mean* of exploitation 

had changed considerably as a result of the correla¬ 

tion of the alienation of surplus labour fin the form 

of collective community work, military tribal detach- 

men to and slave labour) and the alienation of the sur¬ 

plus product (the communal insurance fund, which was 

often misappropriated Ivy piracy , military seizure*, war 

reparations and tribute), The nature of the revolution 

was also determined by the fact that the tribal elite, 

trading and money -lending circles, the prvsthood and 

the military leaden* functioned as the subject of the 

new exploitation, 

Cowihlv it was Fngels' interest in the ancient Fast 

prior to lib acquaintance with Morgan's honk which 

led him to concentrate particularly on identifying that 

‘unit' of society within which the radical chun^ in 

social relations caused by the development of tire 

productive forces actually took plare. In Ihr ancirnl 
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East, the basis of this development was the organisa¬ 
tion uf centralised social l.iI*«i ir, primarily in irriga¬ 
tion (called by econominl# the effect i>f scale). In tin? 
Mediterranean, increase in labour productivity was 
ensured mainly by the improvement of the implement* 
of labour am) by an intensification of trading links, 
that is, the main factor was the diversity of conditions 
and of type* of production activity. Therefore, in tin 
civilisations of tlir ancient fast, tribal relations, dis¬ 
turbed but not destroyed, were quite liti rally 'com- 
pn-NM’d* into the foundation of the soao-cconomic 
structures and crushed by the Height of the despotic 
superstructure above them. In the ancient Mediterra¬ 
nean, the contradiction between gentile-tribal relations 
and the development of the productive forces which 
they increasingly restricted was riot only not Immured', 
buried, enclosed in the foundation of the new forms of 
the state, but, on the contrary , was swept up onto tin- 
surface, sharply outlined against the traditions of prim¬ 
itive democracy. Gearly, therefore, it i» nut surpris¬ 
ing that tin- author of The Origin of Ihe Family, Private 
Properly and the Slatr uses llio term ‘revolution' for 
the lirn! time in relation to the sphere of family rela¬ 
tions, to the patriarchal family, where this rewilulion 
in tribal and family relations did not occur or was 
incomplete gentile-tribal and communal-caste rela¬ 
tion* ottifled in their initial primitive form. Over the 
course of thouunds of y ears, these relations formed, in 
the words of Engels, invariable basis of ancient Eastern 
• ivilisations. It could not be shaken even by tlu? most 
rullilew despotism, nor by the storms in (lie sphere of 
polities, nor by the cataclysms like the destructive in¬ 
vasions of nomads. Thus the development of ancient 
Eastern so« ietics towards claw antagonisms stagnated. 

Nonelhel. », not only in it# anrient eastern, but 
even in its tireco-Roman and German-Barbaric variants 
the first social revolution was an extremely long 
drawn-out process. 

When investigating the replacement of the primi¬ 
tive-communal order by antagonistic class society , En¬ 
gels based himself on a dialectic-materialist evaluation 
of the regular stages of so* ial development, and of the 
ib pendenci of this transition on tin- development of 
the productive force* and production relations of so¬ 
ciety. for Morgan, the driving force behind hhtoriral 
development was the accumulation of idea# and tech¬ 
nologies! experience, finding their most concentrated 
expression in the -uperxtrurlure. Engels revealed the 
economii roots of social changes in the basis the ma¬ 
terial life of society. Morgan was prompted by the in¬ 
tuition of a nveari In r. Engel* purposefully applied the 
theory of socioeconomic for mi t ions elaborated by 
Marx and himself and made a ch.v analysis uf social 
ehane-s. Therefore there is every reason to affirm that 
Kneel* not only interpreted Morgan s work from a dialec¬ 
tical-materialist viewpoint and developed his hypothe¬ 
sis. Hr also, on the basis of the material systematised 
and generalised by Morgan, and also on the basis of tin* 
research he and Marx hail conducted on thi-- question, 
created a genuinely scientific theory of the revolution¬ 
ary transition from the priinitive-eommunal order 
to antagonistic elasa society. 



CONCLUSION 

The book The Origin of the Family, Private Proper¬ 

ty and the State provide* u reusoned and coi»viiirinp 

. onfiriiiation of the basic tenets of the dialectical ma¬ 

terialism ns applied tu the pre-capitalist stage of huinan 

history. KnpL wa* the first to du>v* that ancient so- 

cicty v as governed bv the wine law* of developmental 

the other formations pn •eding communism- In partic¬ 

ular, ancient history and pre-bourgeois social Mruc- 

turvn ar- charade ri-ed by sharp contradictions between 

the productive forces and production relations, and a 

struggle between strata and groups whose fundamental 

material interest* come into conflict. Finally, social 

revolution hcr-une the means of replacing the primitive 

socio-economic formation with one or other form of 

antagonistic-class aocielvi the slavr-owning (Greeks, 

Komana) or the feudal (the Germans). 
Modem Marxist historical science i- developing 

along the lines mapped out b\ LngrL, basing itself 

upon hi* creative legacy in Ihr field of ancient history, 

and referring to his work al turning points in iU divrl- 

op men I caused by the appearance of new methods 

of research. I he material now possessed by historian* 

confirms the bade theory developed by the founder* 

of Marxism-concerning the essence of primitive 

models and the laws of its development towards 

antagonistic etas* formations, i hi* theory makes it 

povJblr to elaborate in greater detail and specify the 

nature of the operation of the general laws of history 

in relation to specific ages, cultures and |»eop!*s. 
In this connection the theoretical legacy ot rn- 

grU retains it* full relevance, while bis book The 

Origin of the Family, Priinle ftope/ly and the Stole 

i i. . -.-i i \.11 iipie of a i emu nay dlnh i tk ana* 

X SL4 of the major problem* of ancient hUloiy. 



In addition to publishing the works of 
Marx, h’ngels and Lenin. Progress Publish¬ 
er also issues pamphlets on Individual 
works of Marxism-Leninism for those 
studying Mnrxist-Lcninist theory. 

In the present pamphlet, the Soviet 
scholar Igor Andreyev examines son>e of 
the key questions discussed in Engels’ 
The Origin of the Family, Private Proper 
O’ and the State. He concentrates in par- 
Ikuhr on die stages in the development 
of primitive society and the transition to 
antagonistic class formations, on the his¬ 
torical evolution of marriage and family 
relations, on tire origin of private properly 
and the state. The reader will also touch 
briefly upon modem investigation into 
the Issues raised by Engels. 


